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Maine shrinking
New Hampshire blamed
Border tensions escalate

Swimsuit King Hardy P. Perennial
struts his stuff (More suits, pp 20-21).

Soviet missiles
on the way!
BRUNSWICK—Officials at the
Brunswick Naval Air Base just
seconds ago sent wooo888888888 Caught in the act! Cocky New Hampshirites, operating in open daylight,
Missile warning false alarm
BRUNSWICK—Editors
of
the
Maineac Express received a wire
feed that turned out to be a computer
mistake.
Local
radar
instal
lations mistakenly identified a flock of
migrating
June
bugs
as
in
coming Russian ICBMs.
Our brave
typesetter stayed on the job until
the last minute and then sought cover
beneath his desk. The event leads the
editors to believe that if such an event
were to occur.it would be a mistake to
consult your daily newspaper for
details.

Supermarket
nudity
ok’d
AUGUSTA—Officials
at
the
Department o f Groceries and Tourism
(DOG1T), in a narrow 789-688 victory,
today approved full customer nudity
within the confines o f supermarket
shopping areas.
Benefits of the new policy, as stated
by
the
sometimes
controversial
governmental group, will be seen in an
immediate cutdown on shoplifting and a
stimulated
purchasing
atmosphere,
while drawbacks, as stated in a hastily
prepared
minority
report,
include
possible shopping cart injuries to men
as well as discomfort to those same
members of the shopping community at
low refrigerated displays such as dairy
and freezer cases.

Governor
identifies
erogenous
zon es

are foiled in their attempt to steal more Maine topsoil.

New Hampshire men
arrested for stealing Maine
BERWICK—Four men admit
tedly working under "highlyplaced individuals" were arrested
by Maine police in this border
town last night. The men are
believed to be part of an "attrition
ring" which has been stealing
small pieces of Maine and hauling
them away to New Hampshire.
In this photo released by state
police, the thieves can be seen

measuring a valuable piece of
Maine topsoil before taking it
away.
Police warn that other members
of the gang remain at large and are
considered dangerous. Mainers are
being urged to notify authorities if
they spot any group of people
huddled together with tape
measures, pencils, pads and
shovels.

Among parts of Maine that
state researchers claim have been
stolen over the past half century
are lakes and rivers, some western
mountains, topsoil (which has
been taken daily in truckloads
since the. 1930s), fish, deer, birds,
and at least one known resort
area, where the latest conflicts
have arisen. Researchers estimate
that the total land area stolen
equals a city the size of Augusta
down to a depth of 300 feet,
while stolen water would fill a
hole the size of Moosehead Lake.
"The cost to Mainers in stolen
territory is obviously incal
culable," said Merwin, "but we
put it at somewhere between three
and seven billion dollars."
As a test case in the reclamation
of its stolen property, the state of
Maine
has
filed
suit in
Washington,
claiming
that
the border between Fryeburg,
ME, and Conway, NH, has been
gradually pushed eastward over
the past fifty years, and should
actually be restored two miles
into Conway. The same border
claims hold true for the entire
Maine-New Hampshire border.
Allegedly, New Hampshire citi
zens, on a weekly basis, have
been moving (s<*shrin k ing , p. to)

Beatles reunion
set for Maine!

PORTLAND—The Fab Four
may be only the Fab Three now,
but that's not stopping Maine
promoters from scoring a dramatic
1988 Beatles reunion concert right
here in the Pine Tree State.
Jubilant Miracle Productions
president Colonel Tom Sanders
said last night after signing the

group, "This is the most
significant event since the parting
of the Red Sea. Certainly since
the second Leonard-Duran fight"
Because there will be only
6,000 tickets available for the
show, the price of admission for

(See CONCERT, p. 2)

AUGUSTA—Governor John "Junior”
McKeman yesterday identified three
new erogenous zones for Mainers and
recommended ways to best put them to
use. (See JUNIOR, P 42)

Errant cruise m issile
upends chicken coop
SANFORD-A small chicken
bam belonging to local farmer
Doyle Sowerby was hit and
overturned by a runaway cruise
missile with a faulty guidance
system yesterday. Although only
two of the chickens were lolled by
the unarmed weapon, fourteen
others escaped into the sur
rounding community.
Spokesmen for the U.S. Navy
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FRYEBURG/CONWAY—More
shots were fired today, but nobody
was hurt, as tempers flared around
this normally quiet border
line. Trouble has been escalating
between the two towns since
last January, when Maine state
researchers, investigating claims
of Maine's shrinking size and
weight, discovered that New
Hampshire has systematically
been stealing pieces of the Pine
Tree State for at least fifty years.
Overshadowing these claims,
but not dispelling them, is
a movement by many of New
Hampshire’s
Maine-employed
workers, who have begun to
protest Maine’s income tax laws.
However, many in Maine see
those protests as a ruse.
"Purely a smoke screen,"
Clinton Murwin, Maine’s Chief
of Private Eyes, told reporters last
week. "They got caught, and now
they're using this tax business as
a way of taking the heat
off themselves. But we caught
them with their fins in the cookie
jar, so to speak.” Merwin was
referring to a number of
remarkable photographs which
have come to light recently,
showing New Hampshirites in
the act of pilfering the Pine Tree
State.

explained that the missile, which
was destined for Conway, N.H.,
had been programmed to hone in
on a concentration of outlets and
shopping malls, but misread the
instruction as specifying "a red
wheelbarrow glazed with rainwater
beside the white chickens.” The
spokesman said that none of the
other missiles seemed to have the
same problem.

Iso Inside
Lobster plates just ain't,
reveals lobsterman
He proposes Maine change name to "The Crawdad State."
( See page 20 fo r details and how to order Crawiad stickers fo r your plates.)

McKernan Wins Wimbledon
(page 11)

State sells Bangor
(page 33)
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PEOPLE
Freeport woman
arrested during
happy hour seige

Bush buys
home in
Nevada
BLAST FLATS, NEVADA —
Campaign aides for Vice-President
George Bush have announced that
he has bought a house in Nevada,
bringing the number of states in
which Bush now owns a home to
37. He hopes to reach his oftstated goal of owning a house in
all 50 states by Election Day in
November.
Bush delights in claiming
native-son status in most places
he campaigns in the U.S. "His
many homes give him a sense of
belonging, of feeling like he's one
of the boys," explains Bush's
press secretary Hiram F. Talkey.

FREEPORT—A fifty-year old
Freeport woman was arrested with
an excited and highly vocal group
of followers yesterday after
effectively taking over the
Freeport Beergarten and delivering
a fervent twenty-minute speech
which witnesses said whipped the
patrons into a frenzy. The woman,
identified as Elizabeth "Betty"
U.B. Buck, a frustrated seascape
artist, was brought to Cumberland
County Jail, where she awaits
arraignment for inciting a riot
Highlighting her tirade was an
enemies list which included
"welfare
criminals,
envirocommunists, anarchist college
professors and students, the U.S.
Congress,
The
Bill
of
Rights and the traitorous press."
When police arrived, patrons
were preparing to drive to Augusta
and take over the state house.
Demonstrators marched and
chanted outside her jail cell
throughout the night, prompting
Portland fire marshals to lower her
bail. She was released this
morning to a rousing cheer from
the crowd, which had swelled to
over 75 by morning.

Stranded bureaucrats warm their hands while awaiting rescue.

Bureaucrats stranded on traffic island
WATER VILLE—Thirteen men
were rescued yesterday after
spending five terrifying days
stranded on a traffic island just
north of Waterville. The men,
who are bureaucrats in various

state agencies, had been car
pooling to work when the car's
engine threw a rod. According to
officials, fourteen men had started
out on the drive, but the thirteen
surprisingly well-fed survivors are

mum as to die whereabouts of the
missing man. The men were all
treated at Waterville General
Hospital for cold hands and
indigestion and then released

Gov. McKernan
unveils his
plan for the
future

Elves file suit

Mysterious Pine Tree Superman caught in action by amateur photographer.

against Claus
TV W P

AUGUSTA—Boy
Governor
John "Junior" McKernan, speak
ing informally from the Blaine
House hot tub said that he can't
decide whether he wants Maine to
be "a place where a rich young
man can become even richer," or
"a place where every person can
live in dignity and security, where
children from every economic
strata have hope for the future, and
where nobody has unfair political
or economic advantage over
anyone else." Later, surrounded
by the Blaine House Jugglers and
the Dancing Blainettes, McKeman was said to remark, "I
guess the former."

nil it takes
is a shouel

and an hour of your time.
I f euery Maine
citizen mould
cross the border
into New Hampshire
and bring back
ju s t one shouelfull of topsoil,
we ll be on the road
to full recouery.

TOPSOIL RECOUERY
PROGRAM

Returning Maine to Maine
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DOME, ALASKA—Elves in
the North Pole have filed a class
LIVERMORE
FALLS—A
action suit against wealthy resident of this normally quiet
philanthropist Saint Nicholas, town claims he took a picture of
known as popular holiday figure Maine's so-called "Pine Tree
Santa Claus. The suit charges the Superman" blowing or pushing
bearded fat man with unfair labor over an illegal wooden billboard
practices, citing that it wasn't he which had gone unnoticed on the
but the elves that were forced to highway since Maine's billboard
shimmy down chimneys all these
years. Among other charges for
which the Elves are seeking
redress is the claim that more than
3,000 elves have lost their lives
"The Miracle of ’88," is expected
delivering holiday packages.
to range from $200 standing room
to scalper prices of $25,000. The
box office will open sometime
UNCLE DIRIGO
this week at a location to be
W A N T S YOU!
announced on a Maine radio
station to be announced sometime
in the next few days, according to
Sanders. Reasoned Sanders, "If we
were to disclose where the Beatles
were going to play, souvenir
hunters would take the building
apart brick by brick weeks before
the miracle got started."
State Police report that there are
already over a million people
camped along the breakdown lanes
of the Maine Turnpike and 1-^5,
and a line of cars has formed on
Route 1 from Miami all the way
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cleanup several years ago.
"He just came from out of
nowhere," said John B. Gallant,
who had stopped to take a picture
of some grass by the side of the
road. "No cape, no tight blue suit.
Kind of scruffy-lookm', actually.
White shirt and jeans. Eyeglasses.

just glad he's on
our side."
Gallant
said
that
the
bespectacled strong-man and selfproclaimed "enemy of bad" was
gone as quickly as he appeared. "I
guess he don't do cleanup, too."

Beatles concert set for M aine

JOIN THE v
MAINE MILITIA'
Take back from
Netii Hampshire
mhat mas once ours.

to Fort Kent.
Already there is much specu
lation as to who will replace slain
group leader John Lennon.
Although Beatle members Paul,
George, and Ringo are tightlipped, Beach Boy replacement
Bruce Johnston figures high in the
running. Others whose names
have been heard bandied about in
music circles are pert replacementactress-danrer Sandy Duncan,
Beatle-lookalike-singer-songwriter
Billy/oel, actor-singer-songwriterhejrtthrob Don Johnson, actorwise-guy-husband-and-brother-ofrock-singer-and-also-a-singer-himself Sean Penn, and former James
Bond star Sean Connery, chosen

from page 1

for his accent.
But the choice is not limited to
those names. As the Maineiac
Express went to press this
morning, editors learned that Las
Vegas bookies are laying even
money on the Jewish-Bom-AgainChristian-folk-rock-poet-singersongwriter-guru Bob Dylan, who
introduced the mop-topped lads to
marijuana when they met in
England the early 1960s.
However, promoter Sanders has
indicated the final decision will
ultimately rest with the citizens of
Maine who are hosting the
"Miracle." On page 14, there is a
ballot for your Beatles replace
ment choice. Use it.

Replacement Poll
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Satanist ring uncovered
in State House
AUGUSTA—The head of a
rooster encircled by a ring of
precious Maine tourmalines was
discovered under a chair in the
Senate Chambers late last night,
lending credence to recent
speculation that an increasing
number of state representatives are
engaging in devil-worshipping and
black magic.
The representative under whose
desk the items were found was not
in his bed this morning, according
to his wife, who found in his
place 13 black pullet eggs. Foul
play is suspected.
Officials at the Department of
Paranormal Occurrences
and
Tourism (DEPOT) were first

alerted to the possibility of
satanism last October, when Spud
City
representative
Elwood
Michaud's car was found in a
Mister Jolly Croissant parking lot
with a small pile of red ash in the
driver's seat and the safety belt
still
buckled.
Upon closer
inspection, authorities discovered
a drawing of a half-moon and
thirteen-pointed star etched in the
ash, and a tape of the 70s cult
group Tony Orlando and Dawn in
die car's cassette deck.
Authorities are witholding the
names of the representatives under
investigation, but they don’t deny
that the ring, in their words,
"leads right to the top."

Queendom of
Snowe
established
BANGOR — Voters in Maine’s
second congressional district
yesterday passed into law by a 6-1
margin a referendum to rename
their district the "Queendom of
Snowe."
The new law will eliminate the
expensive and time-consuming
process of re-electing Rep
resentative Olympia Snowe to
Congress every two years.
Instead, she will be appointed to a
life-long term with the new title
of Queen Snowe.
Since being elected to Congress
in 1978, Snowe has faced only
token opposition from Democrats
for her seat in Congress. The

W o rk on M o u n t M uskie continues
NEWRY— Maine's answer to
Mount Rushmore, the state-funded
Mount Muskie, is only fifty-nine
years away from completion,

Queen Snowe

according to project director Elijah
F. Ozymand.
A Maineiac Express photographer caught Ozymand and

his crew of nine assistants in
action yesterday at the entrance to
the former Senator's nose,

PHOTO: DO N HIMSEL
LEWISTON SON

referendum was initiated by her
close friend, Governor John
"Junior"
McKernan,
who
personally collected the 46,000
signatures necessary to bring the
matter to a vote.

Buck to seek
Blaine House
AUGUSTA—Betty U.B. Buck,
leader of Scouts for American Pa
triotism , and self-proclaim ed
Mother of Decency, announced
her candidacy for the governorship
today. A group o f 1,000 or more
jubulant SAPS were on hand as
Mother Buck signed the papers
and delivered a short but typically
rousing speech which drew about
Transatlantic swimmer Roy Ouellette surfaces near Iceland's shore, thinking he is in Maine.
300 more converts off the
Buck: Vengeance is blind
sidewalk. The spry middle-aged
woman, looking like the lady next hands placed over her eyes, a
door, ended her speech by gesture she claimed was symbolic,
displaying her new salute, two meaning "vengeance is blind."
QLAFSVIK, ICELAND (ME)— expected a big crowd, TV cameras was all nice. They fed me on
Maine transatlantic swimmer Roy and whatnot, but there was only frozen whitefish ."
Ouellette, who left Old Orchard one women, three kids, and a
What Ouellette doesn't realize is
Beach last July 16 and was fisherman in a rowboat. The first that his wife Yvonne has taken
TROUBLE WITH YOUR WORKERS?
expected back in Maine this July, thing I said was, Where's my the couple’s mobile home and
has surfaced in Iceland, some 1200 Yvonne?' but the woman just filed for divorce. "I met a man
Let The Governor Help
miles off course.
scowled and said something like who loved me and had nothing to
"I'm some confused," said the 'Katrakoobie.' 'Katrakoobie?' I prove," she said from her new,
daredevil swimmer in a phone said—I thought my hearing went undisclosed location. She was
interview
yesterday
before bad. 'I'm back. Where is referring to the conversation of
departing for warmer downeast everybody?' Then the kids started two years ago which triggered her
waters. "For the last 800 miles or talking together. Sounded like husband's swim attempt, in which
so, all I could think about was they was chokin' on something. Yvonne's brother Paul told Roy
Yvonne. I guess I lost my That’s when it hit me, and I was that he "couldn't swim worth a
concentration. When I saw land, I some disappointed. Anyway, they damn."

Atlantic swimmer misses mark

Doubling up in men’s fashions

We'll Take Their Jobs.
STRIKEBREAKERS* UNLIMITED
Sabotaging Collective Bargaining Since 1986
*Not "an exclusive strikebreaking outfit."

by Glorious Tremblay
Fashion Editor
It’s long been said, "As Maine
goes, so goes the nation," but for
too long that hasn't held true of
the fashion world. Now the rest of
the world is finally catching up.
This year a bold, sporty new
look is the latest fashion rage.
Called "doubling," it comes from
the backwaters of Maine, where
men have always worn two shirts
in the spring, winter, and fall, as
well as long underwear under their
double slacks in the winter.
The new style made headlines at
^erre de Bateau’s annual spring
fashion show in New York this
year, with some of Manhattan's
highest paidtnale models bedecked
in stunning ensemble pairings.
The fashion will no doubt
cause sweat beads to pop out
south of the Mason-Dixon line.
Since the New York show,

News anchor Barry Bilfinch displays
variations of doubling have
cropped up in the entertainment
industry. Last week, for instance,
news anchor Barry Bilfinch
appeared on the Network News
wearing two neckties. Of the

the doubling up look
hundreds of calls that poured into
the studio following the broadcast,
trendy network execs reported a
three-to-one margin in favor of the
doubly-smart new look.
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EDITORIALS

Short 'n Sweet
Tough Questions for Tough Guys

Deer Lynchings — do we
really need them anymore?
We don't talk about it. Oh,
every couple of weeks a
game warden will find one
and cut it down, and that'll
be the end of it. A deep, dark
secret.
But now some people are
wondering why. Anger?
Vengeance? Ignorance or
fear? Maybe all these things.
Perhaps the urge is as deep
as old Mother Nature, and
maybe as firmly embedded
as that primordial urge in the
deer itself. For when that
whitetail gets the scent,
whether it be of a wild
coyote or your own Rover or
Queenie, something in that
pea-sized brain calls: Chase!
Some say it's the sight of a
pooch mockingly gnawed to
the bone and then left to
perish. Some say it's that
100-pound bag of dry
dog food left to rot in the

by Edwin Alexander Buchanan, right wing activist.

mud room, or the ever-silent
chain spiked to the side of
the house. Whatever it is,
when you lose your dog to
these bastards, something in
your head just snaps.
Yes, we went to a deer
lynching and, yes, we got
caught up in it along with
everybody else. But when it
was over, it wasn't an easy
thing to deal with. In
retrospect, we guess the
hardest thing was getting that
deer up onto the horse in the
first place. They go splay Deer lynchings—no end in sight?
legged when they sense
danger.
Like
any
problem,
A time for war?
solutions won't come until
we as a people open our eyes
by guest editorialist
and face the truth. There's
Martin M. Zinger,
something ugly happening in
President, Downeast
our towns, and it isn't
Weapons Systems,
pretty.
Gray, Maine

An appeal to voters
Meese, Poindexter, North, Mitchell, Haldeman, Watt,
Deaver, Mecham, Nofziger, Erlichmann, Reagan...never
McFarlane, Casey, Secord, mind.
Nixon, Agnew, Colson,

The Way I See It
Gerald Montenagro,
Freelance Political Analyst
We in 1988 are witness to with five syllables, a man with
perhaps the most extraordinary the charisma of a stick.
Republicans
retaliated
by
spectacle in an American pres
idential election ever. The same leaking the shady business
GOP money
machine
that dealings of Attorney General
succeeded in giving Californian Edwin Meese, elevating "Duke"
Richard Nixon a virtual sweep of into the lead. The Democrats, not
electorate votes in 1968 and to be outdone, nominated their
Californian Ronald Reagan the own sacrificial lamb, House
same sweep in 1984 is hard at Speaker Jim Wright, to the
work making sure that George sleazeball hall of fame.
Bush doesn't win the American
Seeing his party in trouble,
President Reagan retaliated by
presidency.
Whichever party occupies the giving several impromtu ap
White House during the next four pearances on live television,
years, most Washington insiders including one, broadcast around
predict, won't produce a president the world, in which he said,
again until all people now alive "Many of those Indian reser
are old enough to forget the next vations are situated on top of big
four years. It will be a time when oil deposits, so, uh, well, some of
the voodoo economics of Reagan’s those Indians have become quite
eight years in office is finally wealthy, so, uh, well, I don’t
going to hit the fan. As a result, know what their complaints are,"
Republican strategists have begun thereby boosting considerably the
doing everything in their means to Republicans' hope for a loss .
This led to a toe-to-toe
see a Democratic president elected.
Political desperation notwithstand exchange in which George Bush
ing, Democratic insiders, seeing claimed to have a serious drinking
the same grim future, have made problem that rendered him
unconscious by 7:00 every night;
the same commitment.
Will it be, as usual, that the to which Dukasis responded by
party which raises the most admitting a decade-old cocaine
money has their way? That, my habit, which he demonstrated on
friends, is the Republicans. And the Today Show by mainlining
that, my friends, spells a the drug; the GOP fired an hay
Democratic victory in November. maker by choosing as Bush's
running mate an unknown Texan
But we shall see.
Hints that the Republicans named Lee Bankenlaundry, a
didn't want their man in member of the Grand Order of
Washington began to surface early Supreme White Nazis, who was
in the primaries, when party in Dallas on November 22, 1963,
leaders made tall, handsome, and again in Los Angeles on June
conservative Bob Dole look like a 5, 1968; the Democrats named
hot-tempered whiner in nationally- Mao Sumanchi McDonald, a
televised debates with George Black Chinese-American atheistBush, who, despite only two communist college philosophy
syllables in his entire name, has professor/poet/gang-leader, an ex
the charisma of a two-by-four.
pert in explosives, from Watts;
The
Democrats,
however, both parties, however, deciding
responded by ruining the career of that their motives might be
their most promising candidate, apparent to the voting public
tall, handsome, liberal, tri-syllabic dropped those nominees in favor
Gary Hart, and elevating a short, of their present choices.
bushy-browed Greek Catholic

Nobody hates war more than I,
but sometimes in the lives of man
(and woman) there comes a time
when nothing else gets the point
across better than by sending our
boys off to kill other boys. I'm
referring to New Hampshire. It
was bad enough when they were
caught red-handed stealing our
state, but then to respond to our
accusations with some half-baked
protest that their citizens working
in Maine have been unfairly taxed
has just added insult to injury in
this writer's opinion.
Think about it. After the socalled "Granite State" (and just
where do you think they got their
granite in the first place?) has
systematically robbed Maine of
countless billions of dollars in
property and untolled tons of land
and wildlife, now they're asking
us to let them take our money,
too? And, as if this tax
smokescreen weren't bad enough,
the border citizens brazenly
continue, as you read these words,
carrying our precious Pine Tree
State, bit by precious bit, across
state lines. There is even a secret
branch of New Hampshire's state
government which employs some
6,000 men and women for that
very purpose—stealing Maine!
We've asked them to stop,
we've told them to stop, and now
it’s time to show them we mean
business. Make no mistake, it's
time Maine stood up and showed
the rest of New England why
we’re the greatest state of all.
An embargo isn't enough. We
must ask our governor to demand
an immediate cessation of all
pilfering, and then the re
turn—with interest—of every last
morsel of our beloved Maine that
they've stolen from us (livestock,
wildlife, and foodstuffs which
have died or been consumed must
be replaced twofold). In those
instances where they've pushed
our borders back, for example
along
the
Fryeburg/Conway
border, I believe a just retribution
is for New Hampshire to not only
return that portion of Conway
which was once ours, but to
surrender the entire town of
Conway to Maine, as reparation
for their crimes. And if they
refuse, we must ask our govern^
to beef up our arsenal and take
that little tourist trap by whatever
means necessary, including yes,
including war.
Yes, there is a time for peace
and a time to get tough. The
battle lines are drawn, gentle
reader. Let the battle cry resound:
Conway! Conway! Conway 1.

Q. Is it true that U.S. foreign
policy is forged by government of
ficials who are directly in the
chain of political and financial
kickbacks from military sales?
A. No.
Q. If only 2% of the U.S.
population owns 50% of the
wealth, shouldn't that same 2%
pay 50% of the taxes?
A. No.
Q. Has there ever been a more
corrupt cabinet member than At
torney General Ed Meese?
Shouldn't he be impeached, tried
for any number of crimes, and
imprisoned if found guilty?
A. Yes. No. No. No.
Q. Has President Reagan
dragged his feet on AIDS research
and funding because he wanted
thousands of gay men and drug
users to die?
A. No.
Q. When L.A. police destroyed
2,400 investigation photos of
Robert Kennedy's assassination
along with certain ceiling tiles and
door jambs, were they trying to
cover something up?
A. No.
Q. Is there any connection
between General Electric having
for years paid Ronald Reagan
$50,000 a year to broadcast his
weekly radio shows, and the fact
that G.E. is today the largest elec

tronics recipient of Pentagon
money—or that G.E., during
Reagan's first term paid no taxes?
A. No. No.
Q. The $600,000 placed in
Oliver North’s bank account
which he said was for his
children's education should he be
assassinated — what would have
happened to the money if he
weren't assassinated?
A. Can answer only "yes" or
"no " questions.
Q.
Did
the
Iran-Contra
defendants really claim that they
misplaced $10 million dollars?
A. / don't remember, nor could
they.
Q. Has the CIA really gone
into several countries, orchestrated
the overthrow of democratically
elected leaders, then set up corrupt
dictatorships and death squads, all
so American corporations could
operate freely in those countries?
Could that sort of thing ever
happen in this country?
A. No. No.
Q. Mafia boss Sam Giancana
was found encased in an oil drum
in the ocean days before he was to
testify before a Senate committee
investigating a CIA-mafia link in
the assassination of President
Kennedy. Was Giancana's death
really suicide?
A. Yes.
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Maineiacs Express Themselves
A Real One,
Honest
TO THE EDITORS:
The Shaker community read
with interest your article about
our theme park in ME #1. We
appreciate your interest and we
appeciate the attention the article
will bring to our newest venture.
Obviously, however, your reporter
was working from an early press
release and some of our most
preliminary plans. We feel that
an update is in order.
First of all, the actual name of
the park is Shaker World
Inc(orporeal), which we feel is
reflective of our larger interests.
Secondly, the park will be hightech, as you noted, but to cut
energy costs, the source of the
power will be our old mill ponds.
The water will be diverted through
the Dwelling House, over both
the Sisters' and the Brothers'
stairs, to create a waterfall whose
power shall be harnessed for the
rides. The diversion shall help to
keep the Dwelling House cleaner,
especially during any overflow.
The 15,000-gallon tank in our
1903 Water Tower is being
converted to the world’s largest
hot tub.
The Tower will be
lighted twenty-four hours a day to
serve as a beacon to tourists, tour
busses, fireflies, and low-flying
aircraft.
"The Bench" has always been a
popular amusement at Shaker
Village. We will be adding the
Laser No. 7 Rocker and Laser
Elder's Chair. Additionally, for
the whole family, we will have
the Laser Settee.
Other structures scheduled for
Conformity—an alternative
to alternative lifestyles

CONTEST CONTEST
CONTEST CONTEST
DOCTORS ONLY!

Life-like stuffed animals at Shaker World, Inc.

Spin-a-Disk House— "Tis a Gift to be Rockin
conversion
are
the
1816
Spinhouse and the 1824 Herb
House.
The Spinhouse will
become the Spin-a-Disk House
and will be open as an all-night
dance hall. The Herb House will
be renamed Brother Herb's House.
Brother Herb will sit in his house
and give out horehound candy to

Pull the Plug!

TO THE EDITORS:
These days everybody’s dif
ferent. Too different for their own
good, a lot of them. If you really
want to make a personal state
ment, try conformity. Think
about it. How many hours are
wasted each day being an "in
dividual," just like everybody
else? Worse still, how about the
time wasted on those picayune
moral and ethical questions, just
because everybody else is doing
it? Want to be different? Be the
same.
Betty U. B. Buck
Rich Woman

TO THE EDITORS:
Last year $114,353 was spent
in Maine to protect so-called
endangered species. I say it's time
we let these poor animals die a
natural death like God intended,
and stop forcing them to live a
tortured life. Pull the plug.
Take the Peregrine falcon, for
example. Haven’t heard of it?
Maybe that's because you, like
99.99% of us, don't live on the
top of a mountain. Pull the plug.
Who's going to miss them? I say
it's time we sent a message to
these liberal, spendthrift pantywaist, bleeding-hearts that it's
time we stopped spending our
hard-earned money playing God,
Our Friend
and start putting these so-called
endangered species to the use the
good Lord intended. Meat.
TO THE EDITORS:
I'll tell you, there's nothing that
I've heard you may have to stop
publishing
your
wonderful gives a woman more satisfaction
newspaper because you don't have than to see her man strolling
any money. Please accept this through the door with an eagle
slung over his shoulder. There are
check for $25,000.
90 species of animals these
Mrs. Mary Malone III
neocommunists are throwing our
Dogtown
money at. Let's stand up and
bring the number of endangered
Another Marble Inquiry
species to zero.
Betty U.B. Buck
Right Wing Heiress
TO THE EDITORS:
Candidate for Governor
Where do marbles come from?
(Name Withheld by request)
P.S.—Ever notice how many
trees there are? Pull the plug.
ED. NOTE: We don't know.

little children.
Many other plans are afoot.
Sister Amanda joins with me in
saying, "'Tis the gift to be
simple, Tis the gift to free;
everyone else pays cash."
Satirically yours,
Leonard L. Brooks
Director, Shaker Museum

Cultural Behavior
TO THE EDITORS:
Why do jazz musicians always
introduce a song twice? Like,
they'll say into the microphone,
"Take the A-Train. Take the ATrain," and then turn around and
start the count. Why?
Dan A. Toole
Weld
ED. NOTE: We don't know. We
don't know.

Unsolicited Joke
TO THE EDITORS:
Most people who know me
think I'm funny and tell me I
should write for your paper. For
example, here's a joke I made up:
What's the difference between an
optometrist and a psychiatrist?
Answer: one's an eye doctor. The
other's an I doctor. I made that
up.
Mr. Bill Peckum
Slab City
ED. NOTE: Thank you for your
submission.
Although it was
carefully considered, we unfor
tunately feel it's not quite right for
the Maineiac Express at this lime.
Good luck with your writing.
Send your letters to:
Maineiac Express, 19 Mason St.
Brunswick, Me. 04011.

Win The Maineiac Express Diagnosis Contest
and YOU Can win a lifetime subscription to the
Maineiac Express, no matter where in the world
you retire, or how long you live!
One of our writers lost some hearing in his left
ear. After several doctors, facial x-rays, a ct-scan,
hundreds of pills and elixirs, 400 miles and 14 hours in
waiting rooms, his hearing is no better. One specialist told
him the medication the previous doctor had prescribed
made the problem worse. Another chuckled at an earlier
diagnosis. Another advised not to spend too much on
a stereo system. But they all sent their bills, over $700
worth.
How to enter? Simple. Just study these two xrays. Symptoms: eight months ago, following a cold, the
patient lost some high frequency hearing in his left ear
which improves temporarily with auto-inflating.
1. Send your diagnosis and treatment in 2500
words, more or less. 4
If you cure our writer, we’ll enter your
name in our lifetime subscription files and
announce
your
name
in
the
Maineiac
Express in .
Contest will be judged on medical creativity and success
o f treatment. Contest closed to Maineiac Express em
ployees or their immediate families.

THE MAINEIAC EXPRESS — ORDER MORE — ISSUES 1, 2 & 3
GET 'EM WHILE THEY LAST!

Name _
Address

More of this wicked droll ME-II JUST $2.95
HOW MANY DO YOU W ANT?
Back Issues of Maineiac Express #1 STILL ONLY $2.95
HOW MANY DO YOU WANT?
Hey—Want #3 mailed to you as soon as it's out?
THAT'S ANOTHER $2.95

Amount enclosed (add $1.00 per order for shipping)
Send to:
Maineiac Express, 19 Mason St. Brunswick, ME 04011. (207) 729-7791
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WORLD/NATION
G.E. to run for President
WASHINGTON, D.C. (ME)—
Citing the volatility of the current
political
climate
and
the
unreliability of the voting public,
the General Electric Company has
announced its candidacy for the
U.S. Presidency:
"We know this is unusual, but
in the long run the country will
be spared a lot of time, money,
and anguish. And of course it will
be much less expensive in terms
of defense spending.
"Now the money can come
directly from the taxpayer to us,
without embarrassing congres
sional debates and presidential
vetoes, and without it having to
pass through all the open hands of
Congress, cabinet members, state
and company officials, and the
Pentagon."

As it has been the policy of this and other newspapers to report on grisly and terrible things that happen to
people, no matter how remote, the editors have decided to feature these tragic tidbits in one department.
Please let us know what you think.

Burning man decapitated while falling to his death
PISKIE, IDAHO—A
pilot
aboard a twin-engine Airbug was
killed yesterday after being run
over by a bus, following a
bizarre accident during which he
was blown from the cockpit by a
fiery explosion, then plunged
2,000 feet to his death. The head
of hapless insurance salesman Joe

Plantierre was severed during
the fall when he passed through a
high-tension guy wire television
antenna
support.
Lawrence
Lockridge, the driver of the tour
bus that struck and fatally injured
the pilot, said he was unable
to stop in time to avoid

Plantierre. A passenger aboard the
bus said she was unaware of the
excitement until she heard about it
later in the trip. Said Muriel
Libingo, "I felt the bus swerve,
and I heard a bump-bump, bumpbump, boink, but then I went
back to sleep."

Clowns explode in circus mishap
Candidate G. E. at yesterday's
announcement

Maine schedules "first in
nation" primary for 1989
AUGUSTA—The Maine State
Legislature last night voted to
schedule Maine's next presidential
primary for April, 1989, in order
to make it the "first in the nation"
for the 1992 campaign.
"Maine is sick and tired of
taking a back seat to New
Hampshire every four years,"
explained the bill's sponsor,
Representative Beverly F. Booster
of Chamberville. "If Americans
want to trust a small-town
mentality to elect the president,
then Maine’s the best choice.
"New Hampshire is no longer
quaint. It's loaded with suburbs,
condos and traffic jams. "Maine
still has picturesque small towns
dotted with white churches
centered on snowy squares. Except
for parts of Cumberland, York,
Andro-scoggin, Oxford, Kennebec,
Sagadahoc,
Lincoln,
Waldo,
Knox, Hancock and Penobscot
counties, we have no high tech,
yuppies or leisure time like those
people across the border."
No President since 1952 has

Gruesome Tragedies

been elected without winning the
New
Hampshire
primary.
"Eisenhower? Nixon? Carter?
Reagan? New Hampshire hasn't
done the country any favors," said
Booster.
Republican candidates for the
1992 race—A1 Haig, Jeanne
Kirkpatrick, Henry Kissinger,
Manuel Noriega, Oliver North,
Ferdinand
Marcos,
General
Electric and Pat Robertson—have
already opened headquarters in
Maine and can be seen each day
pumping hands at prime locations
around the state such as the Bath
Iron Works and the Maine Mall.
Initial polls among Republicans
show General Electric holding a 21 lead over its nearest rival, Mr.
Noriega.
Among Democrats, only Gary
Hart has opened his headquarters, a
small one-room shack in Jackman
staffed by the candidate and his
campaign manager, Donna Rice.
"It's all we could afford," said
Rice, "but we’re hoping people
will forgive and forget."

IDIOSOPI, TEXAS—In what
was supposed to be the grand
finale of a ten-clown Keystone
Copsian performance, ten clowns
detonated in a messy chainreaction explosion yesterday. The
grim accident is blamed on the
unintentional
replacement of
ordinary gunpowder with plastic

explosives, both in the barrel
seats (on which nine of the
clowns were sitting) and in the
cannon
that
Rex
The
Flying Magpie was to be shot
from. Although the cannon
detonated at the right time, the
explosives created a blast that was
heard up to twenty miles away, as
m'H

the blast ripped through the east
side of the circus tent and sprayed
the audience with a grisly mix
of grease paint and body parts. An
unidentified
trombonist
in
the circus band was also killed
when struck by a size thirty flap
toed patent leather shoe.

Woman crushed in mini trash compactor
SQUEAGY, UTAH (ME)—The
head of an unemployed mother of
seven was flattened yesterday as
she tried to retrieve her eyeglasses
from her electric trash compactor
just moments after she flipped
the start switch. As the hydraulic
crusher
began
its
slow
movement, Mary Beth Snackroid,

who was severely nearsighted,
dropped her glasses into the "jaws
of neatness." With the compactor
closing on her skull, and unable
to
extricate
herself,
Mrs.
Snackroid ran outside, hoping to
alert the neighbors.
"The tragedy of it was," said
Police Chief Raymond Myers, "a

neighbor might have been able to
get the thing off, but she went
the wrong way." Mrs. Snackroid
mistakenly made her way across
the street and wandered into the
registry of motor vehicles, where
her head was crushed as she waited
in the long "License Renewal"
line.

Letter bomber killed by insufficient postage
STIRNLEY,
N. DAKOTA
(ME)—A
frustrated
jockey,
angered over what he considered
repeated snubbings by the North
Dakota Race Horse Association,
was killed today by his own letter
bomb when it came back to him

for insufficient postage. Donald
Packinstance, the victim of amne
sia from a fall he took in a horse
race last May, had been refused
participation in races for what
authorities said were a number of
reasons, including arriving at the

wrong racetrack, riding the wrong
horse, riding in the wrong
race, going the wrong way and
jousting on a racetrack, and
operating an uninspected motor
vehicle in a draft animal contest.

Meese, North set tone—
nation's crime cut in half
WASHINGTON—When At
torney General Edwin Meese
phoned
patriot/hero/lawbreaker
Oliver North and told him that his
office would be searched in 48
hours, the Attorney General didn't
know it, but he was setting a
precedent for future arrests all over
the country.
"It was a brilliant maneuver,"
said Reagan spokesman Marlin B.
Fizzwater. "Since the Attorney
General's new guidelines went

into practice, there's already been a
staggering drop in crime."
However,
some
law
enforcement officials are feeling
frustrated by the new guidelines.
Said one big city police chief,
"Now when we telephone a
suspected drug dealer to tell him
that we'll be conducting a raid in
48 hours, well, I don’t know, it
kind of removes the element of
surprise."

C IA d en ies b ig b u sin ess ties
WASHINGTON (ME)—In an
uncharacteristically lengthy state
ment issued today, the Central
Intellegence Agency categor
ically denied that it ever meddled
in the affairs of independ
ent countries for the sake of
American big businesses.
"On the contrary," said CIA
spokesman Raoul (no last name
given), "the CIA has always
worked exclusively for American
small businesses. For example,
Guatemala's
president
was
overthrown in 1954, not for the
United Fruit Company as people

have said ever since, but
for Al's Fruit and Dairy Bar on the
outskirts of Guatemala City. We
certainly didn't orchestrate the
assassination of Chile's democra
tically-elected president Allende
for International Telephone and
Telegraph like Dita Beard said.
The Chilean operation was carried
out strictly for Biffy's Used
Applicances up in Anco. And mis
business about Standard Oil
profiting from the CIA's many
installments of Iranian leaders and
death squads. We were working for
Gil's Gas and Auto Repair."

U.S. awarded Peace Prize
(ME)—
Secretary of State George Shultz
received the Rarotongan Peace
Prize last night on behalf of the
United States in a three-hour
ceremony which included a
testimonial to America for having
never attacked the tiny South
Pacific island, tested nuclear

weapons there, meddled in its
politics, or armed neighboring
islands. Accepting the award.
Secretary Shultz assured the
Rarotongans that it was merely
an oversight, and that arms
salespeople and CIA opera
tives would be calling in the
morning.

G JE .

A True Patriot
"We Own the Wrorld"
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Bloody Amish buggy pile-up plugs Penn pike
LANCASTER, PA (ME)—A
chain reaction involving thirty
wagons
claimed the lives of
eighteen horses yesterday in this
quiet
farming
community.
Apparently the lead wagon came
to a sudden stop at a yellow light,
and the chain reaction began.
"We've been warning them,"
said police chief Arnold Miller

Stang, of the Lancaster County
Highway Patrol, Buggy Division.
"It was just a matter of time
before this tragedy happened. It’s
the macho element with these
people, always living life on the
edge, taking needless chances."
Recent reports have surfaced
regarding Amish wagons speeding

through city limits or holding late
night drag races and games of
chicken, a sport believed to have
caused the deaths of at least a
dozen members of the sect and
twice as many horses.
Tailgating and excessive speed
were blamed for this latest
mishap.

Pope foils w ould-be assassin, accom plice
VATICAN CITY (ME)—Pope
John XVI foiled an assassination
attempt last night in a daring
shoot-out with two Bulgarian
gunmen. His Pontiousity, paus
ing before an assembled crowd of
thirty-thousand, spotted the gunwielding pair about twenty feet
from the stage just as they were

raising
their weapons,
Swissmade RG37s. The Pope dived to
the platform and rolled to the
altar, simultaneously pulling a
.44-magnum revolver from under
his robes and firing one shot. The
bullet passed through the trigger
finger of one gunman, then

Last year, over 17,000 people
visited our Information Center at
Maine Yankee

ricocheted and lodged in the
trigger finger of the second,
disarming both men instantly.
XVI then quickly holstered his
weapon, and remained so cool that
most spectators thought he had
only
been
tripped
by
a
vagabond beggar.

Maine Yankee evacuation zones

Maine
Yankee

(And almost every one of them is still alive to tell about it)

Maine Yankee
NOT CHERNOBYL — NOT 3 MILE ISLAND, EITHER

Plainclothes policeman handcuffs perpetrator caught in copyright sting
operation

Uninhabitable
for 10,000 years

Producing reliable nuclear waste
on the Maine Coast since 1972.

Uninhabitable
for 25,000 years

Uninhabitable
for 55,000 years

Copyright criminal roundup
FREEDOM—Most of the 458
citizens of this normally quiet
town were arrested yesterday as
federal authorities began phase one
of their Copyright Dragnet.
Indicted law-and-order Attorney
General Edwin Meese,
who
orchestrated the move in conjunc
tion with Maine gubernatorial
hopeful Betty U.B. Buck, told
reporters the arrests are designed to
punish those possessing illegally
copied audio and video tapes and
photocopied materials. The action
follows a twenty-year sting
operation, during which criminals
were led to believe that no one
was
watching
their illegal
activities.
Just after midnight yesterday,
the Attorney General issued Carte
Blanche Search and Seizure
powers to all federal and local
officials,
announcing
that
everyone in the country was a
reasonable suspect Freedom was

chosen as the kickoff community
for symbolic reasons.
Approximately 30 people were
shot in yesterday's Freedom
roundup, with an additional 73
injured resisting arrest and 13
listed as missing, amid rumors of
so-called government copyright
death squads.
"We
suspect
that
most
Americans
are
frantically
shredding, erasing, and burning
their contraband," said Buck from
her
24-room
Kennebunkport
hideaway.
"But we're also
confident they won't get it all. For
example, those innocent tapes of
Junior’s first words—suppose the
radio
is
playing
in
the
background. How do we know it's
not a ruse to illegally capture a
song that belongs to a big record
company? I think we're looking at
some very long and very
profitable court cases in the near
future."

Usable nutrition in human
waste, say gov experts
WASHINGTON, D.C. (ME)—
"This is the best example of
President Reagan's trickle-down
economy yet put into practice."
Those were the words of
Washington, D.C., soup kitchen
director Edwin Meese as he served
his first day at his new
appointment, dishing out a
ceremonial bowl of recycled hash
and broth, the first of millions of
such meals to be fed to hungry
and homeless Americans all over
the country.
"This is food," said the former

attorney general. "See for your
self, they put it in their mouths,
chew it and swallow i t Food. And
they're getting it free."
Explained
administration
scientist Dr. Edward Teller: "The
roughage, extracted from sewage
treatment facilities in wealthy
communities such as Bethesda and
Chevy Chase, contains vast
amounts of undigested food matter
and trace- vitamins, protein, and
minerals, which up till now have
been lost. Food such as this will
keep a person alive indefinitely."

Contras visit Maine, 43 dead

"The Buck STARTS Here"
SOME STRAIGHT TALK
Some of you know me already. Woman, student player of
field hockey, developer of land. Why do I want to get into
politics? Because I like money, just like you. I want to get
rich. I want to get so rich that even other rich people will
think I'm rich. I want to be in the same country clubs as
people who can’t keep track of which corporations they own.
I want kickbacks. I want to get an open hand between the
Pentagon and their arms manufacturers. I want judges. I want
political power, and lots of it. But mostly, I want to make
America strong. That’s why I’m running.
PAID FO R B Y T H E B E T T Y U.B. B U C K FO R G O V ER N O R C O M M IT T E E

LEWISTON—At the invitation
of Contra supporters
Con
gresswoman Olympia Snowe and
Senator William Cohen, Contra
leaders and soldiers were in Maine
yesterday to speak at a Republicansponsored fund-raiser entitled
"Freedom Fighters-W hat’s in a
Name?"
The event, held in Lewiston's
spacious Central Maine Youth
Center, netted just under $25,000

in
laundered
bills,
which
somehow disappeared before the
function was over.
After the dinner, several of the
Contras
went
into
the
neighborhood on a good will
mission, but before they returned,
43 assorted teachers, clergy,
doctors, community volunteers,
and children were found missing
or dead.

Mass issues braille toll cards
BOSTON (ME}—Massachusetts,
the first state in the country to
issue toll cards too small to read,
has taken another step by
providing special braille turnpike
toll cards for its handicapped
drivers.
In a statement to reporters this
morning, absentee governor Mike

Dukakis, taking credit for the
move, said that although there is
no discernible difference between
the Bay State's sighted and
nonsighted drivers on the road,
there has always been a holdup at
toll booths because the nonsighted
drivers had to ask the booth
attendants how much they owed.
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ANIMALS IN THE NEWS

CLAMS IN THE NEWS

C lam s save
shipw recked sailor
PIG STOMACH ISLAND—A
man whose sailboat went down
off the coast of Maine in the
middle of the night nearly two
weeks ago was prepared to drown.
"I was completely lost, exhausted
and numb from the frigid waters,"
said Jack B. Instock, looking
robust and well-fed after being
rescued this morning.
"I had swum for hours in the
darkness,
not
having
any
idea whether I was heading out to
sea or toward land, or whether I
was just going in circles. When
the storm came up, I was being
thrown ten and twenty feet in the
air. I figured this must be what
God intended for me. I closed my
eyes and said, "Take m e."'
But when Instock came to, he
found himself lying on the
sandy beach of a tiny uninhabited
island, completely surrounded by
cherrystone
clams.
"There’s
Road near Bangor stripped o f its asphalt by local boy & girl scouts in their Tar for Woolies Drive.

Transplanted wooly
mammoths thriving
ORONO — Two years after
their DNA was milked from a
petrified carcass in frozen Siberia
and shipped to Maine, a pair of
wooly mammoths is thriving in
their fenced-in environment near
the
University
of
Maine
Department of Formerly Extinct
Things building.
The
wooly
mammoth
(hairebelis maximus) was once
bountiful in Maine around 10,000
years ago, but over-hunting due to
the primitive sweater industry
reduced their numbers to zero.
A privately funded effort
spearheaded by the
Maine
Audubon Society was initiated
last year after the Maine State
Legislature refused to appropriate
state funds for the project. Private
donations and sales of mammoth

memorabilia such as sweaters, ash
trays, posters, t-shirts and ivory
statuettes have kept the $3.5
million project in the black so far.
A recently developed "super
reincarnation DNA" process was
used on a frozen mammoth carcass
from the banks of Siberia's
Beresovka River to create the new
animals. The reconstituted male
and female mammoths are under
the constant care of UMO
biologists who are trying to
develop the best possible breeding
stock to be released into Maine's
wild. The hairy beasts are being
fed liquid asphalt and industrial
waste gathered by local Boy Scout
and Girl Scout troops. The 14foot tall animals can eat
150 pounds of asphalt in a day.

The female mammoth, nick
named Wilma, and her male
counterpart, Fred, have been seen
copulating four times in the past
week. Biologists are very pleased
with
these
sightings,
as
mammoth intercourse only lasts
for 5-10 seconds before ejaculation
and is therefore difficult to
observe. Gestation periods for
reconstituted animals are only a
week, so reproduction is expected
to occur at a rapid rate.
Fred, Wilma and their offspring
will be sold to the highest bidders
next year. Scientists believe the
mammoths will fetch top dollar
from building contractors as a
reliable
and
environmentally
sound alternative to the cement
mixer.

only one explanation," said
the grateful sailor. "They carried
me to this island. They saved
my life." Feeling hungry after his
ordeal, the exhausted sailor ate one
of the clams. "I never tasted
anything
as
good,"
he
said. "Sweet and tender and fresh
as could be."
For the next hour and a half,
Instock
feasted
on
the
cherrystones, then spent the rest
of
the
day
making
a
primitive radio out of the shells.
It was two weeks before a passing
coast guard cutter spotted his
clamshell antenna and picked him
up. During that time he existed
on clams he was able to dig at
low tide and fresh rain water he
collected in their upturned shells.
"I guess I’m probably the only
person alive who owes his life
to steamers," he told reporters
with a smile.

FISH IN THE NEWS
Acid rain
has
profound
effect on
some fish
AUGUSTA—The bad news: the
old fish are gone. The good news:
new acid varieties have taken their
places. Department of Inland
Pickles and Wildlife spokesman
Willard D. Hidrate told reporters,
"These new fish are weird
looking, no question. But the
taste and convenience more than
makes up for the looks. You don’t
even have to cook these babies.
They're marinated just as they are.
And there's no more cleaning.
They're boneless." Canada is
looking
into
the
matter
to see how they can acidify their

Acid-variety landlocked salmon
taken from Lake Vinegar, pre
viously thought to be completely
dead.
western waterways as well as the
eastern, to reduce expensive
transportation costs.

F ish fitted for contact lens

YOUR TROUBLES ARE OVER!
We Pay BIG
ALL OVER
MAINE

BIG BUCKS FOR CATS
C A T C IT Y

WORLD OF CATS

Buying and
Selling
Unwanted Cats
Since 1987

BAR
HARBOR—Downeast
Biotechs has announced the
world’s first successful im
plantation of a contact lens on the
eyeball of a fish.
While the 8-inch "patient" held
its breath for 2 minutes, 30
seconds, the lens was fitted by
Maine optometrist Dr. Alexis

W. Glub.
Glub sees the procedure as an
important contribution to the
ailing Maine fishing industry.
"The problem isn't that there
aren't enough fish," says Dr.
Glub. "It's that the fish can't see
the bait."

Remove Unwanted
Facial and Underarm
Hair...Permanently!

LADY TUSK
FEMININE DEFOLIANT
Proceeds from sales will help fund
the Wooly Mammoth
Transplant Project
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WHALES IN THE NEWS
Whales turn on fisherman
GREAT SALT BAY—Barry B.
Longstreak, a local fisherman
here, told reporters that ever since
he was six years old he has
been sexually attracted to the
right whale. The condition,
cetacexuality, once believed rare,
is
becoming
increasingly
more common among those that
earn their livelihoods on or near

the ocean.
Homo-animal sexuality pro
fessor Dr. Martin Lertimer told a
group of lobstermen here that the
attraction,
which
is
wide
ly accepted in Greece and parts of
Africa, is still frowned upon here
in America, but that with more
and more whalers coming out of
the closet, acceptance is growing.

Whales attack Greenpeace raft
SEA OF JAPAN—A group of
whales rammed a Greenpeace
vessel and sank it yesterday, then
ate all twenty-four of the crew.
A spokeswhale, speaking through
a translator, apologized for the
action, explaining that the group
that carried out the act were not
acting on behalf of whales around
the world.
"These were anarchists," said

the spokeswhale, "and the whale
community at large deeply
deplores their behavior."
As ME went to press, a soggy
note was received from a littleknown whale group, SPOUT,
claiming
responsibility
for
the attack. The note said the
whales were through being docile
giants, and that "the blubber is
about to hit the propellor."

Whale sucks sleeping twins
from condo
OLD ORCHARD BEACH—
While
Donald
and
Mary
Brookfield slept in their first floor
underwater beach condominium
last night, a mischievous sperm
whale broke a window and sucked
their twin eight-year-old daughters
from their bunkbeds. While town
officials
are
viewing
the
attack as the work of a lone

terrorist, there is widespread
speculation that the attack was
masterminded by SPOUT, the
whale anarchist group from the
Sea of Japan. Naval Intelligence
told reporters that an attack on
Libyan whales is not imminent,
but he would not rule out the
possibility.

SLUGS IN THE NEWS
Slugs eat sleeping camper
CAMDEN—A New Jersey
woman, camping at Camden Hills
State Park last night, awoke to
find
her
husband
looking
jaundiced. But when Dolores Q.
Piff, of Bayonne, reached over to
wake him, she found he was
covered
with
writhing,
gluttonous,
oozing
downeast
slugs.
Piff ran to the next tent site and
aroused a camping farmer, Alsen
Highwater, whose wife had several
McDonald's salt packets in her
purse. The trio rushed back to

Piffs husband and quickly salted
the slugs, but it was too late. All
that remained of her husband
when the slugs melted was a
grisly, vaguely human-shaped
form lying in an open sleeping
bag.
Park rangers attributed the slug
attack to a bag of lettuce that had
been left open in the Piffs tent
Rangers issued a stem warning to
all Maine campers to keep all
fresh produce tightly wrapped,
both to preserve freshness and
guard against slug tragedies.

Japs pay big bucks
for Maine slugs
TOKYO (ME)—Once again
Maine’s economy is being turned
on its ear, this time by a sudden
Japanese craving for the common
Maine slug. Three years ago,
Japanese sushi dealers began
paying Maine fisherman up to $9
per pound for bluefin tuna, and
Maine lobstermen by the hundreds
began renovating their boats to
accomodate the sometimes 1200pound fish. This year those same
lobstermen-tumed-tunamen
re
designed their boats again when
Maine sea urchins and mussels
began fetching hundreds of yen
apiece.
Now the beleaguered musselurchinmen are scrambling to make
their boats land-ready, as several

fancy Tokyo restaurants have
begun featuring slug on their
menu at princely prices.
Bertrand E. B. Buckminster, an
Owls Head slugman, has sent his
first harvest overseas and, with the
tremendous profits, hired a crew
and bought a small fleet of land
slugboats. "Basically, it’s your
typical lobster boat, but with
wheels. We navigate over fields at
sunset and chum with old lettuce
and beer. In the morning, we get
out of the boats and collect the
slugs in coffee cans."
Some Maine entrepreneurs,
nipped by the slug bug, have
opened slug bars in Portland and
Augusta, but so far the fad has
not caught on.

Gulf of Maine Whale Singers present
FAVORITE SEA SHANTIES
Extraordinary New Age Recording of Actual Whale Songs!!
I Love aTyphoon-Davy Jones for Dinner-Jonah, Geppetto, and the
Wooden Kid with the Nose-Ballad of Jaws-Shark Scare Polka-Wooden
Ships-Ahab, Skinny Leg & All-Sweets from the Storm-1 Love a Shipwreck

Limited edition! Record or cassette $5.99
Available from Gulf of Maine Aquatic Mammals Alliance

Sheriffs deputies look helplessly on while Strong man helps himself to a truckload o f river fish.

Bully know s no lim it—
fish lim it, that is
STRONG—A strong man who
has
been
known
to
lift
automobiles over his head is
causing lots of problems in this
river town. Felix T. Blutowski
likes to eat fish, way too many
fish, and so far nobody seems to
be able to stop him.
Every afternoon between 4 and
5 PM the burly construction
worker comes down to the Sandy

River with a 20-foot net and loads
his pickup truck full of trout,
bass, and salmon for his dinner.
Game wardens and deputies have
been
unsuccessful in
their
attempts to quell the voracious
eater. "He's just too big and
strong," said Deputy Maximillian
B. Stocking. "And he won't stop.
Our jail can't hold him and, well,

I can't see killing a man because
he eats too many fish."
Townspeople hope the state
will make allowances so they can
go back to peace and quiet,
without the daily confrontation.
Neighbor Beasley Frankfurt says,
"If they let him be, he'd let them
be. All he wants to do is get his
dinner."

Young bull moose
moons over whippoorwill
GREENVILLE — First it was
a moose-cow love story on a
Vermont farm in 1987, and now
it's moose-meets-bird in Maine.
A 10-month-old bull moose has
become attached to a twelve-yearold female whippoorwill, and the
woman photographing the un
likely
pair
believes
the
relationship is maternal.
"He even tries to follow the bird
into her nest at night. He thinks
she is his mother," claims
Melissa
N.
Nosegay
of

Greenville, who is refusing to he's ever heard of a moose being
disclose the couple's location until attracted to a bird.
she can get a national news
"The
only
plausible
ex
magazine to pay her $1 million planation," speculates Increment,
for the exclusive rights to her "is that the moose must have
escaped from a particularly
photographs.
The moose is almost 128 times abusive mother and is looking for
the size of the bird and has learned a non-threatening animal with
to
sing
just
like
the which to re-establish his primary
whippoorwill,
according
to bonding relationship. If that be
Nosegay, but he has destroyed a the case, then his fascination with
the whippoorwill is a perfectly
number of nests.
Robert S. Increment, a state normal response to a stressful
biologist, says it's the first time situation."
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Critter Outfitters

|

Route 96, Pittsfield
Right next to Frosty's Feeds 'n Needs

"The Farmer's Friend"
^

Udder Push-up Bra
Attractive lace styling
"Bessie saggin'?
This'll get those bulls a'waggin'!"
Now just

$9.95!

Cloven Hoof Polish
"She'll be the envy of the pigsty!"
Three shades: Piggy Pink,
Barnhouse Red,
Slop-Trough Beige
Only

$2.99!

Rooster Boosters
Multivitamins
"Bring back his
cock-a-doodle-doo"
1000 caplets
for just

$4.99!
Functional yet
fashionable
Sheep Heels
'Tones legs, shows
off fleece"
Unbelievable at
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Dramatic plidtos prove
New Hampshire stealing Maine
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Maine shrinking
------------------------------------------- from page 1
all of the WELCOME TO NEW
HAMPSHIRE highway signs
back a foot or two since 1935.
When Mainers living near the
border go away on vacation, New
Hampshirites likewise move their
homes back. In some cases where
Maine border homes went up for
sale, New Hampshirites would
purchase the property and simply
move the state signs onto the
other side. "The move was so
gradual," said former Fryeburg
mayor Clivis B. Mowztrap, "that
nobody ever noticed. Or if they
did, they just didn't care. That's
big in
this part of New
England."
A lifelong resident of the border
town, however, claimed that he
has always harbored suspicions.
Percy B. Ellis, 84, of Frye
burg, told reporters, "It was the
beer that tipped me off. For a
while there, I wasn’t throwin’ my
cans in the road, 'cause I
could bring 'em back to the store
and get a nickel apiece for 'em.
But then one day I returned them
to the same store, and the guy
said, 'Sorry, no bottle bill here.'
So
I
started
tossin'
'em
again." The store in question,

Vacationland Variety, also at the
same time changed its name to
Man in the Mountain Mart, but
the change went unnoticed.
Beginning this week, and until
New Hampshire returns all bor
der land to Maine, those New
Hampshire citizens living in the
zone in question (ZIQ) will be
sent retroactive tax bills running
into the millions of dollars.
Governor McKernan has not ruled
out the possibility of military
force to win back the zone. Maine
boasts a large and well-equipped
militia, which received some
recent training during last year's
threatened
insurrection
by
Northern Maine.
Among some New Hamp
shirites there is speculation that
Maine's cruise missile testing this
summer is actually a show of
force, but Maine military experts
are remaining coy. ”1 think it
would be a tragic mistake for
New Hampshire to underestimate
our resolve at this point in time.
When a Maineiac is wronged, we
get some ugly. And if it takes a
bloodbath to get back what's
ours, then let the show begin, so
to speak."

f ^

40 years ago today: NH thieves, posing as landscapers, brazenly steal a Maine roadside
maple in the first recorded instance o f New Hampshire's long running transfer ofproperty
over state lines.

Disappointed canoeists look on as the Saco River is sucked down to
places unknown, rumored to be New Hampshire.

Who's stealing our Saco? Guess!
FRYEBURG—Rumors are buzzing about this small Maine
village this morning as local
residents watch their beloved river
disappear. Most people seem to
think the Saco is being diverted to
New Hampshire, where plans were
recently announced to build a

New Hampshire fish smugglers loading trout and salmon at secret Moosehead Lake airstrip,

whitewater rafting river for the
yuppies living there.
•
Maine canoeists and rafters have
been warned against attempting to
ride the river underground, where
authorities estimate the grade
abruptly changes from Class 1 to
Class 6.

NH furriers poaching
Maine Coon Cats:
Purr-fectly
Catty

4

Wear the
kind of fur
that friends
will envy
while
doing your
part
doing youknow-what
to a
neighbor.

Coon Cat Coat
Im p o rte d ” from Maine
Other baby planes drop the stolen Maine fish into New Hampshire water ways, where N.H.
citizens can now fish with no limit on quantities taken.

Typical mocking ad for Coon Cat Fur Coats, as seen in many New
Hampshire newspapers
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SPORTS

An aid to Governor McKernan birdies the par 12 first hole at the new State O'Maine subsidized g o lf course.

State dedicates public golf course
AUGUSTA—Stung by criti
cism that his administration has
not provided recreational facilities
for poor and working classes of
Maine, Governor John "Junior"
McKernan today authorized the
opening of the State OMaine
Public Links, a 7-hole public golf
course in the outskirts of this
capital city. On Friday, an aid to

the governor was on hand to
dedicate the course by playing
through the first hole, a par 12,
which he birdied.
"We have seven holes com
pleted at this point in time," he
said later, at a clear-cutting
ceremony, "and we hope to add an
eighth in the next four years or

The golf course is open to
anybody who qualifies for
government assistance, with spec
ial
consideration
given
to
unemployed
single
parents.
Caddies will be provided, free of
charge, from the ranks of
Augusta’a homeless, for which
they will be recompensed in
greens fees.

Famous bad boy of
bowling castigated
LEWISTON—Ace pin-buster
Gene Boudette was slapped with
another stiff fine yesterday, his
second in as many days, during
the L.A. Invitational Bowling
Tournament here at Maurice’s 10Pin. The lippy lane king was
issued his first warning in die first
box when he cursed a baseline
call by a lane judge. Bou
dette, sporting a colorful spiked
mohawk and dressed in leotards
and a leopardskin frock decorated
with
military
stripes
and
bars, dropped to his knees,
pointing to the baseline and
snapping, "I never touched the
line, you troglodytic x!*!*x*x!""
On the next frame, when the
same official disallowed the
pins felled by a deadwood hit by a
gutterball, the sassy superstar
reacted by donning his black-soled
penny loafers and scuffing his

NO PROTECTION?
NO PROBLEM.

Call

JUNIOR’S
SELECTED CONDOMS
Quick, On-the-Spot Delivery
24 hour service 555-3241

heels down the length of his lane,
then kicking a strike. Boudette
was fined $ 15 and suspended from
tomorrow’s action.
Yesterday the colorful star was
hit with a stiff $5 fine after
tossing his ball down the
neighboring lane in response
to being booed by the crowd for
scrawling
obscenities
on
the projection scoresheet. This
was in response to boos
for Boudette’s throwing all the
dress shoes onto the lane, this
in response to a fan who had
snapped his picture after a poor
frame.
The troublesome Maine youth
shook the bowling world last year
by rolling three perfect games in a
row, taking the championship
away from Dan Courtney of
Fitchburg, Mass. Since then he

has never fallen from the lead,
although he has amassed a total
of $95 in fines this year alone Tor
his unorthodox behavior, hereto
fore unknown in this game tradi
tionally confined to aristocratic
circles in the country’s well-to-do
industrial centers.

One-m an softball team
rem ains winless
WATERVILLE—The one-man
softball team of Ernie Blatt’s All
Star lost again last night, this
time to Bill’s Market, a 9-member
squad, by a score of 149 to 2.
Blatt, whose two runs came from
inside-the-park home runs, was
tagged out 23 times on the base
paths as he tried to stretch singles
to extra base hits.
"My biggest problem was my
base-running-getting stranded and
having no one to hit me home."
In those instances Blatt would
stand on the base while infielders
coaxed him to run by tossing the
softbail in the air. Only once did
Blatt succeed in reaching the next
base: this, when second baseman
A1 Ringwhort dropped the ball.
But the overzealous Blatt was then
caught in a rundown between

second and third base, and tagged
out.
"They could have thrown the
ball higher," he said after the
game, "but I'm not complaining. I
gave it my usual 110 percent."
Blatt's defensive play also
suffered from lack of teammates.
"I'm all right if I can strike them
out," he said. "Otherwise it's
tough, especially if the ball gets
out of the infield."
Blatt was cautioned seventeen
times about throwing his glove at
ground balls, and was reprimanded
many more times for throwing the
ball at baserunners. By the end of
the game he had amassed $13 in
fines.
"What I do looks hard to some
people," said the game sportsman,
"but I'm really just having fun."

McKernan
wins
Wimbledon
LONDON—In what's being
called "the upset of the century,"
Governor John "Junior" McKeman of Maine won the
Wimbledon tennis tournament
yesterday by beating Boris Becker
of West Germany, 4-6, 2-6, 6-4,
6-4, 6-2.
Maine's chief executive came
from behind in an intense threehour, 29-minute match which was
marked by his nearly unretumable
serve and brillant backcourt play.
"This is a lot more fun than
raising the gas tax," quipped the
40-year-old governor at the awards
ceremony, where he received the
traditional royal congratulations
from Queen Elizabeth II and
Princess Diana.
The Princess fluttered her
eyelashes at the handsome Maine
governor during the entire match,
and appeared to slip him her
telephone number between the
fourth and fifth set.
Officials allowed McKernan to
wear a coat and tie while playing,
instead of the traditional white on

white, only after he promised to
give Britain free of charge the first
wooly mammoth bom in Maine,
and the Poland Spring Water Co.
McKernan heralded his victory
as the start of something new.
"Instead of the recent trend of
sports stars getting involved in
politics, I believe my win will
pave the way for politicians to
look towards the sports arena for
new
and more meaningful
conquests."
Other
Maine
politicians,
following McKeman's lead, have
announced their intentions to get
involved in competitive sports.
Senator William Cohen is an oddson favorite to win next month's
Mr. Universe Contest in Miami
Beach;
Congressman
Joseph
Brennan will go head to head
against Willie Mosconi in the
1989 World Billard Champion
ships;
and
Congresswoman
Olympia Snowe vows to swim
across the English Channel before
the year 2000 as part of her quest
to become Queen of England.

Zamboni plunges through
Civic Center ice— Beatles
reunion up m
in air
PORTLAND—Stunned spec
tators at last night’s exhibition
hockey
game
between
the
traveling African teams of Gambia
and Senegal watched helplessly as
the Zamboni, the large iceresurfacing vehicle, broke through
the ice in the southwest comer of
the rink and plunged out of sight.
"It was weird," said spectator
Byron D. Wallid, of Paper Mills.
"At first it looked like it was
going to float—it just kind of
went up on its nose. Then, all of
a sudden, it was gone."
According to Civic Center
scientists, the freezer pipes
supported the Zamboni at first,
but the machine's weight was too
much, and the pipes burst.
While many people ran for the
exits, afraid that the stadium seats
would be sucked down in the
Zamboni's wake, some fans
rushed onto the ice in a futile
attempt to help the hapless guest
Zamboni operator, an African
hockey hanger-on named Aftpr
Tkarqjdnm.
"By the time we got down
there," said Civic Center emer-

gency expert Sophia Russell,
"there was no sign of him, just
the broken pipes and a few
bubbles popping on the water's
surface."
Seconds after the mishap, Civic
Center frogmen tried to enter the
frigid waters through the break in
the ice, but were stifled by the
jagged pipes. "He's down there, no
doubt about it," said breathless
frogman Larry B. Laurence, "but
there's no way in hell we can get
to him with this friggin’
plumbing."
Civic Center authorities said
that they would be draining the
auditorium next week for the
upcoming Beatles Reunion, and
that they’d no doubt find the
Zamboni and its operator at that
time.
"Judging from where it went
down," reported spokesperson
Belinda G. Gerring, "it may have
landed on the stage or even broken
through the floodlights and
loudspeaker system. In any event,
we're hoping the damage is
minimal, or the Beatles reunion
may have to be cancelled."
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Fish are getting smarter!

Upon spotting a fisherman, a big-mouth bass sounds its shrill warning call to other fish and birds in the area.
Such new game strategies are lending a new challenge to outdoor sports.
Sure-fire hunting method, a real blast!

B A B O O O O O M!!
The mailman gets his deer
MEDDYBEMPS—A
part-time
postal carrier has discovered a
hunting method that is nearly
100% effective—dynamite. Merle
P. Boomer used to tote his
shotgun
around
the
cold
November woods for weeks at a
time, sometimes never seeing a
deer. And even when he was lucky
enough to spot the elusive
whitetail and get off a shot, the
animal would be at such a
distance, or on the run, that he
would always miss.
"That was before I come up
with this," says the happy
mailman. Now Boomer leaves the
shotgun, shells, and longjohns
home. All he needs are his plastic
explosives, 100 feet of wire,
detonator, and a small box of

25 Years Ago Today
Deer-Aid helped in deer migration

chocolates. "Them deer really go
for chocolates. I leave the open
box on a stump, then set back and
wait. It don't usually take more'n
ten minutes before one of them
sweet-toothed critters sniffs 'em
out and comes along for a bite.
Then, one press of the plunger and
it's a freezer full of chopped
venison.
"There ain't much to it. You
just got to be careful you don’t
use too big a charge," warns
Boomer, "or there won't be
enough meat left for a burger.
Then again, if you don't use
enough, that deer'll finish your
chocolates and then run off."
Boomer recommends mid-priced
chocolates, ones without many
jellies or caramels.

Hunter Safety Tip #19

,

by "Dub" Durbin Professor o f Hunting,
University o f Maine

Animal helpers aid in Maine's failed Drive-a-Deer migration program.
BRUNSWICK—Because each
year thousands of deer were losing
their lives in falls during their
southern migration, a state
sponsored "Deer-Aid" program in
1963 began giving the hard
working animals a lift—on

Maine's highways.
The Drive-a-Deer campaign got
underway in Brewer,
with
hundreds of white-tails accepting
rides to their winter hibernating
grounds. The program had to be

stopped after only a year,
however, when wardens found that
the deer became so dependent on
the volunteer drivers that they
refused to migrate on their own,
and many froze during the winter.

Hunters press for wooly mammoth permit
BANGOR— Wooly Mam
moths Unlimited filed a petition
in the state legislature yesterday,
seeking permission to begin
hunting the formerly prehistoric
creature beginning next year.
Curtis Slick, president of the
politically and financially power
ful group, said that although the
animal is currently in short
supply, they will soon face the

Some dogs are easily confused. To avoid animal tragedy ("dog drops"),
before going out into ihe field, make sure your animal knows the
difference between game and gun.
Nothin' Blit Beds,

Camp Rd., Hooter Junction

more serious threat of over
population.
"Sure, there are only two now.
But next year there'll be a couple
more and, next thing you know,
they're out of control. These
environmentalists don't seem to
care if the mammoths starve
to death, or if the dogs run them.
But if you've ever seen a
wooly mammoth that's
been

savaged by dogs, then left to die,
you'll see why our killing them
is the humane thing to do."
Slick refused to respond to
allegations that his group is
funded by the powerful National
Rifle
Association,
and
by
rifle companies who are currently
manufacturing a line of wooly
mammoth firearms.

OPENIN G SOON!
AT T H E BRUNSW ICK YMCA
Maine's 1st coin-operated pool
250 fills one lane for 12 minutes
or swim a half hour for half a buck

Guest-go-way fold-up cot—
unpredictable! $119.

kfe New!!
Floor bed tiles

His *n hers
Bed o’ nails
New age craze!

box of 12 $17.99

$450 set

WHEN YOUR TIM E IS UP, YOUR WATER
W ILL DRAIN SO THE NEXT SWIMMER
CAN ENJOY ALL NEW, CLEAN WATER
An R . K alish p ro d u c t
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Duck depression no laughing matter

DUCKS
More ducks
walking
south this
fall

Down-in-the-dumps duckling before undergoing professional treatment.
BOWDOINHAM—
"Seeing
your friends and family blown out
of the sky, never knowing when
it'll be your turn; the frustration
of never knowing who are your
friends and who are just plastic or
wooden replicas—all these factors
impact on a duck’s well-being."

These are the words of fowl
psychologist Dr. Waylon P.
Bigbill. Bigbill has been running
seminars at Merry meeting Bay for
ducks who have fallen victim to
stress,
an
increasing
duck
mallardy.
"Basically, these ducks are

Dr. Bigbill administers medication via the "snort" method. The duck's
duck’s
attitude will pick up in about three minutes, and he'll remain "up" and
quackative for an hour or more.
burned out. The constant fight-orflight situation in which they They come to him for support and
find themselves leads to a medication. "After a couple of
breakdown of the nervous system. weeks with me, they gain a new
Before you know it, they’re perspective on life and can return
blithering basket cases."
to the wilds fulfilled. And after
The ducks know and trust him. all," says the shrink, "isn't that
what it's all about?"

AUGUSTA—There'll be fewer
ducks in the sky this hunting
season, according to Marlin
Sturgeon, spokesperson for Duck
Galore, Associated. "It's another
case of wildlife adapting to
their environment. At least half
the population walked to southern
states last year, and we expect
many more will do the same
this season."
In addition to the different
means of transportation, the crafty
fowl seem to sense those routes
where they're protected by
law—for example, along Maine's
heavily traveled roads and
highways.
"We've seen flocks of up to
sixty ducks at a time walk
ing down the breakdown lane of I95 in a modified V formation,
a tight double line with a single
leader, and a constant flurry
of activity near the head of the
line, a jockeying for leadership."
That sort of competition is
good, according to waterfowl
psychologist Dr. Waylon P.
Bigbill.
"It
keeps
the
line moving. Ducks are both
insecure and very lazy. Without
the fighting for leadership at the
front of the line, the whole group
would probably bunch up,
mating."
The politically active Ducks
Galore is fighting for repeal of the
right-of-way restriction. Said
Sturgeon: "We’d like to see a
revision which enables hunters to
fire out their car windows with
small-gauge pistols, as long as
they're traveling at least 40 miles
per hour and not firing across
lanes."

Rare
hammerhead
trout taken
at Moosehead
Lake
By ME Correspondent
Ana Marrone

Near miss! Cagey duck eludes reach o f passive hunter.

No guarantees
in passive hunting
MARS HILL— "Waterfowl are
more trusting if they see you're
not armed," says passive hunting
pioneer Randall B. Pencil from
his pondside perch. As president
and founder of PHARM (Passive
Hunters Alliance of Rural Maine),
Pencil. frequently gives demon
strations
of his
sometimes
successful method.
Squatting in the frozen mud for
up to two hours, he holds out a
handful of peanuts, a duck's
favorite treat, and periodically
makes a quacking sound with his
mouth. When a curious duck

finally flies down for a closer
look, Randy springs into action.
"You've got to be quick and
hold tight," he says, "because
they'll flap like a bugger. But
once you get a few peanuts into
'em, they'll simmer right down."
If he gets lucky, Pencil will
take his prey home with him,
where he and his trim wife
Eberhard raise the fowl as pets.
"Until we get that craving for
Duck a I'Orange," she says. "Then
Randy goes outdoor and strangles
it."

LANDFI LL ART HUNTING
P erm it Lottery Applications
NOW RURILflBLE
UJrite: C o m m i s s i o n e r J. Ring
S t a t e Ho us e S t a t i o n LB 4 8 6 7 8
Augusta, M a ine 04333

Minnie B. Gruyerback snags a grouse with her trusty Vac.

Vac hunting catches on
PAPER MILLS—There's more
than one way to skin a cat, and
more than one way to bag a
grouse. Minnie B. Gruyerback,
who refers to herself as "your
average bored housewife," uses a
vacuum bag. She got the novel
hunting idea from the Maineiac
Express's House Care Comer.
"After reading those vacuum
tips, I started thinking.
I've
always loved eating woodcock and
such, but I’ve never had the heart
to shoot them out of the sky."
Mrs. Gruyerback carries her vac
outside, borrows some extension
nozzles from neighbors, and goes
vac hunting. "And what do you
know?" she says with a perky
grin. "First time out, I came
home and emptied out of the
vacuum bag a woodcock, three

swallows, and a mess of
hummingbirds."
Asked if she had any tips for
readers who might like to try
vacuum hunting, Mrs. Gruyerback
says, "Just know the force of your
suction in tandem with the
diameter of your nozzle, with
regard to the compressed diameter
of your prey. I got a robin caught
up in the middle of the nozzle last
week and had a hell of a time
dislodgin' it. We finally had to
saw the tube and ended up ruining
lunch."
Mrs. Gruyerback gained local
notoriety last year when she filled
her husband's, socks with peastones and slung them at
marauding neighborhood dogs and
CMP meter readers.

In a bizarre fishing incident, Joe
"Gunner" Gillette, author of many
books on Maine wildlife, caught a
two-pound hammerhead trout
while fishing in a remote area of
Moosehead Lake. Gillette refused
to disclose his exact whereabouts
and what type of lure he was
using, but sources said he was
using hot dogs and pieces of raw
chuck steak as bait, and
"chumming" the water around his
boat with shrimp skins and duck
blood in an attempt to entice the
hammerhead
into
what
is
commonly referred to as a "feeding
frenzy."
Rangers at the weigh-in station
near the capture sight said that to
their knowledge no one had ever
caught a hammerhead trout on the
lake before, but that stories of
such a creature existing had been
around since Indian times. One
old Maine guide confidentially
told this reporter that he had
personally seen evidence that the
lake supported a population of
huge hammerheads, but that
because
the
lake
was
"bottomless," all efforts to locate
them by sonar had failed.
Such evidence, he said, included
shattered remains of tourists'
canoes, docks and rowboats with
nails half removed, and floating,
bludgeoned human heads.
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SCOREBOARD
Dubbing

Local Churches Softball
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
1W

L

Pet.

43
37
35
33
32
34
26
12

21
29
29
30
31
33
41
27

.672
.561
.547
.524
.508
.507
.388
.307

34
34
33
28
27
3
2
2

30
31
32
38
38
61
61
62

.531
.523
.508
.424
.415
.003
.003
.002

GBl

East Division
DEVILS
SWAMIS
RASTAS
EXORCISTS
ATHEISTS
WAFERS
QUAKERS
SHAKERS

—

7
8
9
10
10
19
31

West Division
RABBIS
AYOTOLLAHS
CHANNELERS
PREACHERS
THUMPERS
PHARISEES
SADUCEES
AGNOSTICS

—

1/2
1
7
7'
31
31
32

Yesterday's Games
Swamis for Christ 2, Hoodoo Magicians 1
The Devils 19, First National Shrine 0
Lion of Judah Fez Society 14, Christ on a Crutch Group 2
Holy Thumpers 3, Maine Hockey Temple 2
Shamans 9, St. Vitus Pharmacy 2
Jewish Jesuit Academy 9, Mary Agnes McMurty Sisters 0
Bacchan Kings 2, United Channelers 1
Bible Burners 3, Jehovah's Truckdrivers 2
Jah Rastafarian Dredd 22, Sacred Earth Mother 21
Flaming Sword of Michael Landon 1, Milo Exorcists 0
Church of Adam and Eve on a Raft 12, Dolly Parton
Divine Enlightenment Association 2
People with Jumby Sticks 5, Lowly Shepherd 2
Papist Engineers 33, Loose Eagle Sun Worshippers 32
Blind Bom Again Blue Aces 13, Quimby Quakers 2
St. Valentine Bleeding Heart 30, Mariners of God,
Reformed 14
Rosacrucian Cable Network 5, Modem Nun Home 4
Burning Bush 11, Obiah Tabernacle 3
Old St. Nick 14, Vulcan Chapel 13
Shakespearean Bible Pews 9, Heavy Metal Gospel Choir 1
Torah Tigers 7, Teffilin Rams 4

Horse Racing
Bangor Starters
Post Time 7:30 p.m. today
FIRST PACE $550
1. Breezin' On Hard
2. Git Squared Round
3. Pickin' Your Teeth
4. Git All Tore Out About It
5. Foul-moutheder'n
6. Dose A Salts
7. Raisin' The Deuce
8. Cut Your Guzzet

THIRD PACE $550
1. Merry Haw-Haw
2. Scooch Down
3. Dope It Out
4. All Git-Out
5. Luck Of A Fat Priest
6. Stubbies Of Beer
7. Somewheres On A Toot
8. Mog Things Over

SECOND PACE $600
1. Kept Friggin'
2. Cussed Her Loose
3. Twitted Him
4. Tail In A Crack
5. Scrummy Trick
6. Bloody-red Mad
7. Bang-Up Meal
8. Oary-eyed Good Time

FOURTH PACE $3,000
1. Whore’s Eggs
2. Big Lug
3. Dill Of A Scar
4. Flatter’n A Fritter
5. Sorer'n A Peep
6. Happity-Hazaid
7. Prize Boob
8. Crazy Like A Rattrap

Sensitive Guys
Baseball League
by M E correspondent
Bob Kalish
The
Sensitive
Guys
Baseball League kicked off
its first season last Sunday
with a game between the
Portland Pink Sox and the
Brunswick Pooh Bears.
Nobody won and nobody
lost, but both teams agreed
the
experience
was
positive.
"We formed this league
to fill a need,” Guy
Savage, Sensitive Guys’
commissioner, said. "The
new-age man looking for
organized sports doesn’t
need
highly-competitive
and aggressive situations
that threaten his new
concept of manhood. Our
league provides the sport
experience in a sharing,
caring environment."
At their newly-renovated
field in Bmnswick the
league has made some
changes. Both team bench
areas are equipped with
large dispensers of tissue

and saliva receptacles. The
base paths are specially
groomed to provide a nonintrusive environment for
the men's feet.
League
umpires are all trained
counselors, and disputed
calls are discussed until
everyone feels good about
them.
"In this league there are
no losers," Savage said.
"When a player gets a base
hit, or makes a good catch,
he gets hugged by the
entire team and there’s no
penalty for delaying the
game. If someone has a
problem, we meet at the
pitcher’s mound and talk
about it."
Teams for the new league
are forming, so interested
sensitive
guys
should
submit a resume and at least
three references to Sensitive
Guys Baseball League, I'm
Okay You're Okay Stadium,
Brunswick, Maine.

TH E KIM BICOVE
QUIT-SM OKING PLAN
by nutritional consultants
Michael Kimball & Mark Melnicove

Guaranteed to help you quit smoking forever, reduce the
risk of heart disease, cancer, low birth weight, and break the
stranglehold of a government-subsidized narcotic!

DON'T SM OKE ANYMORE
For mere information, send $99.99 to Maineiac Express,
19 Mason St., Brunswick, Me. 04011

Beatle-maineia!

Yesterday's W inners
PeeWee Maxwell, aiming
in last month’s entities to
the store, 9 hours, 14
minutes, 39 seconds.
Maryann P. Pinwheei,
planting a mound of cukes,
8 hours, 11 minutes, 7
seonds.
Eli N. Grassstain, taking
down the flypaper from the
kitchen ceiling, 6 hours,
39 minutres, 15 seconds.

Sub
Dividing
Yesterday's Winners
The Fatten Corporation, 15
single-family dwellings, 7
housing ordinances broken,
4 creeks polluted.
Oul-a-State Acres, 19 septic
tanks, 39 miles of
electrical wire, 22 two-car
garages

Politicians
Spending
Yesterday's
Contestants
Betty U.B. Buck, $5 million
Geo Mitchell, $2 million
Olympia Snowe, $1 million
Joseph Brennan, $750,000
L. Bean Jones, $500,000
Teddy O'Meara, $60,000
Richard Hayes, $15.00

Deer
Jacking
Yesterday’s Winners
The Spud City team of Amos
Heamus, Any McFarlane,
Bud Burgesstall, Ned
Meanderman ana Ted
Simpsonstick—24 bucks, 19
does in 2 hours, 14 minutes.

Thoreau
Triathalon
MILLINOCKET—Tomor
row is the deadline to
register for the 5th annual
Henry
David
Thoreau
triathalon, to be run next
Saturday starting at 11 a.m.
Last year's winner, Harris
W. Tweed, a scholar in
American Studies at Bates
University, is expected to
take part, along with 500
other runners, in the race
which ends at the top of
Mount Katahdin.
The triathalon is a unique
event in the cavalcade of
American sports. Runners
must successfully perform a
series of tests at various
points
along
the
route
before being allowed to
continue.
At mile five, runners must
start a fire without matches;
at mile twelve, live alone in
the woods for a year and
keep a journal; and at mile
twenty-four perform an act
of civil disobedience.

World
Record
Update
Two world records were
set this week, both by
Mainers. In Freedom, a 27year-old mother of three set
a new mark for sleep
lessness. As the Maineiac
Express went to press, Mrs.
Martha Cod had stayed
awake for 13 days with little
ill effects and no intention
of ever sleeping again.
"I get a little irritable and
confused," she told reporters
from her home yesterday,
"but this is the new Maine
and these are the seven
ties—I mean, eighties. It’s a
competitive world, and now
I’m able to do twice as much
as most women my age. No,
3 times as much. Did I say
'women my age?' I meant
'people.' Huh? What?
Mirroring Cod's feat is a
37-year-old steelworker from
Westbrook who, three days
ago, set a new breath
holding record of 13 min.,
27 sec., and remarkably, has
yet to take a breath. John
Persiellis promised friends
he’d set an unbreakable
record , and he is apparently
keeping
that
promise.
However, friends watching
him say that if he doesn't
breathe soon, they'll be
forced to intervene,

Maine man likely
Beatles replacement
CASCO—Those famous lads
from Liverpool may soon be a
quartet again—thanks to a homestate boy. Maine's own Elwood
"Rosie" Rose, who rose to
phenomenal fame and fortune
with Maine's 60's rock band,
The Blackflize, is rumored to be
the Beatles' choice as successor

to John Lenon. Rose, as many
Mainers remember, drew criti
cism from around the state in
1965 when he said that the
Blackflize were more popular
than Margaret Chase Smith.
Rosie's best-known Blackflize
hits
were
the psychedelic
"Blueberrry Fields Forever,” "All

You Need is a Wad of Small
Bills," and the controversial
"Betty in the Redemption
Center with Empties," in
which Blackflize buffs sub
sequently discovered
the
anagram BEER hidden in the
title.

BEATLES REPLACEMENT POLL
THE BEATLES HAVE AGREED TO LEAVE IT UP TO MAINE VOTERS AS TO WHO WILL BE THE
FOURTH BEATLE. PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE NAMES BELOW, OR WRITE IN YOUR OWN
CANDIDATE, AND SEND YOUR VOTE TO; BEATLE-MAINEIA, C/O MAINEIAC EXPRESS,
19 MASON STREEET, BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011

PICK ONE
JOAN BENOIT SAMUELSON
____ SEAN PENN
BILLY JO EL
MADONNA
" ____ AMY GRANT
____ DAVID LEE ROTH
DAVID LETTERMAN
____JASON GONDEK
____ DONAHUE
LARRY BIRD
____DICK CURLESS
_____CHARLES MANSON
JO E RICCI
____FRED ROGERS
_____THE HUMBLE FARMER
ANDY GRIFFITH
MR. ED
ELWOOD "ROSIE" ROSE
JUNIOR MCKERNAN
ED MUSKIE
ELVIS PRESLEY
L.L. BEAN
BETTY U.B. BUCK
LINDA BEATLE JONES
PRINCE
____THE LAWN ORNAMENTS
JESSE JACKSON
MICHAEL JACKSON
PRINCE CHARLES
JESUS
REGGIE JACKSON
_ J PRINCE ED
____JACKIE ONASSIS
____ME
JANET JACKSON
__ PRINCE SPAGHETTI
STONEWALL JACKSON
PETER JACKSON
OTHER
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Shakespearean theatre branches out to stay alive
MONMOUTH—Patrons of the
Shakespearean Theatre here will
have a new and unusual schedule
to enjoy this season, as producers,
to boost ticket sales, have
expanded their repertoire to include
nontraditional theatre pieces.
Added to the 1988 schedule,
which for the first time includes
no plays by the Bard, is "Fonzie
Gets a Job," an episode from the
now-defunct Happy Days tele

vision
series. Also gleaned
from television's glib days are two
episodes of Laveme and Shirley.
Topping the tragedy side of the
masks will be the Six Million
Dollar Man pilot, adapted for the
stage, and the legendary "Who
Shot J.R.?" episode of Dallas.
Only a week after releasing the
schedule, the theatrer has sold out
of regular season seats and is
considering extending its season

ART

year round.
"All these years we struggled
with the budget," said producer
Antony B. MacHamlet III, "I
could kick myself. All we had to
do was give the people what they
wanted."
The season gets underway next
week with the lost last episode of
Mr. Ed, in which Ed breaks his
leg and must be laid away.

State museum sculpture clothed

It's been nine days and still no sign o f Godot.

Playgoers aw ait G odot
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—
Theatregoers in this coastal com
munity have been camped out on
the street for nine days since the
local staging of "Waiting for
Godot," a play by French play
wright Samuel Beckett.
"We're waiting for Godot, too,"
explains local fisherman Wallace

B. Gurry. Although the famous
Godot has made no promise to
show up, the hopeful residents are
refusing to get off the streets.
"It just goes to show how
powerful contemporary theatre can
be" says Boothbay Community
Theatre director Reuben S. Gogo.
But not everyone is impressed.

Mayor Bennie F. Nunufence is
threatening to call in the National
Guard if the streets aren’t clear by
midnight tomorrow night.
"I'm not against art, mind you,"
claims Nunufence, "but these
people have completely lost touch
with reality. Enough is enough
already."

AUGUSTA— Michaelangelo's
"Naked Youth Diving into the
Atlantic Ocean," his only sculp
ture in the Maine State Museum,
is naked no more.
At a Senate meeting last night,
Maine politicians under heavy
pressure from religious and
decency groups decided, by a vote
of 112-96, to spend $18.99 from
surplus funds to clothe the
controversial marbled youth.
"It's indecent and leaves
absolutely
nothing
to
the
imagination," said Christian Civic
League member, Senator Myrna
R. Feelers, R-Farmington, during
last night's stormy three-hour

debate.
College of the Atlantic art
professor, Senator Harley P.
Whale, D-Bar Harbor railed,
"Bathing suits just aren't worn in
most Maine swimming holes, and
weren't worn at all until after the
Renaissance, so, in the interests
of historical and regional accuracy
I urge you to vote no."
The sculpture has traditionally
been the biggest drawing card for
tourists coming to the museum. It
remains to be seen if the vote will
diminish the number of Maine
tourists and thus threaten the jobs
of museum guards and staffers.

Hand puppets run amok
WINDSOR—A puppeteer was
killed yesterday when one of her
puppets went berserk and strangled
her in front of a crowd of ten
bored and marginally horrified
youngsters. Jimmy N. Chalant, a
second-grader at the Passion
School, said, "It was neat. The
little green one with no face was
talking about how it’s okay to get

angry, and then he went behind
the curtain and pulled her (the
puppeteer) out and started choking
her. Then the macrobiotic puppet
started doing it, too. It was really
cool."
Both puppets are being held at
the Kennebec County Detention
Center without bail until their
arraignment.

A// th e b ig g e st h its b y th e m a ste rs,
so n g s th a t'll m a k e y o u cry
a n d so n g s th a t'll m a k e y o u k iss
th o se tea rs g o o d -b y e !

Skowhegan Art Museum opening
SKOWHEGAN—After months
of costly delays, the Skowhegan
Art Museum opened last night to
a small crowd who wandered
through the gallery rooms, taking
in artwork by some of Maine's
smartest and best-funded painters.
For the most part, curious visitors
were impressed by the collection
of paintings. One woman was
heard to exclaim time and time
again, "Hey, Dicky. Tell me this
one don't look real."
Still, there were some who

couldn't muster any appreciation
for the art on display, not to
mention the architecture of the
building (designed by Canadian
architect Hardly N. E. Yuuse III,
noted
for his
bleak,
expressionistic style). "In my work,
I always try to reflect the
surrounding archiscape," Yuuse
told the Maineiac Express at the
opening last night. "As you can
see, I've included the shipbuilding
motif with both the unfinished
and closed-down construction of

the area."
The evening was not without
its humorous moments. One man,
after having spent the evening
drinking and driving, wandered
into the building, thinking it was
his home. He sat in front of one
painting for nearly an hour before
he realized it wasn't the Movie of
the Week. "I thought it was kinda
slow," the man said when told
where he was, "but I never realized
it was art."

Maine's Top 15 Country & Western Records
compiled by Ana M arrone, President, Diesel Dawg Records
11. My Baby Got Long Johns On
6. Some Hard To Forget Her
1. Diesel Dawg
12. Too Cold To Be Naked
7. Big Crab A-Comin'
2. Skidoo My Heart Away
13. Lovin' You Ain't Worth It
8. Pulp Drivin' Man
3. Mama Ate Squab
14. Maineiacs on the Bayou
9. Ayuh, It's Over
4. Jackman On My Mind
15. Allagash Alligator
10. Squid Stick Woman_____
5. Heart Like a Log

COPLAND
Appalachian Spring Chicken
PACHELBEL'S
Cannon Couldn't Keep Me From You
BEETHOVEN
Third Symphony ("The Elvira")
SMETANA
The Battered Bride
SCHUBERT
The Perch Quintet
DUKAS
She was a Sorcerer's Apprentice, and I Was Just a Plumber's Sen
VIVALDI
Four Seasons (Ain't Enough When It Comes to Loving You)
BEETHOVEN
The Fifth (of Jack Daniels Made Me Second in Line)
M USSORGSKY
Night on Bald Mountain (With a Bald-Headed Fool)
GLUCK
Don Juan (Was Here While I Was There and You Was In-Between)
M USSORGSKY
Pictures at an Exhibition (Are the Scribbles of my Heart)
STRAUSS
Also Sprach Zarathustra, and Who Else You Bin Talkin' To
GERSHW IN
Rhapsody in Blue (& Eyes o f Green Since I Seen Her Talkin' to You)
TCHAIKOVSKY
(While I Was Fired and Wired, You Was Just A) Sleeping Beauty
STRAVINSKY
The Rights of Spring, and the Wrongs of Loving You
DEBUSSY
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Fawn, and an Evenin' of Venison Stew
HAYDN
Symphony No. 937 ( ’Track”)
HAYDN
Symphony No. 1,452 ('Gun")
ROSSINI
William Tell (Me Where You Bin)
TCHAIKOVSKY
The Nutcracker's Sweet, But Baby I've Soured on You

Complete! Eight-track, Long-Play Record, Casette
ONLY $24.99
NOW! On Compact Disc! $150
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ENTERTAINMENT
Eating Maine
with Mrs. Donald M. Sweetey
People always write and ask,
"Why don't you ever eat in the
places that Zucchini woman in the
Sunday paper raves about?" So I
dragged Donald to Giselle's
Rhinarium the other night, and I
have to report it was the worst
eating experience I have ever had
in my many years of doing it.
First off, getting Donald to
even set foot in the restaurant was
a chore and a half. "Gazelle’s
Rhinarium," he grumped. "Sounds
like a friggin' jungle plant store,
not an eatin' place." So right from
the gun we were off to a bad foot.
And then, to see the look on
Donald's face when the hostess
turned out to be a man! And our
waitress, too! Suffice it to say
that when he came over and
introduced himself as "Francis,"
Donald just
looked
away,
steaming to himself. I, however,
did introduce myself.
Well, things went from bad to
worse. Donald ordered a pitcher of
PBR—Pabst—as he usually does,
but Francis said they didn't have
"domestic" beer, which rised
Donald's hackles some. "Well,
Bobby," he said, "do you have
Bud, or is that too 'domestic' for
you?" At which point, Francis
began telling Donald what kinds
of beer they did have—in a foreign
language. And German, at that.
Donald fought in WWII and has
never forgiven the Germans. If
looks could kill! I tell Donald
about his blood pressure, but do
you think he listens to me? Guess
again!
If all this wasn't warning
enough, the menu was a sure tipoff. Donald says you can judge a
place by the red of their franks.
Giselle's
didn't
even
have
franks— and here it was a Saturday
night. Donald became some
disgusted and told him to just
bring something from the ocean
that was cheap and deep-fried.
THE PENGUIN HOUSE
Ogunquit, Bar Harbor

But Francis tried to push some
extras on us in the form of an
appetizer. S-cargo was on special,
he said, for 8.95. "That’s special,
all right," Donald replied. "What
do you get in the S-cargo?" At
which point Francis looked
straight in his eye and said,
"Snails." Well. He didn't know
how close he come to stepping on
a hornet's nest. Donald looked
away. I could see he was counting
to ten. Then Francis said, "They
ARE a delicacy."
"Delicacy my arse," Donald
said. "Slugs with helmets. I don't
want 'em in my garden, and I sure
as hell don't want 'em in my
friggin' stomach."
One of the last straws was the
salad bar. Donald generally doesn’t
go for greens at home, but doesn't
he love a salad bar! You'd think I
starve him to see the way he loads
up that bowl! Well, for starters,
Giselle's salad bowls must have
all been dirty, because all they had
was little green saucers, which
caused Donald to have an
embarrassing "accident" returning
from the salad bar. He was frying
his hardest to keep his pile of
salad on that little saucer, but
when the little tomatoes—and
doesn't he hate those little
things—started rolling off his
saucer, well, he tried to catch
them and then lost the whole kit
and kaboodle in another man's
soup. And wasn't he surprised
when he started fishing out the
greens to find that the man's soup
was cold. Not tepid, mind you—I
asked to feel it, too-but ice-cold.
One of Donald's favorite movies
is "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea," which we saw
every Friday night for nearly a
year when we were in high
school. Donald's favorite part of
the movie was when that giant
squid came on. How his hand
would perspire! And even today

London Fare
ENGLISH CUISINE
in historic downtown M anchester

The newest craze
in culinary pleasantries

m.

DINING & DANCING
FOR SEABIRDS
Seals and Walrusses Welcome
No P. Bears, Please.
TODAY'S SPECIAL
Live fish, all kinds
FORMAL DRESS REQUIRED

Fish and Chips
5.95
GROUNDFISH AND POTATO
BLIGHTERS.PREPARED IN
WELL-HEADED LARD
Potato Pudding..........5.95
A SOMEWHAT PASTY AND BLAND
DISHJT SURELY WILL SATISFY
Brinkets and Luners..... 5.95
A TEPID COMBINATION OF BASIC
STARCHES.LIGHTLY SALTED
Water-Soaked Grotters...5.95
WARBLERS BOILED A TIME IN
WELL-HEATED WATER

Giselle's Rhinarium
Exchange S L, Portland
Food
Service
Price

None
None
None

Kev:
Some Bod
Not Bad
Good
Some Good
Awful Good

None
*
**
***
****

when the fair comes to town, off
he goes into the tent of oddities
where they have the world's
smallest living octopus. Some
thing about those creatures just
fascinates him so, but he tosses
and turns
all night long
afterwards. Of course, that could
be from the fried dough, which
Donald really makes a pig of
himself on fried dough at the fair,
but who doesn't? I'm guilty,
myself, on that score.
Well, wouldn't you know it,
but the "entry" that our "waiter"
brought Donald was deep-fried
squid. You never saw a grown
man move so fast. Now, Donald
is as brave as the next man, but
he really has a thing about that
animal.
He
jumped
up,
dismounting his chair onto the
floor, and managing to bum his
hand on the woman’s entry behind
us, and also nearly upending their
table in the bargain.
And speaking of bargains, the
check wasn't one. So, if you're
ever tempted to try an unknown
restaurant, especially one with a
name you can’t make out, here's
my rule of thumb: Take a peek at
the menu first—if "sheep" is
spelled "camero," somebody's
trying to pull the wool over your
eyes.

JIMMY1S
BEEF WHARF

Mickey's Half-Shell
RAW BAR AND RESTAURANT
"where nothing's done"
TO D A Y ^S P E C IA LS ' ::

: live lobster : : -:
dancing codfish
: .roadkill octopus

:
:

; squirming squid

10.95 .v
9,95 .;W
: 18.99 :.

! 8.99

Every Friday
• Reduced Raw Jelllyflsh Prices :
during Happy.Hour 4-6 pm

Every Saturday
All Nude Dancing

Every Sunday
Capt. Pete and. His. Crawdad Puppets

an the waterfront Rockport

The Whales o f August Inn
SENIOR RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
S. THOMASTON

WEEKLY SPECIAL
Prune Stuffed Whale Steak 9.95
SUNDAY SPECIALS
Whaleburger Prune Casserole
Whale Prune Au Gratin 8.95
includes mashed potato,
mashed prunes, mashed
high-fiber bran muffins,
! coffee and prune danish

"Where large land animals A
meet things from the sea'Jft

Bread & Turnip Surprise.__ 5.95
A "SANDWICH” M ADE OF TURNIP
AND TWO SLICES OF BREAD, ALW AYS
AN ABSOLUTE DELIGHT
BEVERAGES?
WARM TEA. WARM MILK. W ARM ALE.

Our Hours of Commerce
4 P.M. to 6 P.M.

Prompt, we're afraid

Today's S p ecials’^
SeaCow Delight 11.95
Brined Seahorses 10.95
Breast of SeaTurkey 9.95
BATH

OPEN ALL DAY & NIGHT

Let Yourself Go! Octoberfest All Year!
Hermann's Beer Hall
Tonight: Little Adolf & The Powerhouse
‘DIRTY DANCING ‘ FILTHY DANCING ‘ QUESTIONABLE DANCING
Marching Permissable

TTOq© Can Sun (tBn® H al
ALL DOMESTICATED FARE
7 days from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

D esert o f M aine
R ESTA UR A N T
Camel Steak 12.99
Rattlesnake Rinds 5.99
Armadillo Hearts 11.99
Cactus Loaf 6.99
Date Stew 3.99

FREEPORT OASIS
just off I-95
B elly Dancing N ightly

.

DINNER SPECIALS
FRI-SAT-SUN
PRIME COLLIE RIB 10.95
F ER R ET NEWBURG 8.95
GERBILS FLORENTINE 8S0
COMBINATION PLATTER —
DACHSHUNDICAUCOIPARROT 9.95)

ALL DINNERS SERVED WITH
SOUP, SALAD, POTATO AND
KITTY PAWS.
takeout a v a ila b le ^
R t 235 Spud City, Maine.
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Card Comer
Not Being Stupid About Odds
by Colin Olcarz
Whether you're playing Kitty
Whist, Poker, or just a friendly
game of high stakes Beano, it’s
always good to know your odds.
For example, in poker, the
chances of being dealt a pair in a
five-card hand are 1 in 2 2/5.
Your chances of being dealt two
pairs are a bit slimmer, only 1 in
21. Would you bet your last two
bits on 21 to 1 odds? I wouldn't.
Full house? 1 in 694. The chances
of being dealt four of a kind are
only 1 in 4,165. How much
money would you wager on those
odds? Not much, I hope, unless
you're wicked numb.
Then there's the granddaddy of
poker hands, the royal flush. How
many times does that occur? Once
in 649,740 deals! That means if
you're dealt twenty hands a night,
every night of the week, you'll
probably see a royal flush only
once in 89 years, 3 months. By
that time, if you'd bet a dollar on
each and every hand, you'd be out
$649,740! Hope the pot's big!

Other odds: Chances of winning
Tri-state
megabucks?
1 in
3,800,000. I’m serious. Let's say
your take-home pay is $250, and
you
buy
five
tickets
a
week—that's
2%
of
your
paycheck. Even if the lottery
eventually paid you $2,000,000,
they give it to you only 5 % at a
time, then tax you on it while
they collect interest on the bulk.
They end up earning much more
of your winnings than you do.
3.8 million to one? Take it
from me, you won’t win. Maybe
somebody else will, but you
w on't You'll just keep paying the
state taxes that the rich people
should be paying. My recom
mendation: Boycott Megabucks
and sock your weekly $5 wager in
a 7% IRA. Do that for the next 40
years and, instead of having blown
$10,400 (for which you will have
had to earn $20,000), you'll have
made a cool $57,328 (FDIC
insured) guaranteed...the odds of
that? You can take it to the bank.

Talking hi-fi console captivates card players.

Talking record player
spooks card players
FALMOUTH—A quiet game of
gin rummy was interrupted last
night by what authorities are
calling a "routine paranormal
occurrence." At approximately
10:47 P.M., while the five
players were seated at the kitchen
table,
an
unknown
voice
emanating from the parlor called,*
"Fred's saving tens."
The men, after determining that
none of them had said it, went
into the parlor, at which point the
cover of the stereo console raised
and the piece of furniture asked in

a low, breathy voice: "Was I
right?"
"We were taken pretty far
aback," said Walter Airport, who
said he purchased the console at
Buddy's Biggest Budget Bam in
1975. "But then we saw that it
just wanted to talk, so we set
down and had a nice conversation
with it."
The stereo then began chatting
to the men about a variety of
subjects, from tractors to music of
the swing era.

RIBS
FUNDAMENTALIST GIRLS
Frustrated, repressed, obsessivecompulsive, teen angels fall prey
to a pack o f secular humanists

(R) 7:40 & 9:10

Trapped in a cycle o f dependency!"

THE WELFARE MONSTER
Marilyn B. Cockrich is a single
teenage mother with three
children. Can she break free o f
government assistance, work for
minimum wage, and ever get out o f
poverty? Will her children
grow to be well-adjusted, aspiring,
confident, productive
citizens? Another Jock McKernan
Fantasy (G) 7:00 & 9:10

RAMBEAU
When orphans are forced in slavery
on Canadian maple syrup
plantations, there's only one man
that can put it right. Rambeau!

(GP) 7:50 & 10:00

TUBE WATCHER
EVENING
6:00 PM 2 5 6 7 8 13 News
Today's local bad news and
weather.
10 Mister Rogers
Fred
demonstrates kick boxing and
other martial arts techniques for
children.
53 Lives of the Poor and
Unknown A visit to the Wybee
Family of Pulptown.
6:30 2 5 6 8 13 News Today's
national bad news. No weather.
10 MacNeil/Lehrer An
indepth look at today's bad news;
two people argue.
53 Nashville Tonight
The
resurrection of Elvis.
MESPN
Nightwalker-pulling
championships
From
the
shores of Sebago Lake, Maine .
7:00 2 6 M r. Ed Mr. Ed fails
his urine test
7 Oh, Shut Up The girls sign
up for assertiveness training, and
all hell breaks loose.
8 Pilgrim's Progress
A
pioneering family must resort to
whitewater rafting to escape an
angry tribe of Indians who were
duped by a white hymnist into
trading South Portland for the C
Major scale.
5 13 Lassie Pepino shows up
looking for work; Ruth confesses
her loneliness to him.
10 Changing World The rich
get richer, the poor get ASPIRE.
MESPN Beer drinking After
game guzzling competition.
7:30 2 6 Kids Nowadays Jeff
and Trish split a 6-pack and have
unsafe sex in Uncle Junior's
trailer.
5 13 Truth or Consequences
Ed Meese, Ollie North, John
Poindexter, Bill MacFarlane, and
Ronald Reagan all say they
can't remember a thing. They get
to keep the money anyway.
7 Facts of Life
The girls
demonstrate the advantages of
latex over animal skin condoms.
8 Moosehead W arden New
action-adventure series about an
elite unit of fish and game
wardens. Tonight Buzz and Jackal
catch up with a bogus trout
tagger, and all hell breaks loose.
10 The Boy Who Went for a
W alk and Got into Trouble.
Pilot
53 Another World Turns
After losing both arms defusing
a terrorist's bomb, Anthony vows
to become a concert pianist
MESPN Highlights of the
Common Ground tofu pull.
8:00 2 6 Bosom Buddies Jack
confesses that he's a leg man
and must leave the show.
5 13 I M arried a Goddamn
Fool Sam thinks his homeowners policy covers nuclear
plant accidents.
7 8 Alf Riddled by guilt after
irradiating the Tanners ,
Alf
eats D-Con and explodes.
10 The World of Pollen A
slide-tape show documenting the
brief life of pine pollen.
53 Little Custer Bemie vows
to wipe out the remaining tribes
of American Indians, and all hell
breaks loose.
MESPN Bigtime conscience
wrestling championship.
NEW AGE Sorcerer's Ap

prentice A former Yanqui Indian
sorcerer now a private investigator
in Los Angeles, Don Juan (David
Carradine) helps a debutante track
down a secret granola recipe.
9:00 2 6 Damned If You Do,
Dammed If You Don't To
impress their girlfriends, the wild
and crazy owners of a white-water
rafting company dynamite the
Ripogenus dam and all hell breaks
loose.
5 13 Movie of the Week: I
M arried a Dipstick An aging,
would-be socialite discovers that
her husband has been selling
hardware to the Pentagon at
uninflated prices.
7 8 Friggin' Dubs The boys
take
a
stand
against
the
human condition.
10 Upcountry Cooking Betty
Allen warms cold cuts.
MESPN
Duck
wrestling
Highlights
from
last year's
Bangor State Fair.
53 Back Forty
A defective
Cruise missile crashes into
Virgil’s woodlot, and all hell
breaks loose.
NEW
AGE
One
Hand
Clapping The zany antics of a
group of Buddhist monks in a
California monastary.
9:30 2 6 Reggae Cop Lt.
Bimm Tamm and Weemo in
filtrate Babylon's banking-military-industrial-slave-trade muzak
network.
5 13 Rain Squad An elite squad
of tourists plan their week's
vacation in Maine during the
monsoon.
7 8 Turk and the Ponytail A
sensitive mob hitman must stay
one step ahead of his liberal
daughter, a state prosecutor.
Tonight,
the
CIA
enlists
Carmine’s help in a covert drug
running operation, while Suzie is
held hostage in a pasta restaurant.
Pilot
10
Domestic
Discoveries
Latest findings in Dog mucus
research.
53 The New Star
Trek
Reruns
Dr. McCoy discovers
that he really isn’t a doctor but a
magician after all.
MESPN This week in pulp
cutting. Downeast Clearcutting
Festival.
10:00 2 6 3-foot Flatfoot A
dwarf detective, posing as a fourthgrader, investigates an art teacher
suspected of teaching abstract
expressionism.
5 13 Seabrook The NRC is
caught sleeping with the governor
and plant owners in the White
House.
They all write up a
bogus evacuation plan.
7 8 Man of Glue Zeke's epoxy
glands are fouled by a wise
guy from another dimension.
10 National Geographic
An
examination of Anglo-Saxons,
their myths, mating taboos and
morality.
53 Ashes to Ashes
Things
grow out of control for Thomas
Jefferson Ashe, a black Boston
undertaker, when his clumsy
assistant Spuds accidentally drops
industrial yeast in the embalming
fluid. Pilot.
MESPN
Dog-beating
tech
niques From the Frydough
Country Fair.
NEW AGE Siddhartha, P art

The Drunks

t @.®@
By the Rack
or Bucket
SPECIAL SAUCE
Orono, Gorham

FASHIONABLE
LOUNGE
FOR PROBLEM
DRINKERS ^
"You
keep
\ j
drinking,
we keep
taking
your
money
OPEN 6am-5am
ALL
LOCATIONS

in
Siddhartha
(Richard
Chamberlain) and his comical
sidekick Govinda (Alan Alda),
battle with Mara the Temptress
(Zia Pandora) in a final struggle
before crossing the river.
10:30 10 This Damn House
Unloading a chancy domicile on
unwitting outastaters.
MESPN
C ar
crash
high
lights.
11:00 2 5 6 7 8 13 News
10 W orld of Insects A look at
the Icelandic Caribou tick.
NEW
AGE
Dr.
Acerola,
N aturapath Tragedy is averted
for the small coastal town of
Tahini as a berserk yogurt culture
threatens to take over the cable
television outlet.
11:11 NEW AGE Cooking
With Less Hostess Kimberly
Clark prepares a five-course meal
using only a cube of tofu.
NIGHT OWL, EARLY BIRD
12:40 5 13 Movie: Jews on Ice
(1975) An elite Long Island
hockey team enters the lonely,
sometimes
hilarious,
always
violent world of professional
hockey. Unsuccessful pilot
1:30 53 G I Joe (Cartoon) Joe
annihilates yellow-, red-,
&
brown-skinned heathens.
4:30 53 At-Home Doctor Dr.
Peevy demonstrates emergency
tracheotomy procedures with wire
strippers and a hollow fly-swatter
handle.
5:00
53
God's
Cashbox
Reverend Ben pleads for more
money.
5:10 53 Richard Simmons
Slim Cooking
Richard pre
pares flaming amphetamines.
5:30 2 Captain Kangaroo
Bunny Rabbit demonstrates his
sexual prowess; Mr. Moose is
shot upcountry.
53 Missing Adventures of
Ozzie and H arriet At the malt
shoppe, Ozzie
teaches
Dave,
Ricky, and Skip about self
gratification.
MESPN Huntin' with Lester
Lester and Owen Boone jack deer
in Jackman.
NEW AGE Sunrise Yogi Baba
Nu covers the daily sun rise from
his ashram in the Bahamas. Joe
Garagiola does color commentary.
5:40 13 M orning Erection
Twenty-minute aerotics for men.
5:59 53 The Aspire Game
The only game show where
contestants lose money.
6:00 2 6 Yesterday Yet another
recap of yesterday's news.
5 R at Care
The latest in
grooming techniques for home
rodents.
7 8 Little Joe The family adds
a mud room.
MESPN Drag Racing 1st heat,
evening gowns and heels; 2nd
heat, shifts and pumps; 3rd heat,
pants suits.
53 Sale of the Century More
incredible Pentagon giveaways
and political kickbacks.

THE
SLAUGHTERHOUSE
"Youll never eat a fresher cut of meat"
in the Old Port, Portland
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♦PT77AS
♦HAIRDRESSING
♦MARRIAGE COUNSELING
BELGRADE LAKES

s

I DINE IN OUR ROTATING, GLASSED-IN I
I
OBSERVATORY, HIGH ABOVE THE
\
I
"KILL YARD “ PICK OUT THE
I
I ANIMAL YOU WANT, AND WE'LL KILL, I
• BLEED, AND BUTCHER IT FRESH, RIGHT I
BEFORE YOUR EYES
j
WEEKEND SPECIAL
Chicken a la guillotine
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ACROSS
I A summer
complaint
6 What George
Bush used to
remove from
dragonflies
10 French for
Jewish exclama
tion
II University of
Prince Edward
Island
12 Cola additive
14 Rubes call this a
paddle
15 How we pay the
bdls
16 The end result,
when alumni and
alumna get
together
17 Letter
Maineiacs won't
pronounce
18 Maine for "the
wrong way"
22 Term of
endearment for
legislators
24 Half o f #22
25 U.S. Govt.
Agency that took
so many photo
graphs during the
Depression (init.)
26 Arkansas
(abbrev.)
27 Exclamations
29 University of
Yul Brynner
30 Without a
cause, or an 'e'

32 You do this to
DOWN
wounds
1 Front lawn
3 4 ___ door
2 Woodsmen
36 golf course
consider it a lucky
hazard
bird
39
__________ stings;
hasfor 4th
3 French
sex with flowers
degree of maj.
40 Swallows
scale
swallow these
4 Soap; beer
bastards
5 Important
46 Where Maine
vacuum accessory
cars go when they
6 Gov. McKernan
die
didn't feel this way
47 Common
when he visited
mantra
Jay after the
49 We clean clams
chlorine leak
in this
7 Sailors' yes sir
52 Antlers
8 Roads in winter
54 County the state
9 "___ is or is you
prison is in
ain't my baby?"
55 How Reagan
13 The 5th season
got elected
15 Butt; fanny
56 Maineiac
16 Multipurpose
pronunciation of
adverb/adjective
Christ
19 All old juice
59 What you do to
looks like mold
the person for
(abbrev.)
whom you have
20 Yes
the hots
21 W e shoot dogs
60 What Rosemary
that get this
W oods was doing
23 Popular cookies
with Nixon's tapes
28 Unsatisfactory
61 Transcendental
canine
number
31 Jazz great (init.)
62 Hard worker
33 You take this if
but not good in bed
you eat red tide
63 A couple of
clams
these can signal
35 The way bad
your departure
spellers write knee
64 Best fisherman
37 Sound made by
termites when they
eat wood
38 Society for
Questioning

Attitudes (init.)
39 Multipurpose
adv/adj.
41 Town in Siberia
famous for its
nonsequiturs
42 Country that
American aims
dealers and middle
men have made
billions on
43 Rare llama-like
animal of the
Himalayas
44 Maineiac for
hell
45 American
corporations made
a bundle here
48 Political cronies
build their condos
here
50 O n ce___
51 Clams produce
this
53 Sound made by
snakes in the grass
57 Phyllis
Schlafley
campaigned
against this
58 Sound made by
wooly mammouths
when they sneeze
59 Makes a few
people richer, kills
many more
61 An awesome
concept

*YOUR STARS*
Those bom on this date:
You will eat with someone new today. Don't be afraid to show this
person the food you are chewing.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Your neighbors will sell their
house to a family of hypnophobes.
LEO (July 23-August 22)
Your temptation to send ten
copies of this newspaper to
relatives will pay big dividends.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You will bump your head today
and your sexuality will change.
LIBRA
(Sept.
23-Oct.23)
You will be tempted to watch
television until all the channels
go off the air. Do it.
SCORPIO
(Oct.
24Nov.22) The collection agency
can’t do a thing about your credit
rating and they know it. Hold out.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.
23Dec. 21) That odd star is really a
satellite, and they're watching
you. Don't make any quick
moves. They have particle beams.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) You will be tempted to
expose yourself to the first
stranger that knocks on your door.
Be bold but not outlandish.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.
20-Feb.
19) A vacationing couple will
stop and offer you $150 for that
old wagon wheel you've been
meaning to take to the dump. You
will tell them that you've got to

get $250. The husband will refuse
and begin to drive away. Let him
go. The missus will get to him.
They'll be back in ten minutes and
pay you your price.
PISCES
(Feb.
20-March
20) Your refrigerator will catch
fire and bum beyond repair. You
will have to buy another one from
your local used appliance dealer,
but you won't be able to beat him
down any lower than $250. Later
your wife will laugh about it and
say to her mother on the phone,
"Easy come, easy go," and you'll
grab another Pabst and go for a
drive.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
You'll go over the edge today.
Makebelieve it's a joke, then leave
quickly. Don't look back. Take
the rest of the day off. This is a
good day for napping.
TAURUS
(April
20-May
20) Rudeness may be your best
defense today. Phrases like "shut
up," "go slash your wrists," and
"drop dead" will go a long way
toward bringing you peace and
quiet.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
While dining out today, you will
laugh at a stranger's em
barrassment, and wine will come
out your nose.

JUNK
C IT Y
We Got The Most
For The Least

KILLER SALE!

Yeah, we know— these things glorify war, violence
and destruction and desensitize boys to inflicting
pain.
But, what the hell!!

IlsSenp war Toys!
unload magazine
in 2 seconds!
Border conflicts with
seconds!

ETERNITY SALE

We know, we know, disposable plastics are bad
for the environment because plastic never breaks
down...But, what the hell!

DISPOSABLES
PLASTICS!!!
razors, lighters,
flashlights, watches,
toothpaste pumps,
and
much much more!

25" Reddytune

COLOR TV
Fewer than 2 per store
No rainchecks

24.99*

Maine inducted into 3rd world
DHAKA BANGLADESH—
In ceremonies here last night, the
state of Maine was inducted into
the 3rd World, joining such
countries as Panama, Haiti, and El
Salvador. As a member of the 3rd
World, Maine automatically be
comes eligible for U.S. weapons
and military aid, a secret police

force, and political leaders chosen
directly from Maine's paper
companies.
The change in status will enable
Maine to conduct its commerce
without having to worry about
mundane affairs such as balancing
its budget.

T

16 99

brother or sister?

01iust sickof beingi§nore(i?

Negotiate through strength
and get everything you want

ATTACHE CASE BOMB

l

Looks like
a real briefcase

A C T U A L L Y EXPLODES!
Oh, yes, how could we forget the ozone
layer? But...oh, what the hell!

50% OFF
All Chlorofluorocarbons!!

PLAY THE REBATE GAME

MOTOR OIL

5$
QT-

We know, it looks like the old bait ’n'
switch, where we advertise something
we really don't have just to get you in
the store...But, what the hell!
If the president says it’s okay,
who are we to argue?

29 99

with
rebate *

and cash register receipt proof of purchase**
Signature of store president/** 4-leaf clover,
3 catfish spines, lips from a Hungarian rooster.
* Rebate form available at different location
** Printed on inside of can
‘ “ Currently sailing around the world
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BEST-SELLERS

Canine's tale a real dog
and I doubt this self-indulgent
primordial exercise would satisfy
b y R u tus
others of his species, even if they
could read the mostly mono
(The Dog Apple Press,
syllabic dribble.
1988, $15.95)
First, this writer has no sense
of plot and suspense. There is,
Reviewed by Oliver Pedant II
without exaggeration, a new chase
scene on every page of this fastNovelty and recent local history paced, but sadly unanchored waste
aside, Maine talking dog Rutus's of pulp. But nary a chase bears
first foray into the literary fruit, always resolved in a
trashheap is abysmal on all levels, halfhearted nipping of the flanks.

R olling In It

Tender are the thorny
How to Pet a Porcupine
by Stephen S. Stuff
(Bobbette & Mobbette,
Inc., New York, 1988,
96 pages, cloth, $18.95)
Reviewed by Slurpie McRuff
I hate how-to books and I don’t
like to be told what to do which is
two strikes against this book, and
I’m only giving one. But that
don't matter. What counts is this:

ya got thick skin? Okay, I bet
three out of four of ya got it. So
here's your book.
People must be sick and tired
of cats and dogs and turtles and
parakeets if there's a market for a
book about porks. Now I'll be
first to admit, I ain’t ever had
thoughts about goin’ near a pork,
no way. But this book got me
thinkin': a porcupine's just a
hamster with quills and I like
hamsters so maybe I’ll learn to
like porks.
So that got me interested. Made

After 30 such chases, the
outcome—ho-hum—is quite pre
dictable, thank you.
As far as his explorations into
animal lust (for that's all that goes
on here), Rutus sadly does not
remember that we heard it all in
the sixties. To this dog, it is not
even necessary to introduce
yourself before engaging in "le
sport," in which all characters
engage continually and with
gleeful abandon.
Conflicts are mostly territorial
and conversations limited to

subjects of food and frenzy. And if
there is an explanation for the
climax, I must have missed it.
Here we're treated to a victory
parade of Rutus’s canine comrades
through the Maine woods at the
conclusion of a successful deer
chase. Apparently, the Dog Apple
Press convinced Rutus to change
the title from his original "The
March of Dogs," and, given the
pretentiousness of this grafted-on
scene, the publisher was wise.
Rolling In It is a much more
suitable tag for this scatalogical
canine confessional.

me realize this book may only got
one strike against it. Anyway, I
managed to read on.
Now, the key to petting the
thing is to get to that pork's
tummy without getting stung.
Thorazine. Load some of that
sucker into a hyperdermic and
shoot it into ole pork and, zoom,
it's turn turn city, all night long.
Another trick is to put
earphones on pork's head, blast it
with Dick Curless music and put
it into a deep trance. He'll become
so relaxed you can pull out his
quills all night long so he don’t

mind
waking
up
in
the
morning looking like a hamster.
For the omnivores out there,
how about that final chapter—
Eating Pork. Pork esophagus, so
we’re told, is a delicacy in parts
of Piscataquis County. Fried with
onions and carrots — some good!
But I don't know—$18.95's a
bit steep for a 96-pager. Then
again, them old porks are free for
the catching. And you get a
cassette of pork mating calls so
you can practice up, go out in the
woods, and round up a mess of
them. Happy porkiri.

Maine’s best
writers still
unpublished
PORTLAND—"Maine's
best
writers still haven't put the pen
to paper,” said Dr. Gerald B.
Goggins, professor of Littleknown Literature, to a crowd of
six at
Downeast University's
third annual Esoterica Li teraria
Symposia. "In fact, many of our
finest writers feel that it's not the
writing
but
their
ideas
and personal lifestyle that make
masterpieces."
Goggins made
the remarks in his keynote address
entitled "Thinking the Classics."

Fiction
1. How / Won the Cold
War, George Bush.
2. The Ghastly Chastitys
o f Charity, Maine, Stephen
King.
3. O f Myself I Sing, May
Sarton.
4. My Life as a Waitress,
Linda Bean Jones.
5. The Revenge o f the
Crawdads, M.S. License.

,

Non-fiction Self-Help
1. Sex & Riches Made
Easy, Swaggart, Bakker.
2. Making the Most o f
Your Low Interest
Government Loan,
Iacocca.
3. New Hampshire— the ..
Evil Empire, McKernan.
4. Walking Backwards fo r
Fun & Profit, M. Zilch.
5. Still Alive, Wm. Casey.
Children's Books
1. A Wooly Mammoth
Alphabet, S.S. Mastodon.
2. Wee Wee, the Midgee,
Bums, Muds wept House
3. Poison Ivy fo r Sal, R.
McCloskey.
4. Once Upon an Ozone
Layer, I. DuPont.
5. Fear and Loathing on
the Potty, H. Thompson.
Maine
1. Dowsing fo r Manure,
Ovenmitt.
2. Who's Been Sleeping
With Whom in Augusta,
Maine 1972-1988, Kiss &
Tell Productions.
3.101 Uses fo r Barbwire,
Dickie Thom
4. Naked Paintings o f My
Wife, A. Wyeth.
5. Well Bust My Barrel if it
Ain't Old Red-faced Lug
Nuts Come Back Home
Lookin' Like a Cat Suckin'
Up Cream Too Many
Times, Joe "Jeezly"
Hellion.
TH E SUGAR BOOK:
A State-subsidized Cookbook
by the Me. Dept, o f Nutrition

Harbor residents await the 9:00 opening o f their library, "the only place in town," according to one of the
town's hundreds o f full-time readers.

Full of hard-to-come-by recipes!
♦Fried molasses rings *Baloney-fluff
sandwiches *Salt-sugar taffy
♦Mallows for a small planet
♦Viennese sugar-liver dumplings

Voracious readers in Boothbay Harbor
BOOTHBAY
HARBOR—
While the rest of the country has
seen a steady decline of readers in
favor of videotapes, television,

and movies, folks in this town
prefer the printed word and smell
of old printer's ink. The results of
a recent survey found that 98% of

Harborites read five books every
week, while statistics for the rest
of the country for that amount of
reading fall in around 3%.

Printed on pre-sweetened paper so
you can eat the recipes when
you're finished with them.

New releases from
Barking Loon Press

New! From

Famous Maine Writers School
Learn to write just like

*Stephen King *May Sarton *Carolyn Chute *Sarah Ome Jewett
If they could do it, why not you ?
IflB -ifiJ h fiJ B d g S I

Can you tell which of these sentences was written by May
Sarton and which was written by recent Famous Maine
Sarah Ome
Writers School graduate Vera S. Willoughby of Brighton?
1) "I am awfully homesick now and tired of the deadly hospital atmos
phere, bland at best, cold and inhuman at worst."
2) "I must believe that I am going home to be well, to find myself again,
to function as my self."
Of course you can't, proof that our course works.
i n
Let's see some writing. Maybe we'll accept you in the Famous Maine Writers School.
7 used to think Millay’s poem "Renascence" was silty.
"You have changed rrty life. Augusta publishers are
Now / can't get it out o f my mind. Help."
already calling."
—F.W., Rockpoit
—S.T., Raymond
6 week course, $3,500, plus 10% royalties of your next book. University of Maine
credit approved.

______

Famous Maine W riters School, 15 Q8d Hat Highway, Brunswick
DISCLAIMER: Famous Maine Writers School is not responsible for any legal fees
you may incur in the course of your writing career.

Loon of Florence: The Illuminated
Loons of the Medici
An American Loon Tragedy, by
Fyodor Reiser
Eine Kleine Loorunusik: The
Libretto, by Egon Madde
Loon Reclaimed, a novel, by
Nutting Heer, Jr.
Bad Loon Rising, by Ira Provo
McLoon
Loon Rampant: Feminist Poetry
of Lunetta Moon
Attila The Loon, Or, My Life in
Bondage, by L.
Is There A Loon In The House?
The loon jokes of Ed "Chuckles"
Dysart
Marketing Your Loon Projects
Successfully, by Emily Sweet
Gambino
Loons And The Craft Market: An
80's Success Story, by Rivs
Steinfeld
Loon Husbandry For The
Beginner, by R. Ng Ding
The Loon Identity, by Trivonion
Adventures In Loon Management,
by Alton Dickey
Loon Magique: More Hat Tircks
With Loons, by Alexis the
Magnificent

Big Maine Books
Cross Cultural Cooking
by Juanita O'Julgloggold
with Sophia Spirulina Retsina

*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

$9.95, paperback
Matzoh Picchu
Baklava Fu Yung
Escargot Burrito
Spiedini and Grits
Szechuan Ratatouille
Swediah Italians
Black Russians
Yellow Russians
Red Russians
White Russians
Purple Russians
Orange Russians
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New lobster holidays proposed

SWIMSUITS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

AUGUSTA—The Maine Senate will decide the fate of several proposed state lobster holidays in what is
sure to be the legislative body's hardest day's work this year. Among the holidays up for vote are:

L

John Radcliffe Day

June 29

Commemorating the day in 1623 that a white man
first discovered the lobster.

William Radcliffe Day

June 30

Anniversary of the day in 1623 when the 1st white
man tried to use live lobsters as a weapon against the
Indians, in the first of Maine's many Indian Land
Claims deals. The weapon proved ineffective, and
Radcliffe was killed in the ambush.

Charles Radcliffe Day

July 1

Celebrating the day in 1623 that man first tried
to mate with a live lobster. Radcliffe died as a result.

Aaron Radcliffe Day

July 2

Anniversary of the day in 1623 a white man first tried
to ride on the back of a live lobster. Radcliffe fell off
and fatally struck his head on a rock.

Otis Radcliffe Day

July 3

Commemorating the day in 1623 when the first white
man attempted to eat a lobster. Radcliffe lost his nose
in the attempt and bled to death.

Sarah Radcliffe Day

July 4

In recognition of the first white person to attempt the
domestication of a lobster. Mrs. Radcliffe bathed the
crustacean in scalding water and the lobster perished.
Sarah, consumed by guilt, hurled herself off Pemiquid
Rocks again and again until the tide took her out to
sea.

Jr

Sun's out!
Time to
head for the
beach!
Sporting a
crest &
trough
nylon bikini
bottom, Mr.
Sunshine's
all thumbs
up for hot
summer
fun!

Junior Radcliffe Day

July 5

Commemorating the day in 1623 that the first white
man ate a cooked lobster. Junior died following
complications when parts of the claw and shell
lodged in his lower intestine.

Mary Radcliffe Day

July 6

In honor of the first white woman to boil and then
shell a cooked lobster before eating it Unfortunately,
she too died—the last of the Radcliffe fantily-—when
the shells and antennae became lodged in her digestive
tract" ::

#
Rubert G. Roll Day

August 1

Ix>bster Plate Day

January 4

Crawdad Day

June 2

Commemorating the day in 1763 when the first white
man mixed lobster meat with mayonnaise and spread
the mixture in hot-dog bread.
Commemorating the day in 1987 when Maine began
M * stamping its license plates with a small red
crustacean.

«

A celebration of the day in 1988 when it was
discovered that the crustacean on the license plate was
not a lobster, but a crawfish.

With the sun, moon and all nine planets in
Taurus, Mr. Bulldozer doesn't mess around
with airheads when he goes out on a date.
Rumbling down the road at 5 m.p.h, dressed in
his smart steel-lined bikini briefs (giving
protection where it counts), he's certainly the
kind of guy you want on your side during the
upcoming Development Wars.

Lobster plates just ain't, reveals lobsterman
PORT CLYDE—The four-inch
crustacean depicted on Maine's
popular new license plate is not a
lobster, says lobsterman Dewwane B. Claus, but a freshwater
crawfish. "Everybody knows that
a 4" lobster ain't a keeper," said
the irate lobsterman. "And there it
is, cooked up red as can be. I've
been working these waters since I
was five, and I'm tellin' you, that
little critter's a crawdad."
Pondographers at the Depart

r
i
i
_

ment of Freshwater Crustaceans
and Tourism yesterday concurred
with Claus, which prompted
Maine's Justice Department to
question license plate artist
Leonardo DeBean of Hallowell.
After a three-hour interrogation,
the temperamental artist admitted
to having rendered not a lobster,
as the state had ordered, but a fourinch crayfish.
DeBean
was
brought to

n

Show 'em you're no dupe! Tell it like it is!

a public service to the people of Maine, the
I Maineiac Express is offering, for a limited time,
R these handsome, lobster-red, completely Segal,
I stick-on license plate strips.
Send $1 (pit's 50c P&H per order) to
MAINEIAC EXPRESS, 19 MASON ST.,
| BRUNSWICK, ME. 04011 and we will
E rush your license plate strip to you.

I

Kennebec County Jail, where he
was placed under heavy guard until
his arraignment, scheduled for
later this week. In the meantime,
a state-appointed company is
printing thousands of license plate
stickers in hopes of rectifying the
error. The stickers will sell for a
dollar, proceeds going to help
support the publication of Maine's
only intentional comedy news
paper.

NAME
ADDRESS

i
i
i
i
i
i

# O F STRIPS

j

Tired of listening
to Top 40 hits
over and over
again on those
lazy, sum m er days
at Old O rchard?
Then invite Mr.
Skilsaw to your
next beach party,
and he’ll entertain
you with his
original repertoire
of finger-snapping
circular saw tunes.
By jingling the nail
bag hanging in
front of his ailvinyl one-piece
suit, this one-man
band creates a harddrivin' sound
that'll keep the
place rockin' all
night long!
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GALORE!!!!!!!!!!!! MAINE!ACS STRUT THEIR STUFF!!!!!!!!!!
Not to be
confined to the
beaches of
Aroostook
County, Miss
Spud has
bathed with
cool and
groovy artists
worldwide in
her one-piece,
international
survival
special. The
breastplate of
her aquacolored suit
was stencilled
by the license
plate
department of
the Maine
State Prison
during tier
goodwill visit
to the
Thomaston jail
last June.

Above: D am sel in d istre ss? S tra n d e d on th e 2 n d o r 3 rd
floor balcony? N o t to w o rry ; M r. L a d d e r will b rin g
you b ack to e a rth , crad led by his princely a rm s an d
c h e s t B u t d o n 't get so c a rrie d aw ay th a t you m iss his
p in -strip ed b ikini p an ts, d esigned by th e S o u th P aris
firm of L an celo t, G a la h a d a n d A rth u r; a n d his stu rd y
h a rd h a t, all th e p ro tectio n h e needs in an age w h ere
a rm o re d su its a r e passe.

Left: For the
anal-retentive
types9 the
defoliated
jungle motif
worn by Miss
Vac is sure to
be popular.
Attacking her
nemesis at its
point of
origie? this
blonde-haired
honey
captures dust
before it
enters her’
house, saving
untold hours
of indoor
drudgery in
the process.
Even though
the
thermometer
is up past
90, Miss
Chainsaw
worn1! allow
herself to
become
complacent
about getting
in next
winter's
wood.
Always
putting
safety first,
she makes
sure to put
on protective
eyewear,
gloves,
socks and
boots before
stripping
down to the
briefest of
polka dot
suits.

Right: Who says.
nice guys finish
last? Mr. Suds
proves you don't
have to be a sour
puss to get ahead
In today's world.
Once weighing
over 400 pounds,
our man In the
©-so-revealing
trunks has >
slimmed down to
a sleek 134
pounds, thanks to
his exclusive diet
of a new nocalorie beer
manufactured by
Thin Man .
Brewery of
Lewiston. .

Right: It makes
no difference if
the hot high-noon
sun's beating
down on her,
Miss Rototiller
(aka Dolly
Boone) likes to
do her gardening
where everyone
can see. The
horizontal-hold
pattern on her onepiece suit always
brings a hearty
honk from
passing
motorists,
causing our hardworking lass to
smile a smile that
melts the butter
on the buttercups.

You've seen her
one® on this
page and been
delighted, so
here she is
again— Miss
Spud. By her side
is her equally
attractive
protege, Miss
Spud II, wearing
a divinelyinspired threetriangled look by
Equilateral
Designs of
Portland. The
bug spray our
Aroostook
County beauty
holds in her
right hand is de
rigeur for Maine,
and is
particularly
helpful in
keeping
biackfiies away
from
freshly-shaven
underarm s.
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EDUCATION

Talkin' Maineiac
by Joe "Jeezly" Hellion
Lesson #23: How the boys and room with a snake as listen to his
I beat up on that feller from away. wimp-faced bawlin'.
"Don't you call us google-eyes,
It wasn't nothin', but yesterday you reptile-slaughterin' son-of-athe boys and I was in high feather bitch" we bellowed and left him
so we had a chew 'bout the time there to rot in his own stink.
we was all agog for a row with Yessuh, we chewed on that one
that white-headed boy who made for quite a while settin' there
us puke from M'ass-hole-chew- yesterday nothin' doin', doin'
sucks. Seems we sure did give nothin', quite a day it was, ain’t it,
him a good root in the tail like we we thought so ourselves, didn't we
knows he don't amount to a sheep- now.
tick, gave him a dill of a scar, got
him bleedin' till the' weren't no Study Questions:
more blood in him than a turnip.
1. How many times did we hit the
Why that jowl of his look like boy from away and where did we
a wood-hog time we was finished hit him?
and wouldn't you know we was 2. What else was there to do in
about to punch the flub-dub some town that summer?
more when he started in to 3. Write down three phrases that
moanin' 'bout how his missus rhyme with flub-dub.
was gonna be too lonesome (answers on page 37)
without him and wouldn't we
please go easy on him. Why he Next week's lesson: The boys
look like a skim-milk gull and and I go to the drive-in with the
like as not we not like him as Beezly girls — LuAnn, Betty and
not, why we just as soon set in a Sue.

A constant reminder to students at Paper Mills Middle School: Behave or die.

Principal’s get-tough policies
make a difference

PAPER MILLS—The corridors
and cafeteria are quiet again,
and Johnny's finally learning to
read. It wasn't inflated budgets,
higher-paid teachers, smaller class
sizes, better parenting, or even
new certification guidelines that
made
the
difference,
but
a brainstorm of controversial new
middle
school
principal
Tiny Coalslough.

"When I came here," explained
Coalslough, "what you had was a
body
of
rules
with
no
enforcement. The students were
doing
what they pleased."
Coalslough’s
solution?
He
mounted a single, armed US
missile on the grounds outside the
school building aimed at the
cafeteria. "It was a small gesture,"
recalls Coalslough with a smile,

"but a constant reminder to the
kids—behave or die."
Although the strategy has
brought strenuous objection from
the MTA, it has been soundly
endorsed by Governor John
"Junior" McKernan and Education
Commissioner Eve Bither, who is
looking into the possibilities of
using the principal's principle at
other schools.

Principle and founder o f the spelling sckool, Bob Dit, with author.

Remedial spelling sckool
opens in Bingim
by Jules D. Bancroft
BINGIM—A sckool for bad
spellers? When I heard that, I
sined up. Spelling, for me, and for
thousands of others, has always
bin a nemmisis. So off I went for

Students in steam shovel costume rehearse for the upcoming Paul Bunyan Revue.

PHOTO CREDIT: BURD’S EYE.

Grade school revue nearly ready
BANGOR—Lights! Camera!
Action! Students at the Bangor
Elementary School are gearing up
for opening night in what has to
be the most elaborate school
production ever. The show, called

"The Paul Bunyan Revue,"
features 24 songs and a stage set
which required extensive re
novation of the school, allowing
for 70-foot papier-mache pine
trees. For the climactic race

between Bunyan and ten steam
shovels, parents and teachers
designed and sewed elaborate
steam shovel costumes for the
children from cardboard, fabric,
and plastic sandwich wrap.

THE LATEST RAGE!

Eve Bither W allpaper
Perfect for all rooms o f the house!

Inward Bound, a new
winter challenge
FAIRFIELD—Two televisions
are running constantly, one tuned
to network offerings, the other
showing rented videotapes 24
hours a day. This is just a taste of
an exciting new adventure in
survival which is part of Maine’s
newest rage, Inward Bound.
Students will sign up for the off
season,
October
through
April, and stay indoors with only
a survival pack containing the
bare essentials: a deck of playing

HOUSEHOLD TIP #3371

That's right: Now you, too, can have the smiling countenance of Maine's
Education Commissioner shine on you morning, noon and night.

"And all looked upon her
and were enlightened"
Available in these 20 designer colors:
Lavender, aqua, magenta, damask, cerise, carmine, moonlight, annatto,
tourmaline, fuchsia , terra rosa, amber, hyacinth, peacock, ultramarine, sapphire
jaundice, apricot, lemon and flack.
$24.99/roll
Mail order from:
The Maine Department of Household Names,
State House Station EE, Augusta, Maine 04333.
or pick one up next time you visit
The State House Gift Shoppe
under the dome
Augusta

a semestor of instruckshun at the
new Bingim Sckool of Spelling.
I’ve bin at it for only a week, but
I'm allreddy seeing a big difrince.
I'm lemning at an exelerated rate
and will report back in the next
ishew of the Maineac Express.

Forget
Your
Keys?

Use Your Head.

cards, one roll of duct tape,
six muffler clamps, five pounds
of marshmallow spread, and 1200
cans of beer and cola, with
another 180 pints of rum. Some
of the activities scheduled for the
grueling
hibernation
in
clude rappelling the walls, power
napping,
kitchen
table en
durance sitting, and marathon
solitaire. Participants will be
required to watch at least 18 video
movies each weekend.
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Poitry
C om er
A n o th e r L o n g fello w

THIS WEEK:

Luxurious dining on a game bird.

Dear Phyllis

SMOTHERED PHEASANT

A silent cove
Awash in an apricot glow;
Six black ducks
' Sleeping
On nature's own water bed.
I become the duck:
My eye is keen,
My feet, flat,
webbed,
orange.
My finger
squeezes cold blue steel...
alas
The safety still on.
Now off, I fire,
Automatic spray.
The flock,
Bagged.
— Merton G. Edgars,
Norridgewock

A Memorable Guy
1 don't remember much of
Old Mr. What's-His-Name
'cept he used to come over
and tell me all 'bout what he
been doin', but I didn't care;
I'd be listenin' instead to
birds the names of which I
didn't and still don't know.
When it was my turn to talk
he'd go outside and do
something I never quite
found out what;
and when I was done talkin'
he'd be gone 'til the next
time he came over
whenever that was
it's hard to tell
it wasn't so different
from any time else.

If you're like me, when you
prepare a game bird for a
fancy dinner, you don't want to
have to mess with a lot of blood
and shrapnel, or a breast that's
half blown to hell and back. This
is my own no-muss, no-fuss
recipe for the tastiest of Maine's
big game birds, the smothered
pheasant.

by Phyllis Yodelman
syndicated columnist
into which 2 extra strength
librium
tablets
have
been
dissolved. Put the bird in for a
nap. While
it
falls
asleep,
combine flour, salt, pepper in a
bowl, and melt the butter in a
separate pan. Then, once the bird
is sound asleep, cover its face
with
the
pillow
until
dead. Pheasants can deliver a
nasty kick, even when sleeping,
so make sure its feet are under the
blankets. Next, remove its
feathers, kidney, head and
digestive system. Then grease
the carcass with melted butter.
Bake at 300 degrees for 2
hours, slapping sour cream on the
bird every now and then.
A good-sized pheasant will feed
up to 2 people. Like most
things, pheasant is complimented
by plenty of salt and ketchup.
Serve candy for dessert.

1 pheasant
4 tblspns butter'
1/4 cup flour
1 pint sour cream
3 teaspoons salt
1 small-med. pillow
1/2 teaspoon pepper
2 tabs, xtra str. librium
1 teaspoon shampoo
Clean pheasant with warm
water and shampoo. Phea
sants don't like being bathed and
can deliver a nasty peck, so
be careful.
Dry
thoroughly,
making sure you get under the
wings, then feed it a little water

The Movie Salon
114 Central Street
Pulp City
555-7732

Let Thelma, whose aunt once
worked in Hollywood, transform
you into your favorite starlet—from any era!

Farrah Fawcett O'Neal
Joan Collins

—John Sneeze
Pulpville

$55.99

2 Haiku
by Herman "the Demon" Heman

1.

I got a six pack
and Melinda Murkwater
by my side — Yessuh!

And our newest, most popular style-

'TRyiieia.

Carmen Miranda

That woman from the Cosby Show

2.
That friggin' woodpile's
done run dry on me
and it's March 1st —blast it!

If you're afraid
of what they're
learning in
school...
LET TEDDY
TEACH 'EM

Melee erupts
at seminar
LIVERMORE FALLS—Who
are you, the friggin' queen of
England?" shouted one woman to
another who had cut into the
coffee
line.
It
was
a
confrontational strategy she had
just learned in Rural Assertiveness
Training.
The other woman
countered with: "How would you
like me to drop you like a poached
egg on toast?"—another strategy.
One push led to a fistful of bangs,
and in seconds a number of other
participants, finding their spaces
violated, were empowered into
action.
When police were finished
mopping up the mob, there were
countless tom blouses, scratched
corneas, patches of missing hair,
and dozens of wigs strewn about
the floor.
Instructor Betty Duckbill was
proud of her students. "A week
ago these women would have just
stood by docile as lambs," she
pointed out. "Now look at them.
It just goes to show how
successful my seminars are."
Ms. Dickbill is scheduled to
work for the Massachusetts Driver
Reeducation Program, where she
will teach offensive driving.

Women

Feedm gwrnm sm

The Teddy-Ed
Program
Anatomically
correct Teddy
bears and Teddy sex books show
and tell how Maine bears do it.

C a s s e tt e , v id e o t a p e a v a ila b le

SECULAR HUMANIST
PRODUCTS
Fairgame, Maine

Dear Phyllis:
I don't know why, but my
husband and I get "aroused"
whenever we see the artist's
conception of how Star Wars
(SDI) will work. Are there
videotapes available of that
cartoon so that we can get "in the
mood" whenever we want?
Signed
Nancy R.
Washington, DC
Dear Nancy:
I know what you mean. My
husband Murry and I get the same
way whenever we see a rocket
launch.

Dear Things:
I don't know. Were you
''right"? I really don't know. I
suppose you could have all just
ignored it and let her find it for
herself later. Why didn't you just
say, "Somebody has eye jelly on
their nose," and let everyone check
fo r themselves? Or maybe you
should have sent your little note
but had all the girls sign it. I don't
have all the answers. Figure it out
yourself.

Dear Phyllis:
It's our daughter Tina. Ever
since she was eight years old,
she's had a "thing" about horses.
Now she's eighteen, and she and
Trigger announced last night that
they are in love and planning to
be married. Oh, Phyllis, I'm in a
state. I've tried to explain that a
relationship is built on more than
just pleasures of the flesh and
hide, but they're young and think Dear Phyllis,
The flies are terrible this time
they know it all.
I've kept it from her father, as of year, and seeing as how the
I'm sure he would lay Trigger spray gets on the food and the kids
away if he found out. But they say it bums their tongues, I guess
want a church marriage. Phyllis, we're stuck hanging those sticky
we're strict Catholics, at least I fly strips all around. But it seems
am, and while I haven't asked our that every time I go into my
priest, I'm almost sure he bedroom I get one stuck in my
wouldn't bless this union. But hair, and then what a mess! Last
even if he did, who would Trigger night one even stuck to my
have sitting on his side of the mouth and I almost threw up
church? The thought of all those dinner. Any tips?
"Sticky" in Dixfield
animals in my church is
humiliating beyond words.
And how does he expect to Dear Sticky:
Good Lord, woman. Just—
provide for her? He's completely
unskilled. I'm afraid they will ask look, I know you probably could
to move in with us, and our house care less, but I'm not having the
is just too small. Also, I'm best day, myself, and the thought
ashamed to even think of this, but o f you with a loaded fly-strip
what will the neighbors think? stuck to your lips just really does
Tina’s bed is a double, but even if it, you know? Have you ever
it were queen or king-size, I don't considered not hanging the fly
think it would accommodate a strips in your doorway? Or maybe
horse. And you know how they sending your husband in first? I
smell. And die mess. Please help mean, think. Good Lord. It's high
time some o f you people started
me.
using a little o f the gray matter
Too Old For Litde
that God gave you.
Hoofbeats
Whitefield
Dear Phyllis:
October is my favorite month
Dear Hoofbeats:
Your daughter's in love with a for rides so I can set in the car and
horse? That's rich. Listen, do your watch the fall age but Dick my
daughter and yourself a great big husband is always too busy in the
favor and show her the door. I fall so he says whenever we go for
don't know where you grew up, a drive which its spring or
but where I grew up, a husband summer or whatever, "There.
was supposed to put a roof over Look at your fallage now." I tell
your head. I f Trigger already has a him its different in the fall, for
barn or stable, tell him in no they change colors. He says one
uncertain terms to get off his big leafs just like any other, green,
fa t fanny and start making some red, or purple. Whos right?
adjustments. As fa r as their
Signed
romance, honey, your daughter's
Orange and red lover
attraction to Trigger may be more
than just sexual. Don't be so Dear Orange And Red Lover, Or
Whatever Your Name Is:
quick to condemn.
Are you really that stupid? Do
you for one minute imagine that I
Dear Phyllis,
Recently a new employee was care about your fallage, or that /
introducing herself to us girls don't have a life of my own, with
during our morning coffee break. my own problems? Well, Sister,
Although she was smartly dressed why don't you try this one—I've
and overly friendly, one couldn't never resolved basic guilt issues
help but notice that a gob of with my mother that have stifled
white jelly from the comer of her my emotional life and left me a
in
the
self-esteem
eye had glued itself to the bridge cripple
of her nose. Naturally we all felt department since I was thirteen.
embarrassed for her, outgoing as So I don't give a rat’s behind
she was, but no one knew how to about your fallage! My husband is
handle the situation. After the having an affair with my sister,
break I sent her an anonymous but and for all I know, they're plotting
politely written note. Was I right? to poison me. So do me a favor,
you and your husband both. Go to
Signed,
hell
.........
Just one of those things
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Pokin' and
Putterin'

HOUSE & MOBILE HOME
"House Gare Corner,, with Gloria K. Darling
Creative Vac Tips

Q. I've noticed in the past few
years that when the twins spill
their milk in the kitchen, it all
runs into the comer with
everything else. How can I fix
this?
A. Well, Dear, it sounds like
you have floor slantage. I f you
live in a trailer, check your tire on
that corner—it may need inflating.
I f you live in a house, try drilling
down through the floor so the
milk will have a place to drain. A
temporary solution would be to
toss a rag or towel down to sop
up the mess. A vacuum cleaner
should be applied to the rest o f the
items.
Q. How do people keep their
house-clinging cats looking so
nice? Mine has turned all mangy
and picked up a wicked stink
lately.
A.
Was your taxidermist
licensed? Nowadays many people
hang a sign outside saying
TAXIDERMIST, but a lot don't
know the first thing about what
they're doing. Be sure to always
ask for
credentials
before
entrusting anyone with a recently
deceased pet.
Q. It seems like all I do in the
summer is mow my lawn. And
then it just grows back again.
How high should I let my lawn
grow before mowing it?
A. Four to six inches is my
rule o f thumb, but some people
like to let it grow longer, so that
it sways with the wind. As long
as you get to it before you need a
bush hog, you'll be okay.
Q. My car won't start anymore.
Now what?
A. Push it into your front yard.
I f no one makes an offer in a year,
push it into the woods behind
your house. You probably won't
get too far, but you'll get far
enough.
Q. A Cmise Missile flew over
my house yesterday. I shot at it
with a double-aught forty, but it
didn't even slow it down. Should I
go to a bigger bore?
A. I prefer my Stinger against
Cruise missiles. Of course,
Stingers are hard to come by since
this Iran-Contra business. But if
you ask around and wave a big
enough wad, somebody'll come up
with one fo r you. This might be a
good one fo r my readers. Any
ideas?
WRITE TO POKIN' AND
PUTTERIN’, C/O MAINEIAC
EXPRESS, 19 MASON ST,
BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011.

Everybody has heard of that old
saying about the mother of
invention. Well, nowhere is this
clearer than with the vacuum
cleaner. Who today doesn't own
one of these scientific marvels?
But ask yourself, "What do I do
with MY vac?"
I'll bet I can guess. Once every
two or three weeks you probably
walk it around the house like a
dog on a leash (or an anteater
would be more appripoe) sucking
up sawdust and dirt. Well, I've got
news for you— and I'm talking to
the men, too! There's a whole
world of vacuum possibilities
awaiting for you.
Jim was the first to acquaint me
to this new world, as he can be
very creative when it comes to
work. We had a big white-faced
wasps’ nest under the eaves of our
bam. And doesn't Jim hate white
faced wasps. When we had them Even my Jim enjoys pitching in on the housework now that he's got his new riding vac.
three years ago on our winnowing
shed, he tried to smoke them out, Jim calls "unplanned bee flyback," possibilities! When that new hair vac, hoping to finish it in time to
I simply vacuumed two b?rdfu!f. dryer bums itself out, don't tush present his project as a homemade
but the building went up.
This time he used his head. He of dry rice. You can imagine what out to buy another one. Just use iron lung in the school science
went to the store and bought 200 those little jewels did to our the vac-blower. Jim's hair has fair. He spends so much time with
been thinning lately, and he's it in his room, I think he may be
feet of extension cord and, early ornery little friend.
Flies on the ceiling, too. When found that the vac actually puffs getting close.
the next morning before the wasps
A few don'ts: A neighbor tried
were awake, he brought the the Maine summer nights start up the remaining hair, giving it
cleaning out his woodstove and
vacuum out to the shed. Those getting colder, sometime in early body.
And Jim found the vacuum sucked up some live coals. It
wasps only have the one hole, and July, you'll find that your
Jim inserted the vacuum nozzle houseflies will sleep on the cleaner a real father's helper when wasn’t too awful long before the
into it and stepped on the starter. ceilings where the air is warmest. he wanted to blow insulation into broom closet caught fire. Also,
Of course, being the silent one, In the morning, when they're still the bathroom walls. He just filled these new turbo vacs may be
Jim never told the rest of us what sluggish, is the perfect time to the tube with the little curlycues powerful, but they are too strong
and then blew them in.
for some things, for example,
he was up to, and so when little suck them up.
Our Ricky, a teenager now, has
Ginger brought home a weather cleaning the gerbil cage. Poor
Ginger came downstairs and found
the extension cord keeping the discovered a way of finding balloon the other day, and the Ginger found out the hard way.
Any vac tips I've neglected?
back door from closing, she dropped or lost items. Where he poor little thing spent all day
unplugged it and threw it outside. used to use a magnet or his trying to blow it up but kept Send your suggestions to me in
So
although
Jim’s
little psychic abilities (he really has passing out, until Ricky, "the care of this newspaper, at 19
experiment was less than perfect, some, you know) to "find" lost smart one," brought the vac into Mason St, Brunswick, Maine
it started me thinking, and next objects, now he just sucks up her room. In five minutes that 04011.
Gloria Darling has been
time a bee got into the house, did everything in the area, and then balloon was inflated. Have you
ever see how big they are? Ricky lecturing clubs and groups on the
I run for the can of Waspgoway? goes through the vacuum bag.
But why just talk about and Ginger tried for hours to get it "New Vacuuming," and would
Not on your life! I calmly grabbed
love to address your local group or
my vacuum cleaner and sucked up sucking? Most vacuums have a out of her room, until it popped.
Speaking of our smart teenager, function.
our little uninvited guest. And blow hole you can stick the hose
then, to avoid the phenomenon in, and then think of the Ricky is experimenting with the

Are You the Victim of a Blender Accident?

Readers respond
To the sheep farmer—Try hip
boots.
M.W., SLAB CITY
To the man with the broken
tennis racket—I use a radiator
hose clamp and duct tape.
JJVL, AUGUSTA
To the man with the strand of
rat hair—Bring it, along with an
open can of soda, to your doctor
and throw up while you're there;
then bring it to the state lab for
analysis; find a lawyer. $500,
guaranteed.
T.M., SCARBOROUGH
To the man with the marble
question—petrified fish eyeballs, I
think.
N.B. BRUNSWICK

Pipes burst, cellar flooded
AUBURN—An Auburn couple Hedcheases grew concerned when
got a big surprise when they their faucets began to sputter.
returned home from their Florida Some citizens were alarmed when
vacation and found that their pipes No Name Pond in Sabattus went
had burst and their cellar was dry at the same time. "We was
flooded. The water eventually always led to believe that our
spilled out Ronald and Joan drinking water come from Lake
Hedchease’s cellar windows into Auburn," said English teacher
their yard and then flooded Baron D. Phillipshead.
surrounding woods and fields.
Aubumites have been asked to
Neighbors awoke Thursday buy their drinking water until
morning to find their own yards tankers from Poland Springs can
underwater, while townspeople on refill No Name Pond.
the same water line as the

We'll Sue Anybody—For Anything
CALL LfllllSUIT ASSOCIATES. NOW.
555-1489
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Sugar voted official Maine food
Nutritionists from around the
country were called to Augusta to
testify in favor of sugar.
Testimony by Dr. Alexis F. Fluff
of the Sugar Institute of America
was typical: "Pound for pound no
food packs so much punch for so
little money as sugar."
Senate members gathered around
Coleman stoves and Hibachis
during the all-day testimony,
eating white and brown sugar with

AUGUSTA—A festive and
giggly Maine Senate last night
voted 33-1 to make sugar Maine's
official state food. An identical
proclamation unanimously passed
the Maine State Legislature last
week.
The natural sweetener will now
take its place next to other official
Maine emblems such as chickadee
(bird), pine cone (flower), and
moose (animal).

HEALTH

soup
spoons
and
roasting
marshmallows on the ends of
pencils and pens. One Senator,
Rufus "Haymow" Mugmite of
Athens, ate so many of the tasty
puffs, he gained 15 pounds in just
under four hours.
The lone dissenting vote was
cast by Senator Peter M. Digger
of Fort Fairfield. He lobbied long
and hard in favor of the potato,
but his pleas fell on deaf ears.

DocTaUc
with Dr. Marianne Fletcher
General Practitioner, Downcast Wellness Center, Auburn

Q. Sit down.
A. Thank you.
Q. Okay. Good. Let me just get
my notes together. It’ll only take
forty minutes or so. Do you mind
waiting?
A. Forty minutes?
Mary Xavier Xanadu told ME Q. Isn’t that the average waiting
reporters, "It's certainly nice to see time in your clinic and in doctors'
rooms
around
the
the men and boys helping out waiting
around the house, but isn’t it a country? Give or take.
coincidence that they were all A. Give or take.
buck naked at the time? Far be it Q. Well, tell me, Doctor—may I
from me to judge, but sometimes call you Doctor?
the Lord punishes in mysterious A. Yes.
magazines in when
they've
Q. Why the wait?
ways."
A. We have emergencies and finished with them.
unplanned delays, and most o f us Q. Are you saying these
are overbooked. It's really the only magazines are used?
way we can get way ahead.
A. Yes.
Q. I notice you have five or six Q.
But
you,
personally,
tattered copies of PEOPLE Doctor—don't you have any
magazine on your table here. Also magazine subscriptions, and if so,
SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED, will you name them for us?
READERS DIGEST, and some A. I get medical journals which
others. How many different cover the latest research in the
magazines do you keep on hand in field.
Q. And these magazines are what,
your clinic?
A. Oh, I'm really not sure. Six, too complicated for the patients to
maybe seven or eight. We try to read? Or, Doctor, are you simply
afraid your patients might learn
please everybody.
Q. And each one has a mailing how to treat themselves, thus
label on it—these are subscription diminishing your client load and
lessening patient time in your
magazines, aren't they?
waiting room?
A. Yes.
Q. Yet not one of them is
addressed to the clinic, or to you Ed. note: For the record, Dr.
personally.
How do you explain Fletcher refused to answer our last
DAYGLO GREEN
question and abruptly terminated
that?
LAWN STAIN
A. Others on our staff bring the the interview.

Vacuum injuries on the rise
SPUD
CITY—The
Deep
Woods Medical Center yesterday
admitted to its emergency room
its fifteenth patient in just five
days with the same ailment, when
Ricky Darling, 15, was mshed to
the center with what hospital
authorities are terming "personal
nozzle injuries."
The victims, all males, claimed

to have been cleaning the house
when the accidents took place.
Darling, however, was the first
person whose personal injuries
were sustained by the carpet
attachment. Surgeons, in a threehour operation, were able to
separate the teenager's body from
the accessory.
Hospital spokesperson Sister

LAWN
AND
SIDE
OF
HOUSE

AND PRESERVATIVE
Your lawn will never again
need cutting $ 4 g g g

NEW!

self-illuminating $59.99

Syndicated Psychiatrist and Plastic Surgeon

All transcripts are published
verbatim from actual office
sessions between the doctor and
his clients.

Check
These
Values

CERAMIC APPLIANCES
Look like the real things!
Sort and Match

Dr. E arl "Junior” Willow,

10 gal.

ELVIS FROM THE GRAVE

$39.99

■Commmm

$39.99

CL. I don't think it's funny and
I'm not going to take it any
more—the laughing, the taunting,
the constant tormenting. Now
they're even putting rats in my
walls.
DR. I see.
CL. Last night a satellite flew
over my house. They can read
your license plate, you know.
They were looking in my
window, trying to see into my
secret desk drawer.
DR. Why would they do that?
CL. It's obvious, isn't it? More
laughs. That's what they do in the
CIA. My phone’s tapped. My
bathroom's wired for sound. Every
room in my house is bugged. My
car's alive. I give them something
to laugh about when I drive
around at night. I make believe

H OUSE-CLING ING CATS, LO BSTERS & DUCKS
Look Real!

$35.99

Watch them rubberneckers when
they get a load o f these!

DOG ROLLING IN MANURE

$49.99

This'll open some eyes!
All plastic. Whew!

ROOFTOP WHIPPETS
All plastic, looks like
. _ .
whippet fur. Eyes light up
Jg
at night. No other
^
fake whippet can quite compare!

29 99

YEAR-ROUND SANTA
Permanent! Weatherresistant plastic.
Cement this fat guy into the
ground and leave him.

$ 49.99
_
4
Permanent,
Waterproof!

$89.99

YEAR-ROUND
SANTA/SLEIGH
HOUSE-SIDING

Tho Paranoia Out!©!

LAWN AND SIDE OF HOUSE—THE ORNAMENT SPECIALISTS

Intersection of Worry & Fret Streets, Damariscasset

EVERY CONCEIVABLE LAWN ORNAMENT UNDER ONE ROOF
DON’T LET GARDEN PESTS MAKE A TURKEY OUT OF YOU!

DIEFAST

Fruit & Vegetable Poisons

I’m talking to myself. The fools.
DR. You sound angry.
CL. Hey, they broke into my
house last week and adjusted the
wallpaper in my kitchen so that
the clown pattern along the
vertical seam is off by just a
millimeter, just enough to really
make you smoke, you know, so
that every single clown on that
vertical plane has this slightly
crooked, diabolical grin. I didn't
let them have the satisfaction of
getting to me, though.
DR. Oh?
CL. There were eight of those
clowns on the seam. I painted
each of their faces black.
DR. Are you kidding?
CL. What do you mean?
DR Nothing. Go on.
CL. You didn't ask what I've been
collecting in my secret desk
drawer.
DR. Oops, that's all the time we
have for today.

....

STOP ZEBRA
DAMAGE
ONCE AND FOR ALL

, .y &

»

We haven't had a fire yet, but you never know in this summer heat.
Fixed Home S eals
stop worrying about gaining or losing weight.
This way you're sure.

R otation Briefcase
flash floods happen all the time.
Fine leatherette covering.

Seai-o Picnic B asket
hermetically sealed against
pests, germs, and salmonella

$59.95

FOR THE GARDEN
AVAILABLE WHEREVER INSECTICIDES ARE SOLD

30% OFF
All Zebra Fencing
This W eek Only

Your Own A mbulance
comes complete with attendant.
Fits neatly in any driveway.

$15,000
I

Jl

S eat Belt Chair
feel secure at horn®.!
Handy tray attached.

Home Drill
If
V
keep tabs on those neighbors.
They talk about you all the time.

* * ■95

* 49.99
If you don’t shop here, everyone will know.
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Monster vegetables
disqualified

FAIR NEWS

FRYDOUGH— Harlin MacKabees bragged once too often to
his friends about the miracle feed
he gave to his first-place
pumpkins and squash at this year’s
Frydough Fair. Officials, who
were tipped off by one of
MacKabees' disgruntled former
girlfriends, tested the feed and
found it to be heavily laced with a
silicone-based steroid.
"He forced the stuff on me,

too," said the formerly dimin
utive girlfriend, Gladys F. Mepet.
"I went from a size 4 to size 22 in
three weeks. I probably would've
exploded eventually if I hadn't left
him."
Mac Kabee's current whereabouts
are unknown. Officials speculate
he is hiding out in the woods near
Rome where some enormous pine
trees have been spotted recently .

Soybeans to be milked
WINDSOR — Move over,
Elsie, your days are numbered.
Officials of the Common
Ground Fair, Maine's annual gettogether of organic farmers and
gardeners, have announced plans
for a soybean milking workshop
at this year's fair.
Soymilk has become such a
popular item at natural food stores
that fair officials are afraid farmers

aren’t getting enough training to
keep up with consumer demand.
The workshop will be led by
Emma P. Whey, a soybean farmer
from Dexter. Topics to be covered
include milking according to the
moon’s phases, how to deal with
temperamental beans, and proper
bean diet for maximum mammary
output.

Bookmobile races top
Academia Fair
ACADEMIA—Hundreds
of
Maine's smartest people are
expected to throng to this
DacKwoods town tor me annual
Academia Fair next weekend.
Among top attractions are old
favorites, I.Q. Beano and the Big
powered rides."
Head Exhibition in the 4-H Ex
Two of the attractions being hibition Hall. Performing Friday
readied for public viewing are the night will be Nelson the
thrilling House of Ancestors and Vocabulary Wizard.
Saturday,
the Medicine Wheel in the Sky,
a forerunner to twentieth century
ferns wheels.

Recreated remains o f the Medicine Wheel in the Sky, made o f caribou bone and dugout spruce. Dugouts
reveal Indians' reverence fo r the eagle as well as their sometimes playful attitude toward gravity.

Indian fairgrounds unearthed
BUCKSPORT— Indian fair
grounds, perfectly preserved in the
clay of the Penobscot River
banks, and unearthed by a team of
Anaheim
archaeologists,
are
giving
students
of
preEuropean America an unexpected
look at a feature of Indian life

heretofore unknown.
"With just bone, wood, and
vegetable dyes," said team leader
Dr. Lotta Durdeeder, "these early
people created a playground en
vironment which has yet to be
equalled, from their BEANO
wigwams to sophisticated buffalo-

The Chelsea Medieval Crumhom
Consort will perform in the
livestock pen, followed by the
crowning of Miss and Master
Junior Prima Donna. The fair
will be capped with Saturday
evening's Restoration Philosophy
Recitations in the mud hog pen,
and bookmobile races on the
track.

com m on grunt

country fair
maine's celebration
o f natural lluing
fashion
food
fun
chocolate
skydiving
video games
cock fighting
pit bulls
hog roast
open bar
wet t-shirt
styrofoam
Miss Grunt
pigs

lectures
• the c o w m il!enium --here at
last.

Foreign gambling on oxen pull
BANGOR—Oxen pulls may
become a thing of the past. The
popular late
summer rural
pastime, already beset with
complaining out-of-staters, fell
victim to another scandal when
agents from Bulgaria, Sicily and
West Germany were detained at
fair gateposts with attache cases

full of laundered currency.
Whether or not the games have
been fixed or the gruff draft
animals drugged, remains unclear.
But when one of the oxen
wandered to the entertainment
tent, sat in the bleachers and fell
asleep watching a country band's

performance,
fair
authorities
became suspicious that some
foreign substances may have been
introduced. "Right now we're
suspecting pot," said a fair
spokesman who asked to be
unnamed, "but were still wading
through gallons of urine samples."

Riot rocks Maine Festival—4 mimes maimed
DEERING

OAKS,

PORT-

L AND—A self-proclaimed Ameri

can Patriot took the stage during a
performance by a Lithuanian
yodeling troupe and incited the
assembled crowd with a rousing
speech, accusing the Maine arts
community of crimes against the
mother state. Betty U.B. Buck,
who last week gained prominence

with an aborted happy hour
putsch, turned the crowd of
mostly transplanted yuppies into a
marauding mob which stormed a
mime presentation and pummeled
the performers, demanding first to
hear the word "Uncle," and then,
the American Pledge of Alle
giance.

Police suspect that some of the
rioters were members of a Buck
loyalist group who call them
selves
SAPS
(Scouts
for
American Patriotism), an organi
zation that has been secretly
funded by Maine’s paper com
panies, nuclear industry and
military contractors.

• shitkicker b re a kd o w n — m id
life crisis o n the farm

demonstrations
• druid a d o le sc e n t fertility
dances
• blackfiy bre eding
dem onstration

FREECOFFEE

entertainment
friday night
* VOIvo pull
* clothing-optional women
demonstrate Celtic martial arts
in mud pen

Saturday night
• the s e x w a r h e a d s - h e a v y
metal a p p alachian m usic
played on 4 0
ballpeen ham m e r dulcim ers
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by Herman "the Demon" Heman
The Highfellows have re-painted
their house and it's some ugly.
The teenage gang of Dodd,
Dicky, and Dirk have trashed the
town landing again. What a party
it must have been — eighty-fiveyear-old Josie Mahogany cleaned
up after them on Sunday and
found $3.75 worth of empties.
Those boys must think money
grows on trees the way they act:
spoiled rotten if you ask me.
The Crosbys have moved back
into town after spending the last
10 years in Massachusetts. To
hell with them.
The missus and I were visited
by a couple of Jehovah Witnesses

last night. When they told me the
world was going to end in 1997 I
said it wouldn't be soon enough
and slammed the door in their
faces.
The local softball team would
appreciate any donation of balls,
bats or bases. Last year they were
forced to play with balls of yam
and paper towel tubes donated by
Minnie Meekers, which cut down
on their homerun production
considerably.
That awful pothole on Route
3A still has not been repaired.
Jimmy "Highball" Flanders and
his 1965 Dodge Dart disappeared
into it late last night and they

haven't been fished out yet.
Found: One motded grey cat on
the Bedfellows Road. Answers to
the name of "Frigger."
Earl Batterednut reports that he
lost $182 on the Maine State
Lottery this week, bringing his
yearly losses to $19,765. Keep up
the good work, Earl!
The lights have been on in
Shirley Ann Woodberry's bedroom
until 3 a.m. the last 5 nights in a
row. Wonder what she's been up
to?
Also, Missy Murkwater has
done it again. One would think
she was raised by warthogs the
way she carries on.
Our neighbor across the street,
Slim Jim Timmons, discovered
that an old overgrown right-ofway goes smack dab through the
middle of our kitchen. He has
started drivin' that woods buggy
four-wheeler through our house
and boy is the missus mad.

MAINE NEWS
Clawsville citizens
may be UFO aliens

CLAWSVILLE— Many citizens hammer. It appears as though the
of this Spud City suburb may be occupants were stupified by earth's
direct descendents of aliens from atmosphere and couldn't figure out
outer space, believes Darcy how to get back. Top-secret
Bartlett of the State Department of scientists now believe that
whoever had peopled that craft
Aliens and Tourism.
"Back in 1939, Naval Intelli subsequendy blended into the
gence found a strange craft in a surrounding community."
bog behind the Blueberry Gulch
Today, Bartlett believes, up to
Cafe here. While it didn't appear 90% of the people in Clawsville
to be damaged, there was evidence and surrounding communities may
of a faulty STOP-GO toggle be direct descendents of those first
switch at the center of a vast visitors. "We've been watching
control panel. The switch was them for fifty years now and they
attached to the panel with simple seem to have no special problems,
Phillips head screws, but there so we're letting them be. We're
was no sign that occupants had even discussing the possibility of
tried to remove the screws. a semicentennial next summer,
Instead, the panel was caved in all but we're having a hard time
hunters
and curiosity
seekers around the switch, as if they had raising enough money for fry
should be advised the man has simply whaled on it with a blunt dough caterers and riot police."
been under great stress and is instrument—probably a ballpeen
considered potentially dangerous."
While many local fishermen
joined the Coast Guard in their
search of the frigid Southwest
Harbor waters, no sign of the
reindeer or sleigh was seen. "The
search will continue day and night
GRAY—The town of Gray, in
until we find something or come an attempt to quell its dismal our cards right," he prophesied,
to believe that the witnesses image as a dull and boring Maine "there will come a day when
tourists would rather come to our
were hallucinating."
town, voted last night to change town just to do their laundry than
Authorities have asked that its name to Rainbow.
climb Katahdin or fish Moosehead
residents keep the news from
The Cumberland County town, Lake."
children who may be adversely notorious for its toxic waste dump
In conjunction with the name
affected by the possible tragedy to and gas stations, will be spending
change, town residents voted to
the gift-bearing North Poler.
$1.2 million in the next five years spend $4.8 million on a new, firston a "Somewhere Over the Gray on-the-east-coast "Rainbow Gen
There is a Rainbow" ad campaign. erator." The generator will send a
"We've got an exchange on the high-pressure mist into the air
Maine Turnpike, we might as over Gray which, when met by
well get the most out of it," the rays of the sun, will turn into
pleaded town selectman Herman a fantastic series of rainbows and
"Reedy" Vanderbilt at last night's kaleidoscopes.
special town meeting. "If we play

Claus missing from Pole;
may be in Maine
NORTH POLE (ME)—Popular
holiday figure Santa Claus,
under investigation for alleged
unfair labor practices against
elves, has disappeared from the
frozen northern wasteland and
is believed seeking refuge in a
warmer climate. Hours after
initial reports of his
disap
pearance, police from every state
were filing reports by people who
claimed to have seen the
formerly "jolly old elf," now a
fugitive on the run.
Federal
officials are paying particular

attention, however, to reports
from Maine, where a dozen
witnesses claim to have seen him
foraging in the comer of a pasture
in the small coastal town of
Southwest Harbor.
Although authorities are united
in their efforts to apprehend Claus
and return him to the Pole to be
tried, State officials are warning
Mainers against taking the law
into their own hands. "This is a
job for the authorities," said a
spokesman for the FBI, which is
leading the manhunt. "Autograph

G ray changes nam e
to R ainbow

Come one, Come all!
to the

F R Y D O U G H FAIR!!!

M ain e's m ost p o p u la r C o u ntry Fair

ALL THIS WEEK
Games and Rides and Sugar for the kiddies.
Every afternoon for Mom and Pop
OXEN RACES

Special Events
MONDAY NIGHT
Cabbage-Eating
Contest
Kid Toss
T r a c t o r T r a i l e r Race

TUESDAY NIGHT
C o u n t r y D anc e
F e r t i l i t y R i t e s a nd
Sacrifice o f the
Ta bl e S qua sh Di rgi n

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Big He ad E x h i b i t
M o b i l e H o m e Pull
A l l - R e t i r e e RU
D e m olition Derby

THURSDAY NIGHT
B e e r Gut C o n t e s t
State Library
Daredeuils
Bookmobile Demolition
Derby
FRIDAV

Don't m i s s ! !
The c r o w n i n g o f t h e
M A IN E FOOD STAMP QUEEN
and
MISS A.F.D.C.

FAIR
DAYS
* A p p e a r in g S a t u r d a y Night Only *
TOP HOT RECORDING STAR
J e a n n e Ellen C a y e n n e M a r y l o u
Goldy O P m e b a u m
' Hi l l bi l l y J e w
from the Great Northeast"

Nothing continues to
happen in Pulpville
PULPVILLE—Worldwide
media attention continues to focus
on this sleepy little town near the
Canadian border where nothing
newsworthy has happened during
the past 23 years and 15 days.
Pulpville's 139 residents are
growing more festive as the town
approaches the world record of 23
years, 25 days set during the late
nineteenth century by the village
of Turanikolev, Mongolia.
"I must admit I’m getting
nervous
as
the
deadline
approaches," said Pulpville Mayor
Heman "Buzzsaw" Bailey at

yesterday's
news
conference,
packed to the gills with reporters
from all 50 states and 79
countries. "I've got my eye on a
couple of citizens who've been
hittin' the sauce and I'm afraid
they might get carried away and do
something newsworthy just for
the hell of it."
The last newsworthy event to
take place in Pulpville occurred in
1965 when the Maine Department
of Transportation installed a traffic
light at the comer of Main and
North Streets.

R e id sw im m er freezes
GEORGETOWN ISLAND—A
Florida man washed up on the
shore of Reid State Park Beach
yesterday, frozen, just seconds
after he plunged into the surf.
Bernard G. Witty, 39, of Palm
Beach, was pronounced iced by
concession-stand employee Sandra
Milloy, who operates the stand's
soft-serve ice cream machine.
Milloy said ice cream sales have
been running about normal for
this time of year, with chocolate
slightly ahead of vanilla, and
strawberry a distant third. But
Milloy, a junior at Bowdoin
College, said she had never seen a
Southerner venture into Reid's
frigid waters.
"They usually don’t even take

off their gloves," she said. "This
guy evidently had something to
prove. He just climbed out of his
parka and ran down the beach,
howling like a banshee. He dived
straight into a breaker, and the
next minute rolled back onto
shore, stiff as a board, with his
hands still stretched over his
head."
The Maine Department of
Tourist
Income
issued
an
advisory to visitors from southern
states that the beach water is a
few degrees colder than they
might be used to; and in order to
get the most out of their Maine
stay, they should enjoy the
sun, sand, and sandflies for a few
minutes, and then go shopping.

TENANT TIPS #4968
Remember—When vacating
an apartment, be sure to
take the fixtures.
A message fro m the M aine Department o f Tenant Rights
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CRIME WATCH
Sock burglar strikes again
PAPER MILLS—John Kiley,
of 32 Birch Street, woke up this
morning to find that once again he
had no matched pairs of socks in
his bureau drawer. Yet another
victim of the Bolsters Mills Sock
Burglar.
"It's not so much the socks,"
Kiley told ME this morning.
"You can buy new ones. It’s that
feeling that you’ve been violated."
Since news of the Sock Burgler
first appeared, several people in
other communities have come
forward to report that they have
been victimized in the same
manner.
Det. Sgt. Maj. Gen. A1

Sweeney of the Paper Mills
Police Department told ME, "The
M.O. has been identical in sock
cases all over the state. The
crimes
are
almost
always
perpetrated against men with your
basic Type A personalities, and
we have good reason to believe
the perpetrator is a housewife, or
maybe several housewives."
There is some speculation
among other law enforcement
officials that the Sock Burglar
may be the same individual
known last year as the screwdriver
bandit, who raided personal tool
boxes all over the state.

Red fencers run out
of Damariscasset
DAMARISCASSET—This picturebook Maine coastal town is
picturebook perfect once again.
Last night local residents burned
to the ground the residence of the
Morton R. Jones family. The
Joneses incurred the wrath of their
neighbors by painting their picket
fence red.
"This is Damariscasset, the
prettiest village in Maine, and our
fences are supposed to be white,
just like- they've always been.

proclaimed
Horace
"Busty"
Bickford at a rally held last night
just before torches were taken to
the Jones residence.
Local officials stood by and did
nothing to prevent the razing. A
last-minute
phone
call
to
Governor McKeman by the
Joneses went unanswered as the
Governor was in Forest Hills,
New York, practicing for the
upcoming U.S. Open tennis
tourney.

Terrorists hit more bridges
WISCASSET—Maine nationalists ^ today struck many of
Maine's bridges, this time with
turbo-charged vacuum cleaners,
sucking
up
the
asphalt,

University
of
Maine.
The
formerly extinct animals crave
warm asphalt, which is also
suspected to heighten their growth
and reproductive rates.

W oman knocked unconscious
by airborne wind-chimes

PALMYRA—A
72-year-old
woman who was feeding die birds
in her back yard was knocked out
when a set of metal wind chimes
fell from the sky and struck the
back of her head. Eloise L.
Turcotte was lying in a pile of
sunflower seeds when she was
PORTLAND—A man who judge
told
reporters,
"He discovered by her mailman.
freely admitted holding up the convinced the jury that he wasn't
First National Bank of Weeks in fact robbing the bank, but
Mills last June was released by simply negotiating a withdrawal
the presiding judge Justice Elias through a position of strength."
T. Hoffmann
yesterday. The

Armed robber set free

Department of Tar Spokesmen
Weejin B. Portwag told reporters
that the group is suspected to have
kidnapped the pair of wooly
mammoths that were housed in

"She was still seeing stars,"
said mail carrier Alphonse T.
DeMillo, who revived her, "but
the main problem was them
strings that had wrapped around
her—one around her throat,
another around her right ear."
DeMillo said it took nearly ten

minutes to untie the chimes from
her head and face.
Authorities are questioning
local airport personnel in attempts
to find who was flying over
Palmyra when the assault took
place, but as ME II went to press,
there were no strong leads.

Here They Come Again!

I ADULTS ONLY!
Editor's Note: The Maineiac Express assumes no legal responsibility if
the contents o f this article are revealed to children, thereby causing them
to become traumatized.

Mass poacher downs
flying sleigh over ocean
SOUTHWEST HARBOR—A
Massachusetts
man
was
apprehended yesterday after a fiveday hunting spree in which
authorities say the hunter killed
dozens of cows, horses, goats, as
well as a number of squirrels,
chipmunks, and other woods
rodents. In addition, the man may
have accidentally taken the life of
S-a-n-t-a C-l-a-u-s.
Cliffton T. Scissorbeak, of
Dorchester,
Massachusetts,
pleaded not guilty to all charges
by reason of mistaken identity.

He told the presiding judge that he
thought he was shooting at flying
caribou.
While many local fishermen
joined the Coast Guard in their
search of the frigid Southwest
Harbor waters, no sign of the
reindeer or sleigh was seen. "The
search will continue day and night
until something turns up."
Authorities have asked that
residents keep the news from
children who may be adversely
affected by the possible tragedy to
the gift-bearing North Poler.

mmmiNmmmmm
PLAY MATCHES
1st BOX

FREE!

A MESSAGE TO ALL MAIN El ACS
The tourist season is upon us again, so
it's tim e for us all to put on our best
faces. Drive slow. Talk stow. And above
all, don't take ALL their money— leave
some for your neighbor. There's plenty
to go around.
Let's get those lighthouses out, set out
the lobster boats. Remember, image is
everything. For the next three months,
all lights Out at 9:00— that goes for
stores and restaurants, too. Time to park
those Mercedes and Lincolns in the barn
and get out the old pickups. Tim e to
exchange
your
New
Yuppie
Fabric
for old flannel, Gore-tex for rubber rain
slickers and boots. And practice up on
your lingo— don't pronounce your r's.
Remember, it's only three months. Maine
prospers when you do your part.

MAINE.
A FORTUNE 500
TOURIST INDUSTRY.
BAD BOYS AND GIRLS OUTLET
Just D on’t Tell M om & Dad

______ _______________

The Main

Headless Headless
man
ma

kept alive with
maple syrup

Vehicle o f dead man which ran into some mud-season bad luck.

Skeleton, vehicle unearthed
SOMERVILLE—Construction
workers building a new con
dominium on the Bog Road today
unearthed the skeleton of a man
along with a very old car. The
remains are thought to be those of
Ian Robert Johnson, a visiting
Massachusetts fisherman who
disappeared in 1930 and was
believed by Boston relatives to
have
run
away
from
a

bad marriage and debts. The new
evidence, however, suggests that
Mr. Johnson simply got mired in
mud on the road and was unable
to free himself.
"He probably just started
spinning the tires like so many of
these outastaters do,"
said
investigating detective Russell D.
Baston. "The more he spun, the

deeper he got, and before he knew
it, it was too late."
Outastaters, particularly those
of the Type-A personality, are
urged to take special care during
mud season. "If you do get stuck,"
advises Baston, "keep calm.
Someone is bound to come along
within a week or two to help you
out"

PiiTSTON—A Pitts ton man,
Smitty H. Smiddy, will probably
never again collect sap from his
border maples for maple syrup.
But he'll never be without the
miracle elixir, either.
Last March, when Smiddy was
collecting sap along his icy road,
he slipped and fell, and his head
was severed by the razor-sharp rim
of his pail. Although his body fell
to the ground and passed away
instantly, his head landed rightside
up in the six inches of icy sap he
had just collected.
"It was a stroke of luck that I
didn't land face-down," Smiddy
said from his home yesterday, "or
I would've drowned for sure." The
most amazing thing about the
accident was the heretofore
unknown life-sustaining pro
perties of ordinary sap from the
Maine sugar maple.
"I lost consciousness for a
minute or two but then came to,
feeling no pain whatsoever. In
fact, I felt better than I'd ever felt,
like a big weight had just been
lifted from my shoulders. I
thought I must have died and gone
to heaven, or to some sort of
waiting room, just seeing the

Berlin W all
com ing to M aine
LEWISTON-AUBURN — As a
result of an agreement signed over
the weekend by the Soviet Union
and United States, Maine's twin
cities on the Androscoggin River
will soon be the new home of the
infamous Berlin Wall.
Soviet
Premier
Mikhail
Gorbachev has agreed to dismantle
the 27-year old wall and ship it to
Maine, in exchange for a United
States promise not to make fun of
the birthmark on his forehead.

Have bowling alley, will travel—but where? Owner P. Metrichski has nowhere to go and now trouble with
police over his unlicensed wide load.

Wide load snagged on tracks
S. WINDHAM—Traffic was
snarled for nearly an hour on
Route 202 in South Windham
yesterday when a man moving his
bowling alley became stuck on
railroad tracks.
"Basically," said State Trooper
Jar gas T. Wiskinbrume, "what we
had here was an infraction of too
wide a load attempting to navigate
too narrow a thoroughfare."
However, the bowling alley

owner, Frank Metrichski, had
other problems. He had no
destination. Although his building
had stood in the isolated Little
Poland section of Sebago Lake
since the early 1940s, his
business has declined steadily
since bowling's heyday in the late
1950s and early 60s.
"So now people are starting to
bowl again, and what do you
think happens. Some smart guy

comes and builds a new bowling
alley right next to mine—with
hot tubs. So I moved."
Metrichski
said
he
was
searching
for
a
populated
community that didn’t have
bowling, and if nothing looked
promising, he'd head into New
Hampshire, where he could at
least live tax-free and throw his
bottles and cans in the woods.

Maine tots enslaved on
Canada syrup plantations
WINDSOR, ONTARIO (ME)—
Twelve Maine boys and girls,
believed to have been runaways,
have been located in Ontario,
Canada, where they were forced
into slavery by the Canadian
Maple Syrup Service.
Undercover agents, posing as
buyers for a Maine pancake chain,

went to Ontario on a tip from an
anonymous phone caller, believed
to be a local syrup grower,
frustrated because of the unfair
competition from Canada's slave
labor. Following leads, the
pancake agents made their way to
Ontario's vast maple syrup land,
where they found the children

working in a plantation syrup
grove.
Indictments have been handed
down to a cotton candy sales
person at the Frydough Fair, who
is said to have lured the children
with promises of "real maple
syrup as far as the eye can see."

Serving traditional
Sugar House Meals
Route 87 Maple City

SUGAR SALAMI

SUGAR SMELTS

Also, as a courtesy
to the infirm,
INTRAVENOUS MEALS—
direct from our kitchen
to your veins:
THE ULTIMATE SUGAR KICK

SUGAR CLAMS

"Get juiced with Mabel,
then zip around,
blow a fuse,
and crash”

inside of that pail. But then my
brother Dub found me.
"I didn't know what to make of
it," Rupert "Dub" Smiddy told
ME last night in a phone
interview. "I come upon this head
in the pail and, Jeezum, I mean
you'd think he was a goner right
there. And then his voice: 'That
you, Dub?’ 1 couldn't believe it.
'That you, Smitty?' I said. WhatL
left of me, anyways,' he says.
'Well,' I said, 'I see your body
right here on the ground, all stave
up.' I guess he was just lucky the
way things turned out. It was a
good year for sap, too."
Today Smitty enjoys a mostly
normal life, despite his lack of
mobility. His steel pail was
replaced by a glass casserole dish
so he can see the television set as
well as his many visitors and
curiosity-seekers. "Oh, yeah, I'm a
celebrity," he joked, "but I'm
tryiri not to let it go to my head."
When asked how long he
expects to live, he quipped, "Well,
I'm not about to have a heart
attack or anything like that. Aside
from an occasional head cold, I
guess I'll be around as long as
they keep puttin' that sap to me.''

Once the Wall is rebuilt at its
new location, Lewiston residents
will no longer be able to leave
their city unless they can obtain
visas issued by the Maine
Department of Oligarchy.
Auburn residents will be able to
travel freely to other parts of
Maine, but their access to
Lewiston will be strictly limited.
Residents of both cities will be
required to carry their passports at
all times or risk imprisonment

Pilot shot down
over Wells

MOODY BEACH—The pilot
of a twin-engine Cessna was shot
down and taken into custody by
beach police Saturday as he flew
the craft directly into Moody
Beach air space.
Beach Air Guard officials told
reporters that they issued three
warnings to the pilot, Roland B.
Tarkoff, from ground control, but
when he failed to acknowledge,
three beach fighters took off and
fired on the aircraft. Tarkoff
landed the crippled Cessna on the

beach, in a separate violation for
which he will be charged.
Although
beach
officials are
keeping other details secret until
they are finished questioning
Tarkoff, one source says there is
some suspicion that he may have
been in radio contact with
pedestrians who were preparing to
walk on the beach. Security along
the Wells Beach area has been
beefed up under the threat of
possible trespassing.

Come to Wells
and Stay
As Long
As You Like
But when we say

PRIVATE
BEACH
We Mean Business
GO SOMEPLACE ELSE

"HAVE A NICE DAY"
PAID FOR BY THE WELLS DEPT. OF PRIVACY
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Caribou launches satellite

Science In The News

CARIBOU—Residents of this suspended animation. Scientists
town of 9,923 broke out the hard reckon the small herd may not
stuff last night as their town’s land for upwards to a million
first satellite took to the sky ^ years.
"Our biggest fear," stated town
aboard a discarded Nike missile.
Although the satellite, a first for vet Dr. Amos P. Ungulate, "is
this northern Maine town, is said that when they do land, they won't
to be a zoological craft, there is know how to let themselves out
speculation by some in nearby of the craft."
Other towns currently readying
Presque Isle, an agricultural and
athletic rival, that its real purpose spaceshots include Cherryfield
may be surveillance of their town. with its blueberry satellite,
Presque Isle launched its first Rockland with its lobster shot,
satellite, a potato satellite, in and Portland with its yuppie shot.
1983. Fort Kent retaliated with a The Christian Civic League is
salmon satellite a year later. But currently preparing to send up
Caribou's launch efforts have been their own spaceshot, Jasper
Wyman, to campaign on the
plagued with difficulties.
Last year's failed first Caribou moon where polls show him
Launch saw six of the mooselike leading leading George Mitchell,
animals overshoot their orbit and his rival for the U.S. Senate, by a
head into deep space in a state of 3-1 margin.

Woods road o f the Gods?

Scientists ponder m ysterious clearing
T8-R5 WELS—A group of abruptly. The twin tracks are
scientists, astrologers, psychics, thought to be at least 500 years
and magicians met here last week old and were unknown until
to study the mysterious "Woods spotted by an airplane which had
Road That Time Forgot," a pair of wandered off course last month.
clearings through a section of
"We're currently postulating that
Maine's north woods that stretches this was the first attempt by a race
nearly a mile and then stops of super-beings, perhaps from an-

other planet, to settle here," said
researcher Bamy S. Bedrock. "The
parallel double tracks were obvi
ously made by huge wheels. Our
best guess is that these superbeings
were eventually driven away by
blackflies and the short summers."

Unique
dowser
helps
farmers

A worker at the Permanent Attachments Fort Kent plant manufactures
one o f the new extended-wear prophylactics.

6-day condom tested
FORT KENT—Men in this
northern Maine town have been
selected by a leading latex
manufacturer to be the first to try
a new line of extended-wear
condoms.
The
company,
Permanent
Attachments, Inc., is confident
that the new condom will solve
the most common condom
conundrum: the consternation of
pulling a prophylactic out of a
purse, wallet or glove com
partment, ripping the rubbery unit
from its protective foil, and then
attempting to apply the slippery
device while still maintaining a
high-pitched level of sexual

PRESQUE ISLE—Most dow
sers search for underground water.
But Presque Isle's Evan Ovenmitt
isn't like most people. He dow
ses for manure—and finds it
"It's almost a sixth sense with
me,"
said
Ovenmitt,
who
earns well into four figures
annually selling his skills to
farmers and home gardeners alike.
Right: Mysterious dowsing skills
lead Ovenmitt nearly a coun
try mile, over all kinds o f terrain,
to this small pile o f fresh oxen
droppings. His nose verifies the
find.

Maine prospector unearths huge Retsyn
deposit—breath mint reps on their way
NEWRY—Jake Wilbow, 58,
has been prospecting the hills of
Western Maine most of his life in
search of the elusive Maine
tourmaline, but to date hasn't had
a shadow of success. Very soon,
however, the rockhound will be
banking millions of dollars.
Wilbow was recently digging into
a cavity in the granite of
Mount Tourmaline,
when
he
opened up a pocket of a greenflecked crystalline substance.
"I never seen anything like it,"
said the still-astonished Wilbow.

"I knew it wasn’t tourmaline or
mica. But the smell was what
tipped me off—sort of sweet,
except with a clean, cool, mintyfresh quality. I put some on the
tip of my tongue and my breath
has been sparkling fresh for days."
What Wilbow unearthed was a
motherlode of some of the
purest retsyn, a crystal used in a
well-known
breath
mint,
ever discovered in this country.
Representatives
from
the
Harvard Mineralogical Museum

immediately flew to Newry to
document the find and hopefully
collect samples for display.
Peter White, one of the
museum's assistant curators, told
ME that the Newry retsyn is
without question
the most
unflawed deposit he’s ever
seen. "Retsyn of this quality,
even cut 40 to one," said the
curator, "will leave breath fresh
and tingly all day long and well
into the night, even if you don’t
have time to brush."

If You Like This Newspaper
You'll Love MAINEIAC EXPRESS I
SEND $2.95 PLUS $1 POSTAGE TO:
Maineiac Express, 19 Mason St., Brunswick, Maine 04011

a

excitement. Nearsighted men have
the added problem of having to
locate their glasses.
Permanent Attachments stated
that other products destined for
extended wear in the near future
include: 5-day sweatsocks, 3month longjohns, 24-hour pocketknife holsters, 3-meal paper
napkins, and lifetime rubber
gloves.
The development of the 6-day
condom is sure to spell defeat for
Spud City representative Leroy
Jurgens' Returnable Rubber Bill,
L.D. 45367, thereby dashing the
politician's Blaine House hopes.

Dolphins, whales talk gibberish
PORT CLYDE—After many
years and millions of tax dollars
in research, oceanographers and
marine biologists have come to
the conclusion that the plaintive
songs of dolphins and whales,
long thought to be highly evolved
forms of communication, are
nothing more than gibberish.
Dr. Sophia B. Humpback, of
the
University
of Maine's
Department
of
Underwater
Mammals, said that after years of
exhaustive study, using the most

sophisticated computers, the most
intelligible thing translated was
the phrase "Diddy-wah-diddy," but
that phrase was repeated only
once.
Marine
bilingualists
and
oceanohumorists
from
the
Department of Undersea Humor
have applied for a DMR grant to
study the possibility that the
songs have been nothing more
than an elaborate hoax on
humans.

D O N 'T F O R G E T —
Take back a little bit
of New Hampshire
EYERYTIME YOU GO

MAINE TOPSOIL
RECOVERY
PROGRAM
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Boston’s dead flocking to Maine
BOSTON, MASS.
(ME)—
With this metropolitan city's land
virtually nonexistent and prices
out of sight, many of the
Beantown's bereaved are shipping
their deceased up to Vacationland,
where burial plots are up to 90%
cheaper.
One Maine entrepreneur is
taking advantage of this situation.
When former woods worker Barry
T. Quimbey heard of the urban
plot shortage, he decided to
convert 200 acres he had just clearcut into Outastater Acres, a
cemetery for out-of-staters.
"I set down and run some
numbers through! the computer,"

said Quimbey in a telephone
interview. "What I come up with
showed that I could make a
fortune in less than a year."
Quimbey’s projections indicated
that by turning the land back to
pulp, he’d see a net profit of
$50,000 dollars, but that would
take upwards of thirty years.
Vegetable crops such as potatoes
would net him roughly minus
$80,000 for the first five years,
and then only $15,000 in the red
each year thereafter. On the other
hand, a crop of marijuana (grass,
hay, tea, hemp, reefer, Mary Jane,
pot, ganja, weed, rnooph, or
smoke) could net as much as $100

million each year but, as it’s
illegal, probably land him in
costly legal difficulties.
"With Outastater Acres," said
Quimbey, "at five hundred dollars
per plot, a thousand plots per acre,
I figure on making a half a
million dollars per acre. Add in
the current death rate and some
baby boomers starting to die, I’ll
fill this 200-acre cemetery in three
years."
As for his future plans,
Quimbey says, "I don’t know. If
competition gets too stiff, I’ll
probably just retire. Ask me in a
year."

Undertaker wars heating up
SPUD CITY—The city's fun
eral and undertaking services are
pitched in a price and advertising
war that began last year and has
been escalating ever since.
But it's the kind of competition
that may end up hurting the
business in the long run. Says
Leonard B. Whirley, of Spud
City Burial Services, "Frankly,
many of us in the profession are
embarrassed by some of the TV

commercials we're forced to air."
Whirley's company recently
began running a commercial in
which corpses sing and play
guitars. "It's not rock, or even
pop," Whirley said in defense of
his company, "but a more solemn
sort of music—folk songs, like
Michael, Row That Boat to the
Shore. Still, it's going to take
some getting used to."
Traditionally, undertakers have

Damn Solemn!
Damn Straight!
That's right. Damn Solemn. In
all our services and burials.
And that's a promise. If we’re
not 100% solemn, you tell me
personally, and I'll refund
every cent of your money, no
questions asked. That’s how
sure I am that you’ll agree.
When it comes to death, we're
damn solemn.

Jerry's Funerals
and Accessories
Lower Mongol
Street, Spud City

L O W E S T P R IC E S , A N D
SO LE M N , TOO!

People Was
Us
DISCOUNT BURIALS
We’re everywhere. You're
everywhere. When one of you
dies, give us a call.
If we're not in your phone
book, call your operator
and ask how come.

advertised quietly, with maybe an
inspirational verse or a pledge of
solemnity. Said Joseph M.
Blowdry of the Maine Department
of Funery Advertising and
Tourism: "We've asked the parties
involved to take it upon
themselves to back off from the
bells-and-whisdes approach. Some
of the ads, particularly of the
rebate type, may well be outright
deception."
W E'LL BEAT ANYONE* IN
T H E SOLEMN
DEPARTMENT—
AND YOU'LL GET A
TOASTER JUST BY
LETTING US PROVE IT!
Sound too good to be
true? W ell, it isn't!
B ring your next corpse
to us, and let us prove
ju s t how solemn we can
be. A nd yo u 'll be
delighted with yo u r new
Fam ous M aker Brand
toaster!
East Pond Road Burial
Services
•local contractors only

ALL SOLEMN-PLUS BURIALS

MORE SOLEMN!
Guaranteed. Try all the
others, then try us.
Nobody, but nobody
is more solem n than we
are. Low, low prices,
too. Call fo r details.

Spud City Burial
Services. 555-7968.

A full 20% off! How can we
do it? Volume. We know how
im portant a solemn service is
to our customers, and we
know that your money is
im portant, too. So w e're
beefing up our staff to serve
you. W hen death calls you,
you caii us.
Twin Cities M ortuary. Right
next to Twin Cities Big Beef
Roundup, where you ean get
20% off any' beefbeast-plus
sandwich and medium-sized
soft drink.

SEX & DEATH

Orgasms shorten
life, say scientists
ORONO—Orgasms cause se
nility and may shorten life. So
say researchers here at the
University of Maine's Department
of Orgasm. In studies conducted
over the past thirty years,
researchers have concluded that
each orgasm kills approximately
176,000 brain cells, thereby
shortening life by approximately
three hours, and memory by
.17%. At one orgasm per day, a
little more than forty-five days of
life is lost per year, plus .62% of
one's memory.
"This explains the difference in
men's and women's life spans,"
wrote Dr. Felice Peirrot Renard,

research spokesperson. "Over an
eighty-year span of sex, a male
will lose approximately ten years
of life and half his mental powers,
while
women,
who
have
traditionally experienced fewer
orgasms, will still be mentally
and physically more alert."
However, Ms. Renard went on
to point out the dangers to modem
women who are demanding one
and often multiple orgasms in
their sexual experiences. "I predict
that we will see a reversal of the
life span trends as women become
the orgasmic equals or betters of
their partners."

Local Mens club
to sacrifice virgin
SPUD CITY—The local chap
ter of the Caribou Club, in an
effort to bolster a sagging member
ship, today announced plans

for a New Year's Eve sacrificial
ceremony. Virgin girls from
outlying community schools will
be selected (See VIRGINS, p 41)

S a fe Sex Corner
by safe sex consultant
Dr. Randy B. Roy

The Safe Sex Date
What could be safer than a night
on the town alone? Start your
evening with a romantic dinner at
any of Maine's finer restaurants. A
nice red Cabernet Sauvignon, a
candle softly glowing on the
table, some piped-in muzak, and
the mood is set. How about some
raw oysters. Aphrodisiac or not,
just the suggestion of oysters puts
most people in a romantic mood.
Don't rush through dinner. Like
the song says, the waiting is the
best part Savor the expectation of

W ICKED SOLLUM!
WICKED CHEAP!
Ju st got my license.
I f you got someone to
bury, I'll do it fa st
and cheap and solium.
A lso car parts and sm all
appliance repair.

things to come. Have dessert, and
maybe an after-dinner aperitif such
as amaretto.
After dinner, don't rush back to
"your place." Take a drive to a
spot high above town and look
down at the lights for a while.
Watch for a falling star. Then take
a leisurely drive home where
nobody will bother you. Whatever
happens now...will happen. And
there's nothing to fear. You're all
alone.

TW O-FOR-ONE SPECIAL SALE
This week only! With every customer we bury, we'll include
free DIE-RIGHT burial to the family m em ber of our choice*.

D IE -R IG H T
"for twelve years, a leader in being solemn."

Ed’s

*pet only; casket a n d preparation extra.

IN MEM ORANDUM
Elwin Dubloon
1938-1986
You 2-timed the wrong girl
when you went out on me.
Just 10 months to go,
And I'll be free, free, free!
And where in hell will you be?
Gotcha!
Tammy, Thomaston State Prison.

Elwin "Scotty" Dubloon
1938-1986
Who took you from me, my love,
In the hour I needed you the most?
Forever, Hazel. Your little chaser.

Remembering our Dad on his day.
Barry, Billy, Bunny, Clem, Clarence, Felix, Junior, Scotty,
J under (Johnston), Glerma, Mikey, Marky, Denise, Ronny, Joannie,
Patty, Alan, Michelle, John, Craig (Stephens), Mikey (Allen),
Allison, Ramona, Dolly, Junior (Young), P M , Phyllis, Nessa,
Carol, Bub, Gwen (Grondin), Howie, Karen, Bambi, Trade, Robin,
Jan, Junior (Grieves), Joan, Davey, Jesse, C ard (Thwing), Skip,
Skipper, Skippy (Ells), Bethany, Glen, Glenda, Carol, Justin,
Brent, Rosie (O'Grady), Timmy, Margo, Jimmy, Annie, Billy, Mark,
Junior (Peachy), Ronny, Junior (Ouellette), Bobby, Russy, Harry,
Lois, Chrissy, Jesse, Sarah, Junior (Root), Josh, Sherry, Tommy,
Debby, Ricky, Bonnie, Freddy, Joel, Stevie, Tabby, Christopher,
Davie, Jay-Jay, Joanie (Allen), Alsie, Karen (Mueller). Dormy
(Burmet) wouldn't kick in the 10c for the ad, so we left his name out.

M y d a r l i n g h u s b a n d E lw in

Cut down in your prime,
On the night before you was,
Going to find a job. — Thanks, Maiy

"Scotty5'
1938-1986

Elwin S. Dubloon
48456938616733362MB47638367346
This is you thirty-ninth and final notice.
If you don’t remit $29.97 you owe,
To the Dov/neast Tape and Record Club,
we will be forced to take further action.

Who would of thought I'da outlived you?
You sold my house out from under me,
Bought yourself a new pickup track,
And put me in this filthy Nursing Home.
You always was the bad one.

Big Tiny's Country Collections.

Your Momma,
Aunt Ethelene

"Scotty"
"Scotty"
1938-1986

Who passed from this earth
owing me $160, 30 bales of hay,
and a peck of clams.
Some gotta win, some gotta lose.
Looks like I’m on the iosin’ end
of life once again.
I Carl "Bucky" Steward

"Scottv"
1967-1986

Kinda sad when yew think of it.
Bein’ gunshot in the groinal area while you’re dancin' to the Judds.
Oh, well. I gotta go out and change the thermostat on the Fond.
Toyota’s still holdin up good, though.
Them Japs. Say what you want. Tney make good cars.

You were the most mature boy I knew.
Like a father to me, you taught me so much.
I don't think as long as I live,
111 ever meet a guy who can drink as much as you,
And still stay on the road.
I’ll love you forever! Little Junior will, too.

Buddy.

Kitten.
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ECONOMY/POVERTY

Governor's acronym program
off to flying start
AUGUSTA—Governor
John
"Junior"
McKeman’s
new
ASPIRE program is so catchy
that government enthusiasts have
expanded their public relations
bureau into a program itself,
called SORTA (Selling Old
Republicanism
Through
Ac
ronyms).
Among
the new
spinoff
programs will be the Department
of Taxation's GETGIT (Gradually
Eliminating
The
Graduated
Income Tax), designed to help
sell the idea of across-the-board
taxes, thereby taxing the poor the
same as the rich. A closely related
Department of Labor proposal is
PAJVlICSTAR (Poor And Middle

Classes Supporting The Awfully
Rich).
The Department of
Human Services, not to be
outdone, is promoting their food
stamp program with LETTECK
(LET Them Eat CaKe). The DEP
has come up with SEMTOD
(SElling Maine TO Developers),
which will take up the slack left
by the federally sponsored NRC's
B-BOP
(Big
Business Over
People) and the EPA's OBOE
(Organized
Business
Over
Environment). The popularity of
the
acronym
program
has
prompted the IRA to rename its
new tax guidelines GETMIC
(Giving Everything To the
Military-Industrial Complex).

Peasants under
glass at Bean’s
Resettlement program underway
State moving van helps displace another Maine fishing family 60 miles inland as well-to-do outastaters buy
the coast.

I n t e r n a t i o n a l Time Travel I Dr i s tmatch
Kn o w w h a t time it is in Haiti, India, Bang ladesh,
Pakist an, Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, and the Sudan,
lilhene^you wander, it goes, too. Red. Plastic.
0453637

U.B. NEEDY
Poverty Outlet
Paper Mills, Me.

WASHINGTON, D.C. (ME)
This is the best example of
President Reagan's trickle-down
economy yet put into practice."
Those were the words of
Washington, DC, soup kitchen
director Edwin Meese as he served
his first day at his new
appointment, dishing out a
ceremonial bowl of recycled hash
and broth, the first of millions of
such meals to be fed to hungry
and homeless Americans all over
the country.
"This is food," said the former

Time Travel UJristwatch,
$1.99

New England
^
Fast Foods Scraps Basket
From the dumpsters
of New England's
b e s t- kn o wn fast food
restaurants, a gourmet's
delight. Soft plastic bosket,
flexible, transparent.
0 2 8 3 7 5 6 New England
F a s t Food S c r a p s B a s k e t ,

All-Cardboard Overnight Jungle Hut
V

$5.99

routines
of eating,
talking,
sleeping, bickering and mating.
The peasant pens are expected to
draw even more sightseers than
the immensely popular trout
fishing pond. Although some
trout died when the pond was first
constructed because of engineering
faults, Bean spokesperson R.
Skirt Poppins said the company
"expects no such problems with
the peasant pens."

Usable nutrition in human
waste, say gov experts

International

Three sizes: 163738 ’’Refrigerator" $2.95 ppd.
353628 "Freezer"
$2.50 ppd.
028376 "Stove"
$1.95 ppd.

FREEPORT — L.L. Bean, the
Freeport retail giant, yesterday
unveiled its latest in-store display,
"Peasant Pens of Maine."
Three families of poor people,
59 peasants in all, are on
permanent display 24 hours a day,
365 days a year in specially
constructed
climate-controlled
glass pens located in the front
lobby. Shoppers can watch the
poor people go about their daily

attorney
general.
"See - for
yourself, they put it in their
mouths, chew it and swallow it.
Food. And they're getting it free."
Explained administration scien
tist Dr. Edward Teller: "The
roughage, extracted from sewage
treatment facilities in wealthy
communities such as Bethesda and
Chevy Chase, contains vast
amounts of undigested food matter
and trace vitamins, protein, and
minerals, which up till now have
been lost. Food such as this will
keep a person alive indefinitely."

p p d . __________________

Rich Meals for Poor People

^Camouflage, Desert Brown, Art Deco Appliance Markings.

PHOTO: WEIL HIGGINS

A U S D A PeasanTips B u lletin

Preuiorn Trenchcoots
Classic look, an eutremely durable
and practical ou terwear, w a r m s
from head to toe.
1 6 7 4 5 8 7 Trickledow n
T r e n c h c o a t , $6.99 p p d .

O r i g i n a l U.B.
R um m aging Boots

U.B. L o i t e r i n g
Bench

If escargo simply isn't in your budget
this year, consider the downeast earthworm.
Skinned and properly prepared, the lowly
crawler (remember: the thicker, the juicier)
puts any snail cm- slug to shame.

The shoe that made U.B.
fa m o u s ! Uppers made
from rodent skins;
l o w e r s made from tirequality rubber tread;
steel-belted, for long
wear.

M a d e from authen
tic Ma ine slab and
scrap iron. Looks
like city issue
furniture.

87848665 L o i t e r
Ing Bench
V19.99 pp d.

4 5 3 6 7 8 M e n ' s b l a c k.
$2. 99
573826 Wom en's black.

$ 2 -99

PPd.

,

Rf t er R u m m a g i n g " Boot s

(For Men and Women Peasants)

EHceptionally warm boots to slip on after
dumps ter picking orjust loitering. Seethrough, lightweight w a t e r p r o o f material.
Lined with soft material, from rodent fur to
scrap f iberglass insulation.

45362 7 A f t e r R u m m a g i n g Bo ot s. $1.89

L o b s t e r Buds

Add to a n y r o d e n t di s h f or
a t a s t e o f M a i n e . 8 - o z can.
03846746 Lobster Suds
$.50 ppd.

Clam Buds
Grub f l a v o r i n g . 8 - o z can.
0 4 7 4 8 3 7 Clam B u d s
$.30
ppd.

Shrim p Buds
C a t e r p i l l a r s pi ce s . 8 - o z can
0 3 8 4 7 4 6 Shrim p Duds
$.40 ppd.

STEAM ED CRA W LER S
2 dozen earthworms, skinned
Can o f boiling water
Salt, to taste
Rinse worms carefully to be sure they
are free of mud or sand. Handle each worm
separately to be sure. B oil only enough water
to cover the bottom o f the can. That way
you'll be sure to get true worm broth. Bring .
to steaming point, add worms, then cover and
cook over low heat for 5 minutes. To test for
doneness, feed one to the kids. U se lots of
salt and drawn margarine. Som e children
prefer sugar or corn syrup with theirs.
STR E T C H IN G W ATER
Water doesn’t have to be thrown out
after one use. For example, the water that you
cook with can be used as a base for soup, cm
to wash dishes in. And your dish water can
still b e used to wash clothes. That rinse water
is fine for baths and shampoos. And before
you throw it out, it's still fine for washing
the family pets. As goes the old saying,
waste not, want not
M A K IN G RICE LAST
Many people cook way too much rice
when they serve dinner.
They'll eat like pigs and then complain that
they don't have enough to eat. Well? What do
expect when you serve a six-year-old as much
as 200 grains per sitting? Gluttony is not
only wasteful, it's a sin. Government studies
have shown that a serving of 25 grains is
plenty for children and adults. Best, it doesn't
cause obesity or sluggishness.
AVO ID DANGEROUS FO ODSTUFFS
Each vear thousands of peasants meet

untimely and uncomfortable ends simply
because they've eaten something that is
unsafely prepared or scavenged, or
something that is not on the USDA list of
Acceptable Foodstuffs. Following is a partial
list of Foodstuffs to be Avoided, as released
by the Governor's Task Force on Indigestible
Substances.
1. The worst foodstuffs are those
objects with sharp edges or points. Glass
falls into this category, as do thumbtacks,
wood screws and plastic shards. Tools are
seldom edible. And rivets are no-nos, no
matter how you prepare them.
2. Although many industrially prepared
chemicals are fine, others are simply
tasteless and poisonous. Most of your paints
and solvents fall into the latter category.
Insecticides and by-products of nuclear fusion
and fission should likewise be avoided.
3. Hot things are a matter of choice,
but the USD A recommends good sense.
Remember, your tongue is your digestive
antenna. While there are those who fancy a
spicy hot chili dog on their tongues, some
molten metals will burn your tongue clear
through to your necktie. N o sense in
endangering your vital organs.
4. Plastic and rubber goods. Again w e
say, "Use good sense.” Although some
plastics and rubber make for acceptable
chewing gum substitutes, there are others
that just don't chew. As for swallowing, it is
w ise to avoid this group. Toy soldiers come
under this category. Windshield scrapers,
swimfins, and tire strips are other common
indigestibles. They may look appetizing, but
they’ll only cause problems later on.
5. Textiles, such as indoor/outdoor
carpeting, fiberglass curtains, and couch
upholstery, are generally tough and stringy,
and lack enough nutritional value to make
them worth the hours of cooking to make
them digestible. Likewise, clotm ngespecially winter wear—is better on the body
than in it. Edible underwear, as the name
implies, is O K
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BUSINESS
CMP institutes incorrect
thinking charge
AUGUSTA—Central
Maine
Power, the state's largest producer
of electricity, has announced that
it will begin charging its
customers for "incorrect thinking"
beginning with next month's
electrical bill.
The new policy, computed at
12.50 per incorrect thought per
kilowatt hour, is primarily aimed
at anti-nuclear activists and
environmentalists.
"Those troublemakers, with
their referendums, have forced us
to spend lots of money on
promotional campaigns to keep
Maine Yankee open, " said CMP

spokesman Rufus R. Voltmeter,
referring to the state's only nuclear
power plant. "It's unfair to expect
stock holders and rate-payers to
continue to pick up the tab for our
multi-million dollar propaganda
program. It's time for the real
culprits to pay."
The company was vague about
how it would accurately meter the
incorrect thoughts. "Let's just say
we have well-placed friends in
government and related industries,
such as the phone company, to
help us regulate the rabblerousers," said Voltmeter.

State sells Bangor
Confused and lonely, an abused businessman waits to be untied.

Woman charged in cruelty to businessman
T14 R7 WELS—The group called
Prevention
of
Cruelty
to
Businessmen filed suit yesterday
against a woman who tied her
husband to a billboard while she
spent the afternoon browsing in
the new T14 R7 WELS shopping

mall. Tina S. Martin was
apprehended just after 4 P.M. in
Skins & Things and charged with
the crime. When PCB officials
appeared at the scene, the man,
who had been tied to the billboard
for over five hours, was thirsty,

lonely and confused. He was given
a dry pair of pants and a small
desk in a nearby office building,
where he is said to be recovering
from the ordeal. The woman faces
up to a $30 fine and 3 months in
prison.

AUGUSTA—The Bureau of
Public Lands announced yesterday
that it has sold the city of Bangor
to a Japanese insurance firm
for $4.14 billion. The sale was
made in order to raise state
revenues while keeping state taxes
at a minimum. The Japanese
company plans to use the city,
with its international jetport, as
its American convention head
quarters.
Japanese workers have begun
erecting a shrine beside the
famous Paul Bunyan statue,
honoring the folk hero. The rest

of the city will be bulldozed as
soon as current residents are
relocated to outlying towns.
Governor
John
"Junior"
McKernan applauded the sale of
the city as a creative solution to
Northern Maine's financial woes.
Inside sources have reported that
Gov. McKernan and aides are
considering the sale of Moosehead
Lake to desert country Saudi
Arabia and Mount Katahdin to
Denmark, which is said to be so
flat that a person standing on a
chair could see it all.

Sure, our ads are big
and cost lots of money
and take up more space
than anybody else's.
But that's okay.
We just want you to know
how lucky you are
to have us around.
How can we afford it?
Simple.
Our rates are too high.
How do we get away with it?

WE’RE
THE PHONE COMPANY
Where talk ain't cheap.
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One swipe o f a machete fells an odd-looking but very profitable rnanila
paper tree—enough finished material fo r 200,000 8x10 clasp envelopes
or 300,000file folders.

New paper tree
developed

I f the shoe fits..Pilot error blamed in Pine Tree Aviation accident. Photo by William Higgins.

Airline grounded but still cookin’
PORTLAND—Pine Tree Avi
ation today had its passenger
flight permit revoked by the
Maine Air Federation. MAF
president Larry B. Neilson, PTA's
president's brother, said that die
accident-plagued airline will not
have to go out of business, but
must only stay out of the air. So
PTA president Barry L. Neilson
announced today that the airline
would simply take to the
highways.
"You’re looking at a totally new
highway transportaion system that
offers more comfort, speed, and
prestige than any in history. And

above all, safety will be our new
motto."
After a minor accident which
occurred when a pilot tried to park
one of the new roadplanes in his
garage overnight, it was decided
that all roadplanes would have
their wings removed, a change
that will also make it easier for
the craft to squeeze through
highway
underpasses.
The
roadplanes will carry up to 200
passengers in first and second
class, and 40 more in the new
underclass section, which will be
housed
below,
where
the
wheels used to ride.

WINDSOR—Genetic engineering may end the long paper mill
strike for good, by closing the
paper mills forever. A tree farmer
here has created a brand new
species of branchless, leafless
tree which is basically a 30-foot,
tightly wrapped roll of paper
wrapped in a protective, zip-strip
bark.
The scientist responsible for the
breakthrough, Dr. Stanley Sapper,
says his new trees come in three

basic varieties, white, newsprint,
and rnanila, with buff or gloss
finish.
"We're currently working, with
a
surprising
degree
of
initial success, on a genus of fastgrowing lined and graph paper
tree. I'm confident that we’ll be
planting the first seeds this
fall for a 1990 harvest."
The unusual trees are also
expected to be a boon to the
low income housing industry.

"In addition," said Neilson,
"we'll be able to dispense with
some of the things that used to
jack up prices. For example, the
oxygen masks and air sickness
bags are gone, as are the floatation
devices. But w ell still offer onhighway meals, drinks, and firstrun movies."
Despite
their
grounded
condition, PTA will be eligible
for Limited Elevation Status as
early as 1992. Such a permit, if
granted, would admit the airplanes
back into the Maine sky, but no
higher than 50 feet.

Local inventors hopeful
New product
is hot item
BRUNSWICK—A
pair
of
moonlighting inventors have been
granted a patent on their invention
which they hope will revolu
tionize home snow-clearing and
put them in the high tax bracket.
Their new product, a low energy
snowblower, is completely free of
gasoline and oil expenses and
costly future repairs.
"All you need are two good legs
and a strong pair of lungs," said
Topsham neighbors Harry B.
Leonardo and Frank Lynn
Benjamin, who said they both
awoke from a dream with the idea
two years ago. After raising the
startup capital, the partners hit the
drawing board, and a year later
came up with the design.
Already merchandisers are
scrambling to stock the product.
Buddy’s Biggest Budget Bams
presold their initial order for 50,
and have requested another 200.
Leonardo and Benjamin are hoping
to be included in many of the high
priced tool catalogues.

Checkout counters vanish
SACO—Shoppers at Buddy's
Biggest Budget Bam were
confused and angered yesterday
when checkout counters and
cashiers disappeared from sight at
approximately 2:48 PM, only to
reappear roughly 30 seconds later.
Selma Berring, one of the
cashiers who vanished, was
unconvinced that she had been
gone only a half minute. The
stunned employee told reporters
that she lived another life for two
weeks.
"It was like I had passed out,"
she said. "When I came to, I was
passing a 77 Buick in the
breakdown lane of Route 495 in
Massachusetts. I drove to my split
level home in Lancaster, where
my husband and two little boys

were waiting for their supper. It
was all so familiar."
During the two weeks, Mrs.
Berring said she quit the ladies
auxiliary, had an affair with three
neighbors in the closely-packed
neighborhood, and set another
neighbor's lawn on fire.
"Then one afternoon while I
was stenciling my fridge, I got
wicked dizzy, and then here I was
again, passing a package of
pantyhose across the beeper."
Authorities from the De
partment of Missing Realities and
Tourism have been called to
investigate. In the meantime, said
store owner Buddy B. Bick, things
would be cheap and plentiful as
always.

WHATCHA GET?
Tell us what YOU'VE brought
back from New Hampshire that
was once Maine.
Lifetime subscription for best
entry.

Remembering you, Scotty,
on the 2nd anniversary of the day
The Lord called you home.

Maineiac Express
a division of the Me. Topsoil Recovery Program
19 Mason Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011

Love always, Heather Crabshaw.

"His nose was so red,
His eyes were so merry,
They shook when he laughed.
Like a bowlful o f jelly."
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RELIGION
The New Millenium

THE

ale

POWER
CENTER
Futura Drive, Spud City

Your New Age
Headquarters

is here!

Attain Your Highest Self

Mystical Sand
ENLIGHTENMENT
GLOBES

from the enchanted
waters of the
reversing tides

4,000 hours

Diamond
Meditation Crystals
only $ 6 , 9 9 9 . oz

60-watt..... $ 8 . 9 9

oz

$ 1 9 .9 9

Now!

90-watt.....

$9.99

Polarizers
ENHANCE ANY MAGNETIC FIELD

Flying Saucer Beacons

Scientifically proven to slow the aging
process of fruits, cheeses, and
vegetables.
Magnetically adhere to any refrigerator,
other metals.
Icon-molded to "image" health-sustaining
fruits.

only $ 2 4 . 9 9

Divine Force Cells
To empower flying saucer beacons

each

$ 1 9 . 9 9 ea

only

$ 9 .9 9

Saporific calmative

Crystals
Clobber
the Dark Forces

$ 2 4 . 9 9 oz

Krishna Lager

water into Koolaid, and from then
on, it's hard to hold these kids
back. By the time their parents
arrive on Saturday morning, some
of these campers are performing
full-blown miracles."
Some of the activities planned
for the camp include the splitting
of nearby Perley Pond, the
sacking of Hiram, and Sebago
Lake water-walking.

Tap into Your
Center of Dullness!'

Magic Calmative
Beverage

Armageddon Pale Ale
"packs a punch”

$ 7 .9 9

Bible camp
makes learning fun
SEBAGO—Kids at this Camp
don't just read Bible stories. They
enact them. Counseler Gordon T.
Lightningrod, a fourteen-year
veteran at the camp, believes the
Bible has more meaning to the
campers when they have a chance
for first-hand experiences.
"The first two days, it's pretty
much get-acquainted time, without
much fanfare. But on Tuesday we
change fish into pretzels, and

Excite
the sensory plane!

Stimulate the gustatory self
thousands of meditative
crystals per ounce

Boys demonstrate some o f the skills they learned during their week at
the Bible Camp.

Mellovibes Powdered Potions
. -Martini
-Manhattan
•Whiskey Sour

3-pak

Drool-Not

$ 9 . 9 9 pkt

Stop embarrassing saliva
run during trances.

Drool-Not Oral Tampons
$ 6 . 9 9 ea

(CLEARANCE SA LE
Walking pit coals
Very Big Bag
^ 9 .9 9
Harmonic Conversion
Vibration Rocks

g g

Translation Dictionaries
Whale-English
Dolphin-English
Porpoise-English
Pigeon-English

h
eacn
< h Q /|

Q Q

each

Magic Garlic Bulbs
will cure every ailment

Magic Aloe Plant
Cures everything from
burns to decapitations

a q

q q
. 57 $7

cutting
< h -| A A
y I U v .

Chicken scientists
find proof of evolution
WATER VILLE
—
Civic
Censorship League leader and
Senate hopeful Jasmin Wyber
threw in the towel today, after
years of refuting Darwin's theories
of evolution. "Everybody makes
mistakes," Wyber admitted to the
press outside his office. "But after
seeing these pictures, nobody in
his right mind could argue where
we came from."
He was referring to striking
photos taken by poultry pro
cessing plant scientists which
show clearly how humans
have evolved—not from apes, as
was postulated by the late Darwin
and his disciples—but from the
common chicken.

The evolution from chicken to
Homo sapiens, a process which
took only a few thosuand years,
is now believed to be a result of a
mutation caused by a brush with
extraterrestrials. That chance
encounter not only made Homo
sapiens larger and better flyers,
but it also gave them analytical
superiority over poultry, which
explains why they will come in
out of the rain, whereas hens,
chickens, and roosters will not. In
addition, chickens' nostrils are on
protruding, bonelike mouths,
whereas humans' mouths grew
separately
beneath
their
protruding, bonelike noses.
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THE MAINEIAC EXPRESS
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PERSONALS

CLASSIFIEDS

LOST

P UBLIC S E R V IC E FRO M

Tired of "institutional grey” duct tape?

The Opportunity State
HUSBAND, 40ish. recent perm,
Ever wonder why it only comes in grey?
new leisure suit, diet, necklace and
TriState Lottery
W ell, w o n d er no m ore!
earring. Not an appeal for his
return; only an announcement.
All New Odds!
Designer Duct Tape
make it next to
J. Kabbett, Old Orchard.
7 y e a rs in the m aking
i m p o s s i b l e to
REWARD— for information lead
ing to the arrest of the person who
That's right! N o w you can ch oose fro m
keeps stealing my wind chimes.
•polka dot
•thin stripe
K.
J., Mt. Washington Obser
•medium stripe
•thick stripe
vatory, NH.
•thickest stripe
•thicker stripe
GOLDEN
RETRIEVER
—
•squiggles
•doodles
Humper, runner, wicked stupid.
•curvies
•dayglo purple
Don't want him back. 555-1627.
DRIVER answers to "How's it
Find it at Uncle Yup’s Hardware
goin’, Gus?" Contact Buzz Rapnext to the Sushi Bar in the Old Port
SERVICES
paport, Director of Hallucinations
and Fume Inhalations Manage
VERYCLOSE VEINS STRIP
ment, BIA, Bangor. 555-1313.
PED while you wait. Earl’s
Furniture and vein stripping.
WANT TO LOSE
Sidney. 555-2851.
VIRGINITY. Call Stewart. 555BEARD, MUSTACHE work.
When the
Dot’s Hair Fixing and Pizza.
3907.
Pownell. 555-1985.
Reagan
FOUND
LARRY'S SNEAKY WALKS.
Republicans
ON MY ROOF. Wind chimes. 555-3490.
Kind of stave up. Albion. 555pulled the plug
6794.
DAY CARE
MAN’S gold wedding band,
on our elderly
finger. 555-3987.
TODDLER
WAREHOUSE.
WIND CHIMES, I think. Mostly
Trough-fed slurry and runoff.
poor, w e made
flattened. Millinocket. 555-3987.
LOTS of money in a wallet. State-inspected premises. Develop
herding skills early while Mom
sure they had
Keeping money. Call for wal
gets
her valuable ASPIRE
let. 555-9781.
matches.
WHOEVER tied them six little training. ASPIRE. 555-2890.
Are you someone
LONELY OLD woman will sit
pipes to my TV antenna, I just
for plump young boys and girls in
special?
want to say I found them and
thank you. I'm picking up UHF my little woods cottage. Sweets
clear as a bell now. Ernie. provided. 555-3786.
Delusionaries A
nonymous
PEDOPHILE COUPLE will care
Washington.
for children in our home. 55525 POUNDS of unwanted fat.
Stomach
rolls
and
upper 4783.
555-3891
thigh cellulosis. Call 555-7986.
VIRGINITY, in the Maine Mall
SARCASTIC, DEPRESSED WO parking lot. 555-9703.
MAN sick of my life and ANOTHER bunch of them blasted
everybody in it. I like TV and hanging chimes. Quit hanging
straight vodka. Call if you want, 1 them in my trees, whoever you
don't really care. Delores. 555- are. I hate them things. Mrs.
LOCATION CLOSING DATE
Felice Brecht, Northport.
TITLE
CODE
SALARY
8945.
SELF-ABUSER DOESNT need
anybody. 555-2986.
Blaine House September 29,1987
Line Judge* (04587)
$252.80 to
I’LL LOVE YOU TO death.
$330.40/wk.
Fatally attracted. 555-MORT.
HAVE RECIPE for polywog pud
Blaine House Until cancelled
Sauna
(08376)
$219.60 to
ding. Will trade for good limpet
pie recipe. Frog Waller Jemima
Attendant
$282.80/wk.
555-1010.
SWMB seeks SWFB for casual
Blaine House Until cancelled
Loon Skinner (05748)
$479.79 to
crib-talk, milk 'n' cookies. Love
Kitchen
$964.57/wk.
toys, cats, cereal, the usual. No
weirdos.
Billy
"The
Kid."
Dypeurville 555-2222.
All collective Not too
Strike
(03467)
$523.86 to
DESPERATELY
SEEKING
bargaining
long, we hope
Breakers
$589.34
SEAMUS bring your bagpipes
1
oc
ation
s
home Lad and warm em over a
GRAIN TOSSER (42367800) $598.58 to $3852.78/wk. The Maine Department of
nice turf fire. There now. Yer
Welfare has an immediate opening for a man or woman to ride in open state vehicles,
poor sainted mither. Edinbura 5550007.
providing foodstuffs to the needy. Minimum qualifications include a good strength, handLYLE You know what you can
eye coordination, ability to gauge wind. Open Until Things Change in Washington.
do, you can go kiss the kitty butt.
T threw them no-good gerbils in
RESUME COLLECTOR (42756400) $369.67 to $464.13/wk. The State Employment
the hog pen. SUGAR.
office has an immediate vacancy for a man or woman to process applications for state
HEY SUGAR—Don't squeeze my
shorthairs, woman. LYLE.
Move to New
jobs and government positions that have already been promised. Shredder experience
CURVY SUBURBAN DIVOR
necessary.
Hampshire!
CEE seeking Megabucks winner
or someone who's just plain
OPPORTUNITY ZONE OPENINGS (373728) $119.00 to $123.00/wk. We don't
loaded. Will perform nonessential
Paid for by N ew
housekeeping duties. Prefer older
exactly have any jobs yet, but we have loads of zones.
H am pshire
gentleman with incurable disease,
♦These jobs are already taken, but we still have to advertise. If this has inconvenienced you in any way, we really
easily copied signature. LOLITA
D epartm ent of
don't care. Have a nice day.
Hampden 555-XTRT.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER M/F/H, IHTKS
Jingoism
(IT HELPS TO KNOW SOMEONE)

DON'T THINK I DON’T KNOW
who’s putting rats in my walls.
You know I know, and I know
you know I know. Don’t think I
don’t.
I HAVE YOUR LUCKY lottery
numbers. Only $1 for each six.
Maine Lottery Commission.
SEND US $12,000,000, or the
Lord's gonna call us home. Taxdeductible donation to: The
editors, Maineiac Express.
TERSE GROUCH. 555-6974.
ZOMBIES ANONYMOUS — No
ambition?
Feeling
sluggish?
Slope on over to ZA headquarters.
555-8395.
WIND CHIMES FELL FROM
the sky the other day, making a
heavenly sound upon impact. Bad
concussion, but doc says it was a
miracle I wasn't killed. Praise the
Lord, I'm bom again.
RECLUSIVES ANONYMOUS
— HEY, Greg Partringer and
Wilma Raklip called last week.
How about you? 555-3987. All
calls confidential.
I’VE BEEN to heaven. Will tell
all. $15. Contact ME-11
OUTASTATERS ANONYMOUS
So you weren't bom in Maine.
There’s other states. Countries,
too. Come on down. 555-OKAY.

WIN
A
FORTUNE

\

Vote Democrat.
The party that cares.

CAREERS IN MAINE
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HELP WANTED

*NOW HIRING*

i-------------------------- 1
|
.

■
|
■
|

’ Can you hold your
breakfast at the sight of
blood?
•Can you endure endless
days of observing the pain
and suffering of others?
*Can you handle being
treated like a second-class
citizen by doctors who get
all the credit for taking a
month to diagnose wnat you
knew all along?

PERMANENT
PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

SLAVERY
An Equal Opportunity, No
Hope Employer

Enroll Today in

G U I T A R *
• (Government
Utility
In
stitutional Training for Assis
tance Recipients)

|
I
|

We need you at Our Sister
of Currency Hospital, where
the nursing shortage is so
severe, our few remaining
RN’s wander the halls like
zombies.

i Apply today!
■
■
■

|
■

Earn low wages on
interminable shifts.
Deal with demanding
patients and egomamacal
doctors. And remember,
nursing's not just a job, it's a
profession!
Our Sister of
Currency Hospital
250 Disease Drive
P itts v i lie, ME

Big Boys Paper
Pulp City Mill

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF FREE LABOR

BECOME A
NURSE

■

SCABS

Leave the kiddies in our day-care
warehouses and earn minimum
wage while you work and learn
valuable career training. Just
think—You'll take home $119
every week!

If you're the type o f person who doesn't mind being
exploited by a big, multinational paper company with no
roots in Maine; who doesn't particularly care if the
working environment is safe; who doesn’t feel any
allegiance to your fellow worker and will agree to never
join a union, then you're ready to join the Big Boys family.
No, we can't guarantee you any job security, but we have
benefits that can't be beat:
*Safe entrance in and out o f gate— every day!
*Weekly sickness and accident benefits— up to $2.70 per
week!
*Life insurance— up to $55!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Egg collecting
Basic blood work
Floor maintenance
Nanny fundamentals
Cotton harvesting
Bathroom attendency
Delousing unit operating
Potato picking
Blueberry raking
Shellfish shucking
Shucking
Jiving
Shuffling

* Accidental death and dismemberment insurance— up to
$27.50!
*Vacation— one to two days, every year!
* Holidays— you work them, we'll pay you!

SELF IMPROVEMENT
SCHOOLS
NO PAST? No future? Fuzzy
present? College for Wayward
Men. 555-3895

EARN UNIVERSITY DEGREES
without study or classes.
Reasonable one-time tuition.
Bachelor's, master's, doctorate.
Authentic-looking diplomas
from Kimbicove University.
Write ME— 14B, 19 Melniball
Street, Brunswick, ME 04011.

Maine Academy of
Bartendry wants YOU!
Take courses in these disciplines:
Beer-Pouring (Keg,Can & Bottle)
Cocktails: Shaken & Stirred
Listening Skills & Relationship
Therapy
Qualified BBs (Bachelors of
Bartending) may go on to do
graduate work in Mai-Tai
Metaphysics, The Daiquiri Through
the Ages, or Philosophy of the
Tipsy Taxi. Write today for FREE
brochure! Box 22, Pulp City, ME
04299.

LEARN MEAT CUTTING
while you sleep.
Call 555-MEAT.

fl:

B LA H , B LA H , BLAH

FOR SALE

FREE WORKERS
Tired of skyrocketing
insurance premiums,
taxes, crippling mort
gages and car
payments? Want to kiss
your cares goodbye?
Join the thousands of
Mainers who have
become BIG BUCKS.
Sign up today!
An equal opportunity,
free labor program.
EASY MONEY — Fun-loving
couple wanted for multimillion
dollar religious franchise. Steady
supply of ready cash, hush
money, drugs, sex partners, and a
warehouse full of makeup. No
kooks, please. Emperor's Palace,
Heritage Park, USA.
IMMEDIATE OPENING — road
salesperson for busy sea monkey
franchise.
Must have related
experience. 555-3896.
BODY HAIR stylist. Experienced
only. Faye's Body Hair Boutique.
555-3987.

BIG BOYS PAPER MILL
on the polluted Androscoggin
(a Class D river)
Pulp City, ME 04299
An Unequal Opportunity Employer

A message from the Maine
Department of Testosterone

HOUSEWIFE wanted — can
you bolster ego, provide 3
meals a day, perform sexually
w/out post-sex conversation,
juggle finances, do laundry,
dishes, and other housework,
entertain guests and raise three
children?
Room and board
provided. 555-3897.
UGLY bastard wanted for our
customer relations dept. Jumbo
Discount Bam, Pulp City. No
calls. 555-7897.

Today's Solution

COLLEGE
ENGLISH
PRO
FESSOR — Full time $45,000.
However, this is a 9/10 teaching
load—part time, $4.65/hr, no
benefits. PhD required. Downeast
University, RFD 1, Spud City.
NEED — Men and women to
drink beer for national tasting/
testing co. Experienced only need
apply.
SEC/REC — Must be able to
type 60 wpm, make executive
decisions, delegate responsibility,
hire and fire, budget, purchase and
be submissive. Some sex required.
Competitive salary in high teens.
555-3908. ,
START A FABULOUS career
with Maineiac Express. An entrylevel position—must have ex
perience. 555-3987.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
CATERPILLAR FARM — Get a
jump on the gypsy moths. Raise
your own for fun and profit. Call
today 555-8314.
NAUGHA FARM — Get a leg
up on the naugahyde industry—
raise naughas from egg. Send $5
for free catalogue. Naugha Valley,
Maine.

INSECTS — Raise blackflies,
midges for profit. Great tourist
potential. ME Bugs, Pulptown.
555-3908.
MAIL ORDER ICE CREAM Get in while it’s hot! Sundaes,
cones, and ice cream bars delivered
coast to coast. Sticky-Liks, Inc.
Rural Box 1, Hogbreath, Idaho
88880.
SECURITY, early retirement,
highest pensions. Be all that you
can be, grab all that you can grab.
Be an officer in the armed forces.
BUNNY SEMEN — high growth
potential.
In-vitro Products.
Orono. 555-8907.
GET IN on the ground level, or
below! Submersible condos, pre
constructed, ready for the beach.
Coastal Wetlands Condos. 5553490. No calls.
COCKLES AND MUSSELS
dealership — Good job for Irish
orphan girls. 555-7897.
PEOPLE — Real food for real
plants. We carry a full line of car
nivorous vegetarian-eating plants.
Franchises available. New Age
Agrarian Acres, Warren. 5553490.
ADULT VACUUM attachments.
Hoses Galore Personal Products.
555-3678.

Answers to Talkin' Maineiac study questions
(see p. 22)
1. Twice. Tail and jowl.
2. Nothin' doin'.
3. Rub-a-dub-dub. Hubbub. Ubububby Dubububby,

DOGS
Wirehair/St. Bernard
mix, purebred Maine Coon Cat
Dog,
Maine Coon
Cat
Dog/Wirehair mix, purebred St.
Bernard, St. Bemard/Maine Coon
Cat Dog mix, purebred Wirehair.
Sunnydale Kennels. Curberg 5559696
LUMBER MILL
cheap. Call
after 2 a.m. and don't let anyone
see you. Ask for HOSER. Jay
555-5512
UNITED
METHODIST
CHURCH Congregation willing
to relocate. With minister. Prefer
rich community. Rev. Killjoy.
555-GODD
LOW SODIUM SOD Don’t ask
no questions. Larry, Darryl or
Darryl. Corinna 555-AYUH
LUV
and plenty uv it. No
amount too small. Bring a shot
gun. Leaza. Mt. Wolverton 5553826
STREET
BEDROOM
set.
Corrugated mattress/blanket set.
Queen-size. See woman w/gray
coat. Capitol Park, Augusta.
Business Opportunity! Business Opportunity!
Business Opportunity! Business Opportunity!

S

WEAPONS/ARMS
DEALERSHIP
Highest prices, come
with huge kickbacks,
political favors, immu
nity from law, Swiss
bank account, political
future. If you get
caught, they'll even call
you a hero.
Contact anyone: CIA,
Executive & Judicial
branches, State Dep't,
Congress.
Or just call us, your
Nat'l Sec. Council,
Washington, D.C.
Business Opportunity! Business Opportunity!
Business Opportunity! Business Opportunity!
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Indulge!

We Need the Tax Revenue.
Maine Department of Indulgence & Taxation
JOHN
DEERE
TRACTOR,
1938. 1,650 HP, supercharger,
dual headers, nitrous system, tilt
steering wheel, 10-speed, dual
mags, auxiliary twin Pratt &
Whitney JT8D dash 7's, ejector
seat, airhom, landing lights, much
much more. The ultimate har
rowing experience. Lyle, behind
the rail station. No phone. Old
Town.
ATV BABY Stroller, toddler
lingerie, baby nips, kiddie valium.
Because "they're never too
young." Call Anthony 555-3897.
WE HAVE WINGS for all your
flying needs. Stumulex Aviators.
555-3930.
RIDING VAC ACCESSORIES
— We got everything. Modem
Hoses. Slug City.
ANIMAL FARM,
dairy equip
ment, cheap. Owner out of town
for a few days. Call and leave
message in bam, or ask for
Flossy, Daisy, Henny Penny,
Spot, Fido, Peter or Poiky. 5551984, Orwell.
USED DIESEL TYPEWRITER
— 1960 SCM. Hardly touched.
Only 6,000,000,000 words. Used
by retired writer. Intake manifold
gasket sucked in—needs replacing.
Also, might need a slight ring
job, valves a tiny bit crisp. Best
offer. Bangor. Stephen, 5559999.
TOILET
TISSUE
wrapper
collection, entire. Mill test-runs.
Never sold!
Early Charmins,
Scotties, White Clouds, Handiwipes, Tucks, Pampers, StaFrees, Vanity Fairs, and more.
Also, collectors' edition dog food
bags. Paperton
Bambi, 5557777

MIXED CIRCUS ANIMALS,
some with hooves, some with
individuated toes, some brachiated,
some that can only loll around in
the swamp. Interesting variety,
must see. LYLE, behind the rail
station. No phone. Old Town.
USED CAMPING EQUIPMENT
— Doubleheaded axe, chainsaw,
chefs knife, crossbow, msty
shovel, asst, crowbars, meat
hook, 16-lb. sledge, hockey mask.
Call for appt. 555-1313 Crystal
Lake.
HEARING AID — no batteries
required.
Acme
Funnel.
Westbrook. 555-7908.
ASSORTMENT of boys and
girls, ready for freezer. Old Lady
in the Woods Nursery. 555-3987.
STICKS. I find them, I sell them.
Cheap. 555-4390.
REVERSIBLE FUR COATS —
Wear fur side for Republican
functions, leather for Democratic.
$599. 555-4574.

TIN MAN hats. Lowest prices.
Acme Funnel. 555-7908.
TIRED OF MESSY oil changes?
No spill solution. Acme Funnel.
Westbrook. 555-7908.
LOCKJAW forces sale of old
boards w/rusty nails. Call 5558964, ask for Newt.
NEWEST
lawn
ornaments.
Lowest prices. Slug City Tires.
555-9835.
USED LAWN ornaments, just
like new. Big-bottomed women,
decorative cranes, appliances,
snowmobile parts. 555-3987.
DECORATIVE locusts, by mail.
24.99/1000. Stick 'em to your
house. Drives Mormons nuts!
Pestilence Products, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
LOWEST PRICES — Swiss
cheese holes. 590/doz, all med.jumbo size. 555-3987.
OWN A PIECE of history.
Seabrook stocks—too cheap to
meter. 555-0845.
FIBER-OPTIC video catheter
plugs into TV/VCR for hours of
at-home
viewing
pleasure.
$99.99 555-4390.
ROWING MACHINE — Some
mst. $15. 555-4908.

AKC Chihuahua-Toy Poodle mix,
apricot. VERY perky. Loves to
climb walls, drapes, and jump
over wingback chairs over and
over. Free to a good home. 555EEEE Mexico.
TURKEY BUZZARD CHICKS
— reared in captivity. Adorable,
just starting to molt. 555-BIRD
Buzzton.
BLUE LOBSTERS — raised in
household tanks, very tame. 5pounders. Can perform simple
underwater tricks like picking up
coins and spitting them out,
catching hamburg on a string,
retrieving cod heads.
Lobster
Dome 555-9000 Rockport.
AKC MAINE WEASEL DAWGS
— all shots, bred for ferrets,
martens, minks and other weasels.
There ain't nothin like a good ole
weasel hunt! 555-DOGY Bucksnort.
2-YR. OLD WILD BOAR named
Cuteypie. Bom in Smokey Mts.
—owner disappeared, family must
sell. Needs plenty of room, eats
anything,
incl.
other
pigs.
Doggone intelligent, don't slip in
the hog pen.
Just a big,
affectionate half-ton o' lard! 555BOAR Sowhegan.
AKC Chihuahua-Border Collie
mix, 1 yr. all shots. Loves to
herd kids at picnics, will dance to
music of Flaco Jiminez. 555DAWG Mexico.

RENTALS
AIR SPACE for rent Above
Moody Beach, Wells. Contact
Town Council. 555-7968.
MAINE FISH rentals. S. Thomaston, Port Clyde. 555-1234
HEAT for sale or rent Bob.

1987 JAGUAR — Just like new.
Must sell. Midlife crisis over.
Florida car. 555-4989.
'79 PINTO — Runs great. Some
char, ash in rear. Florida car. 5556859.
1982 RABBIT — Runs fast.
Excellent coat. Good breeder.
Florida rabbit. 555-4908.

LARRY'S
AUTO DEALS

HOUSES
PORTLAND AREA — Small
fixer-upper. $2,349,999.
OLD
ORCHARD
BEACH.
Beautiful 1st floor condo. Low
tide offers sea-level view of surf.
At high tide, watch the snails and
weeds roll up to your window and
back, up and back, up and back.
The exciting world of undersea
adventures awaits you at Surf
City. 555-7869.

1976 Turbo Peanut 612
1978 Squirrel
1964 Bonjour
1986 Weasel
1969 Carrot
1975 Whippitt
1979 Pitchfork
1976 Uranus
1984 Albatross
Your Choice $1,000

AUTOS
1987 YUGO — 2000 miles, runs
like new, trade for tambourine or
equal value in stamps. Florida car.
555-3498.
1963 RAMBLER — Classic
make-out car—collapsible seats.
Good rubbers all around. Florida
car. 555-4908.

CAVALCADE OF CLAMS
A weekend celebration designed to entertain as well as
educate people on the contribution of clams to society
*CLAM BEAUTY CONTEST *CLAM RELAY RACE
*CLAM CAKEWALK
*CLAM TIDE ROLLING
♦CLAM TALENT SHOW
*CLAM HOOTENANNY
♦CLAMBAKE
on the town green, Cape Elizabeth
sponsored by the Society for the Liberation of Clams

Calais

TRUCKS/VANS
TRUCK CAPS, fur hats. Hats for
vans, many styles, all sizes.
555-7686.

SNOW VEHICLES
1987 SNOWFLYER DELUXE—
w/am-fm radio, TV, VCR, heater,
ashtray. Best offer. 555-3987.
1988 CHEERIOS carton. Slides
like new. Nice little apres ski
home, too, in case you're down on
your luck in the opportunity state.
$2.99.555-7909.

M a in e ia c E x p re ss Brain Teaser!
Do you lgiow how to spell...

rhododendron?

?

Send answers to Maineiac Express, 19 Mason Street, Brunswick, ME 04011.
Yesterday's winner was Brenda Feeble, who correctly spelled "barnacle."

555-7923

WANTED TO BUY
INDENTURED SERVANTS—
Two or more, for encyclopedia
sales. 555-3897.
RABBIT SEMEN — fast,
guaranteed. Call Brent. 555-5678.

Hey, Kid...Wanna hear a joke
your old Jlady'd never tell you?

ANTIQUES
OLD WORLD NEW AGE WIND
CHIMES play mystical Egyptian/Mesopotamian 5-tone scale in
arbitrary
arrangements,
24
hours/day, 365 days/year. They
never stop. They just keep ringing
and ringing and ringing and
ringing. Cost $260 new. I'll take
$1 or best offer. 555-3490.
TOP PRICES PAID for authentic
Mrs. Butterworth bottles. $250
and/up. 555-8796._____________

SPORTING GOODS
FLOATING SMELT shacks, for
summer fishing/drinking fun.
$99.99. 555-3987.

PETS
DOG
stud
service.
Quick,
dependable. He'll mate with
anything. 555-8431.
AKC Miniature Chihuahuas —
rare hairless variety. No bigger
than a dime. $225. 555-DAWG
Mexico.
AKC Tibetan Dropkik Dogs —
adorable little dustmops. 6 wks.
old, all shots. $159.99. Take
two, they're small. 555-PUPU
Mt. Everest.
AKC Giant Laplander Hound —
breed developed during WWII to
hunt
German
Shepherds.
Adorable 6 wk. old pup, answers
to "Jaws." Rare. $625. 555KENL Dogtown.

Just call us, night or day. 1»900»555»1121

Bad Boys & Girls Outlet, Freeport.
WANTED TO SWAP
CHRISTMAS TREE — real,
used only once, to swap for mud
room furniture. Zelda, Pulp City
555-3783
1987 CALENDAR FOR 1937
toothpick saw. 555-6894 ask for
Clem.
PAIR MEN’S HOSE, not too
stretched, to trade for television
horse/clock statuette. Jimmy,
555-7896.
SHOES! ALL SIZES, all colors,
in exchange for vocal mike &
P.A. Contact Imelda immediately
at (676) 555-4673, Honolulu.
LIGHTHOUSE BULB (socket
thread stripped) for working
flashlight, duct tape, and record
player. Roger, Damariscasset 5550471.
PTERODACTYL, answers to
Ptom, for a female Ptarmigan.
555-3628 ask for Betty or Barney.

BALLPARK, hardly used
(bleachers in excellent condition)
to trade for submersible
condominium. Old Orchard 5556974.
AUTO URINAL JAR for firefly
collection. 555-4175.
RARE! PINE TREE MONKEY
w/vertigo, to swap for Skylab
parts. 555-6000.
MY COMPLETE MOSQUITO
collection, in exchange for used
citronella candles. 555-6894.
Will trade shopping
cart (good tires) for
Hyundai Excel (new or
used). P. D. Boo,
Brunswick 555-6333.
WHERE'S ALL THE WTFEswapping parties like I see on
Donahue and Oprah all the time?
Am I looking in the right place?
Call me if yes. Meit 555-3977.

ENERGETIC, mouse-catching
caribou to swap for weathered
vinyl shingles. 555-6387.
NEW JERSEY AIR for vacuum
dust. Please. (577) 555-6398.
MOBILE HOME LAUNDRY
conveyor belt, for solar-powered
slide projector. Sam, Bangor 5559319.
CAMOUFLAGE hot-air balloon
for water skates. Port Clyde 5557113.
CONCRETE BIRDBATH to
swap for extra-firm waterbed.
Sandra, Portland 555-6858.
NANNY for Granny. 555-3743.
REAL PRETTY DIAMOND
ring, not worn anymore and stored
in jewelry box, for Transformers.
Willing to negotiate. Skippy 5550384 (if my mom answers hang
up real fast and try later).
GRATED PARMESAN cheese,
not too lumpy, for mattress,
same. Lila in Orono, 555-5396.
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WATER VIEW!

!

Passive Solar Bungalow

We're building anything
and everything on the coast,

This cozy fixer-upper with walk-in entrance is ready to go
and waiting for you! Wonderful views of surrounding
neighborhood, including—from your roof—a clear shot
of Jim and Mabel Baxters' pool.

$239,999.

MAINE.
OURS FOR THE TAKING.

Water View
555-3883
RE
ALTY
SOUTHERN MAINE
R e n ta l Property

The
Fatten
Corporation
with offices everywhere

58 Main Street, Clawsville

It's Just a Vacant Lot
But It'll Cost You A Lot
Tired of putting up with someone else's idea of
architectural beauty?
Then 58 Main Street is for you.

Split Level Antique Cape
Built high on a landscaped mound to afford breathtaking
view of southern Maine, the fastest developing place in
the universe. Separate, lower building to use as garage
or rental property with own entrance. On 0.2 acres near
York, Ogunquit, Kennebunkport. Enjoy country living
at its best.
Asking $699,999

DIXIE MAINE REALITY

555-6349

Sure it's tiny, only 24 x 48 feet. And rocky. And the soil's
pH has tested at a sky-high 9.88.
But there's enough room to sleep 64 people side by side.
And if you build a second-story you can sleep 128. Add a
third-story and you’re up to 192. Fourth story? The sky's
the limit at 58 Main Street. With Clawsville's zoning laws
you can pretty much do as you please. We should know.
W e’ve been getting away with murder for years.

SECLUSION!!

Call us today for an appointment to see the hottest
property south of Baxter State Park.
#129,000, no money down.

The McNuts Realty Company, 19 Main Street,
Clawsville

Enjoy the rustic pleasures
of log cabin living
in a little woods clearing.

gp

"Show us the woods, and you'll
be in your house in the morning.”

UNCLE A BE’S LO G CABIN CONSTRUCTION

Federal Era Home, A ttached G arage
Peaceful, secluded, wooded setting with trees and earth
you can call your own. Best of all, no walk from your
Porsche to your house because with this charming
domicile, you'll park right in your cozy living
room/kitchen/bedroom/dining room/powder room. 2 1/2
natural outdoor baths.
$1,399,995.

Borrowed Time Realty

York
555-8665

Hunters’ Special
ALL THIS WEEK!

FO O D

Maine Game Sale
Cavalcade

MART

of

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

8 AM TILL WE CLOSE

WHOLE CARCASS WIPEOUT!
Deer

FOX NAVELS

f^Q

2 LBS./$1
° 9 ribou

Buck
ROBIN RED BREASTS

.......... 2 LBS./$1
FRESH...TRIM...SUPERFRESH

DUCK ASSES....GRADE

A BUMS

.3 LBS./$1

ROASTING
LOONS

SQUIRREL HEARTS

Whole, Beakless
2 TO 22 LB. AVG.

3 LBS./$1
BEAVERS, ASSORT

,59/LB.

......... 4 LBS./$1
6 OZ. CAN, IN WATER

CHUNK LIGHT GOOSE GIZZARDS

W/Feathers

........ 590

S1.19/LB.
QUIKFROZEN

NEW YORK STYLE

BABY
SONGBIRDS

COYOTE
STEAK

Quailpak of 6

Special sale on
field accidents

BAG OF 100/AVG
GRADE A

LAB &
BEAGLE
DROPS

PARTRIDGE
PARTS

CENTER CUT.... RIB

FEET UP............. .

MOOSE
CHOPS

$4.99
Whole carcass

FEET DOWN.

$1.59 LB

$4.99

690

LB

$1.69 LB

PARTRIDGE HELPER

590 LB

Doggy bags

16 OZ. BOX

$1.89

V

PRODUCE!

KIDS

FROM OUR DELI!

WHOLE ANTLERS... 690 LB

DELI SUCED

LOON DOWN... ••-69C l b

COON A R M S .... ..$1.99 LB
DEU SUCED

,0*
*

WEASEL RUMPS

LB

LOON AND SWAN COMBINATION

0#
^

.$2.99

LAKE L E G S .........$2.49 LB

SUGARED MOOSE
N O S E S ...

890/bag

COYOTE HEAD CHEESE

....890

KRISPY INNARDS.. .REG OR D IE T , i

.................. .$2.69

' •

CARIBOU BALLS......
NIBLETS OR CREAM STYLE

69C

1LBCAN

r.
VALUABLE COUPON
EW AGE MORNING
NATURE FARMS

VEG ETARIAN
lb

DOMESTIC GARDEN FED

BETTY CROCKER

GROUNDHOG BELLIES

CORNED MOOSE BEEF HASH BROWNIE MIX

...................$3.69 l b

890/box

LOCALLY MADE BEAR

....... 790 BAG

MOOSE VELVET SHEETS

$2.89

FEET.. ■CLOVEN O N L Y . . . . 490 EA_
CARIBOU TONGUE

2 LBS. ASSORTED

...$2.89

.....................990 LAP
DUCK BILL............ $1.49 LB

SCHOOL SIZE JAR

PASTE........

890

VENISON

^

Q

$1.59

Dry Soybean Product

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
GOOD ONLY AT MAINE FOOD MARTS

VALUABLE COUPON

£

UDDER SAUSAGE

E-Z ROLL

CARAMEL KNEES..

•:

VERMONT SHARP

KIDDIE B0X._3 LBS. SWEETENED

SNACKIN' SIZE B O X . ■ ■.......................

r :‘‘ ':y '

ASSORT

FA C E S ....1 LB.......990 BAG

VALUABLE C O U PO N
GAME CLUB

16 OZ BOX

INSTANT W OODCOCK
Just Add Water

$1.59
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
GOOD ONLY AT MAINE FOOD MARTS

VALUABLE COUPON

